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ABSTRACT 

This is a defence of analogy to the prehistoric past. Archaeological analogy is 
reviewed and defined. The problems associated with archaeological analogy are 
introduced. 

This thesis reviews two examples of analogy as used in Australian archaeology. 
Between these two cases, the main problems associated with archaeological analogy are 
demonstrated. 

The critical assessment of source data is advocated as is refutation testing of any 
representation of the archaeological past derived from such data. Any analogy that survives 
critical assessment and refutation testing is more reliable than an untested case. This thesis 
argues against assumed concordance of the archaeological record and source data. 

This thesis uses the Magela floodplain of Kakadu National Park as its study area. 
The environment of the contemporary floodplain, including climate, geomorphology, flora, 
fauna and hydrology, are reviewed; the evolution of the floodplain from a mangrove forest 
is also considered. 

Source data applicable to the Magela floodplain are reviewed. These data are 
critically assessed and reorganised into a refutable format known as a critical analogy. 

The critical analogy is contrasted with the archaeological record of the Magela 
floodplain. This contrast shows a disjunction between source data and the archaeological 
record. This difference shows that critical assessment and refutation testing are valuable as 
means of establishing a plausible and reliable analogy to the prehistoric past. 
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",..as I tear the window shades 
and walk caged rugs, 
this thing upon me 
like a flower and a feast, 
believe me 
is not death and is not 
glory 
and like Quixote's windmills 
makes a foe 
turned by the heavens 
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against one man; 
• . . this thing upon me, 
great god, 
this thing upon me 
crawling like a snake, 
terrifying my love of commonness, 
some call Art 
some call Poetry; 
it's not death 
but dying will solve its power 
and as my grey hands 
drop a last desperate pen 
in some cheap room 
they will find me there 
and never know 
my name 
my meaning 
nor the treasure 
of my escape." 

Charles Bukowski (1920-1994) 

",..My idea was to buy a fat notebook and record the whole 
thing, as it happened, then send in the notebook for publication - without 
editing. That way, I felt, the eye & mind of the journalist would be 
functioning as a camera. The writing would be selective & necessarily 
interpretive - but once the image was written, the words would be final; 
in the same way that a Cartier-Bresson photograph is always (he says) the 
full frame negative. No alterations in the darkroom, no cutting or 
cropping, no spotting ... no editing. 

But this is a hard thing to do, and in the end I found myself 
imposing an essentially fictional framework on what began as a piece of 
straighticrazy journalism. True gonzo reporting needs the talents of a 
master journalist, the eye of an artist/photographer and the heavy balls of 
an actor. Because the writer must be a participant in the scene, while he's 
writing it - or at least taping it, or even sketching it. Or all three. Probably 
the closest analogy to the ideal would be a film director/producer who 
writes his own scripts, does his own camera work and somehow manages 
to film himself in action, as the protagonist or at least a main character." 

Hunter S. Thompson 
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",..people are all exactly alike. There's no such thing as a race 
and barely such a thing as an ethnic group. If we were dogs, we'd be the 
same breed. George Bush and an Australian aborigine have fewer 
differences than a ihasa apso and a toy fox terrier. A Japanese raised in 
Riyadh would be an Arab. A Zulu raised in New Rochelle would be an 
orthodontist. I wish I could say I found this out by spending arctic nights 
on ice floes with Inuit elders and by sitting with tribal medicine men over 
fires made of human bones in Madagascar. But, actually, I found it out by 
sleeping around,.." 

P.J. O'Rourke 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

"The question is: why, given that there is an almost unlimited set of possible 
statements about the past, are only a limited number of formulations and 
interpretations continuously made, disseminated and repeated? We can regard 
archaeology itself as the largely unconscious but nevertheless rule-governed 
production of statements about the past." (Tilley 1989:277). 

What follows is a defence of analogy from historical or ethnographic sources, one 

of the "formulations and interpretations" mentioned above. Analogy in some form remains 

the commonest method of qualifying the past, if only because it is so entrenched in 

anthropological tradition. It is perhaps for this reason that analogy is one of anthropology's 

more contentious methods. This thesis proposes that analogy can be made a credible 

method for explicating the prehistoric past. Analogical reasoning is indispensable to all 

predictive disciplines, of which anthropology is but one example. Analogy as practised by 

anthropologists is nonetheless lacking in internal consistency. It is to this task that the 

following thesis is addressed. 

The aim of this thesis is to suggest and test a revised methodology for inference to 

the past from historical or ethnographical accounts. This thesis emphasises procedural and 

logical reform of existing inferential practices. For the majority of anthropology's history, 

analogues with extant or extinct "traditional" lifeways have been as often haphazard, 

inconsistent or fantastic as they have been plausible or relevant. It is unfortunate that poor 

use of historical or ethnographical accounts has been taken as representative of the 

"archetypal" analogy and that subsequent criticism has been pejorative. The following 

argument is an attempt to redress the criticisms levelled at analogy as a method of 

explicating the past. 

This discussion of analogy uses the prehistory of the Magela floodplain of Kakadu 

National Park as its example. The reasons for using the Magela floodplain appear below. 



1.1 TERMINOLOGY 

Several terms will appear throughout the thesis for which precise definitions are 

needed. The term "anthropology" shall refer to the overall study of humankind, including 

archaeology. I subscribe to the North American "inclusive" view of anthropology. 

"Archaeology" or "archaeologist" shall only be used when referring exclusively to these 

sub-fields of anthropology. Archaeology is taken to mean the study of past peoples and 

lifeways through their connection with material remains. As the term suggests, "lifeway" 

refers to the ways and means by which people conduct their daily lives. When spelled in 

the lower case "aboriginal" refers to any non-industrial, indigenous people. The inhabitants 

of the East Alligator River region observed by Europeans in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries are referred to as "the Kakadu". Kakadu National Park is referred to as 

"the park". 

A term essential to this thesis is "behaviour" and it requires extended discussion. I 

choose "behaviour" as a term better suited to the task at hand than the more ubiquitous 

"culture". This statement demands at least some comparison of those terms in question. 

What is culture? The intricacies involved in defining this much-used term could in 

themselves make a good case for abandoning it entirely! Culture has so many definitions 

that at times it seems a "buzz word", its definition left to the particular aims of the author. 

The only universal definition of culture is tautological: culture is the defining trait of 

humankind. It is an arbitrary term that considers the capricious factors of human existence, 

like kinship, preferred foods, spirituality, fashion and so on (e.g. Binford 1968a:323). The 

unpredictability of its subject matter makes culture a double-edged sword. Counted among 

its advantages is the wide-spread understanding the term elucidates. It is a very flexible 

term applicable to virtually every human endeavour. Its advantages are also its handicap: 

culture's flexibility and vagueness make it all things to all people. "Culture" rivals "the 
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will of God" for the prize of perfect answer; it simultaneously answers the consistencies 

and inconsistencies of any argument (cf. Binford 1987:455, Harris 1968:2). For instance, 

group A share traits with group B for cultural reasons just as group A differs from group B 

for cultural reasons. Defenders of the culture concept suggest Homo sapiens defies 

classification and fills a unique, and conveniently imprecise, category (cf. Bamforth and 

Spaulding 1982:179). Anthropologists defend their conclusions by appealing to the 

diversities of human culture. Settlement patterns of Palaeolithic Europe (Jochim 1983, 

Mellars 1985), the political evolution of northwest America (Ames 1985, Schalk 1982) and 

the demography of Holocene Australia (Beaton 1985, Lourandos 1985) are examples of 

debate wherein cultural nuance verifies different conclusions of human action in the same 

area. 

Culture's imprecision makes it an unreliable empirical principle. Anthropologists 

invoke culture to broker explanations of "why". Culture is the ultimate "splitter" jargon. It 

potentially makes each human community, even individual action, unique (Schiffer 

1978:239). Culture lends itself to slippery slope arguments by which a seemingly unrelated 

cause and effect can be related. Cultural interpretations are not always empirically evident. 

Demanding that cultural interpretations be empirically evident admittedly places a 

stranglehold on explanatory arguments (e.g. Bender 1985:49-50) but is a sacrifice 

necessary to maintaining consistency. Irrespective of the term, whether it is "culture", 

"intensification", "adaptation" or the many others continuously used by anthropologists, it 

must have a clear and precise meaning gained through example. Culture is a term that 

divides a discipline already fraught with disagreement over terms (cf. Cowgill 1988:244-

55). 

Despite the above criticisms, culture is not a concept redundant to anthropology. 

Culture deals specifically with the "why" questions addressed by social anthropology. 

Human action is the currency of social anthropology. Reynolds (1980: xxiii) defines 

human action as what people do and their reasons for so doing (or not doing). 
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Archaeologists can only infer human action of the past when it is associated with material 

deposits. Anthropology takes a hypothetico-deductive perspective in its statements 

concerning human action. Anthropology assumes that human action follows ordered and 

identfIable patterns even if such patterns are not always logical or obvious. If human 

action was completely random, anthropology could make neither reliable nor meaningful 

statements. Therefore, anthropological conclusions are always conjectural; but whereas 

social anthropology can test its conclusions by consulting with the persons or people 

involved, archaeology can not. Culture is a vehicle of explanation incompatible with the 

constraints of archaeological practice. Archaeology must abandon its infatuation with the 

concept of culture and look to more appropriate mechanisms for understanding human 

action. 

"Behaviour" is a concept more suited to the exigencies of archaeology than 

"culture" (cf. Foley 1981:1). Behaviour has two components: biological and social. 

Biological behaviour is the needs and drives of Homo sapiens relative to its phenotype. 

Homo sapiens must eat, drink, shelter from the elements and reproduce. Speech is an 

example of biological behaviour. Biological behaviour is an evolutionary adaptation. How 

humans live comes under the aegis of social behaviour. If biological behaviour connotes 

human "nature", social behaviour connotes human "nurture". Social behaviour is how 

humans go about meeting their biological requirements. Biology does not always program 

humans, as is evident from the differing means by which they actualise their needs and 

drives (Hutterer and Rambo 1985:4-5, Jochim 1981:23-8, Moran 1982:7-8, Reynolds 

1980:29-31, Winterhalder and Smith 1992:19-20,21). Social behaviour is learned. 

Language, as opposed to speech, is an example of social behaviour. Social behaviour 

shows human adaptedness: its state, relative to its conspecifics, resulting from evolutionary 

history (O'Brien and Holland 1992). 

Biological and social behaviours are related. Social behaviour is a response to 

biological behaviour but is not determined by it; social behaviour is characterised by 
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choice. For example, industrial pollution, a product of social behaviour, conflicts with an 

efficient interaction with the environment, a biological need. The term "behaviour" 

includes the individual yet related biological and social components. Henceforth, 

"behaviour" refers to human action resulting from the interplay between biological and 

social factors. 

This thesis nominates behaviour as a simpler unit than culture for explicating 

human action (Steward 1977a:75-6). A hypothesis based on behaviour is archaeologically 

as evident as one based on culture, is simpler and eminently more testable (Gould 1978:7). 

1.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALOGY AND ETHNOARCHAEOLOGY 

Analogy extrapolates from the known to the unknown and is a crucial tool for 

extending data sets. Analogy is an inductive argument despite suggestions to the contrary 

(e.g. Stutt and Shennan 1990:768). Analogy demonstrates all the traits of induction: it is a 

probability statement, has more information in the conclusion than in the premises and is 

an inference from the known to the unknown (Salmon 1976:377, Scriven 1976:210-15, 

Wylie 1985:87). There are two main schools of analogy practised by modern anthropology: 

archaeological analogy and ethnoarchaeology. 

Archaeological analogy argues human behaviour of the observed or observable 

present is comparable to that of the prehistoric past. The archaeological analogy is also 

known as a "model" (Schiffer 1978:234). Davidson (1988:21) identifies two types of 

archaeological analogy: 

"One takes an account of the people from the same region as the archaeological 
study which is as complete as possible, and argues about the relationship between 
the ethnographic model and the archaeological record. The second takes an 
incomplete account, generally provides some reconstructive ethnohistory, and 
seeks to show that the reconstruction is supported by the archaeological record." 

Archaeologists do not generally use an entire account or ethnography, only those data 

relevant to the topic. Archaeologists often combine primary accounts (see below) and 
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ethnographic studies to furnish their analogies. Such combinations of primary accounts and 

ethnographies are henceforth termed source data. 

Ethnoarchaeology looks for processes of behaviour that explain the way material 

remains come to occur where they finally do (Gould 1978:4). Ethnoarchaeologists conduct 

etlmography with descendants of those groups whose material remains are under study. 

Ethnoarchaeologists gather information relevant to archaeology from their observations 

thus reducing the need to base their conclusions on source data. The aim of 

ethnoarchaeology is to provide meaningful and generic statements on human action. 

1.3 ETHNOGRAPHY, ETHNOHISTORY AND PRIMARY ACCOUNTS 

Anthropologists regularly use the term ethnohistory, often improperly. It is similar 

to the term "culture" in that it has many potentially contradictory meanings. Ethnohistory 

is a history of non-literate peoples thus, "ethno-" from ethnology plus history (Fenton 

1962:3). Etlmohistory focuses on frontier relationships and the change brought on by those 

relationships (e.g. Axtell 1979, Trigger 1982). This being the definition very few 

anthropologists actually deal with ethnohistory. 

Anthropologists mostly deal with, what are termed here, primary accounts (cf. 

Brumfiel 1976:398). Primary accounts are the journals, reports, logs and reminiscences 

observing or commenting on human behaviour made by historical figures like explorers, 

settlers and government officials. An ethnohistory is usually made up of primary accounts 

arranged diachronically (Hickerson 1970:7). Terms like "ethnohistoric analogy" or 

"reconstructive ethnohistory" have specific connotations, often different to those intended 

by the anthropologist. One would make an "ethnohistoric analogy" when explaining the 

ethnohistory of one area by reference to that of another; "reconstructive ethnohistory" 

sounds like a challenge to an existing view. 
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Primary accounts differ from etlmography, anthropology's other repository of 

comment on human behaviour. Ethnography is the systematic description of human action. 

Ethnography has a clear methodology and underlying theoretical framework. In a sense, 

ethnography approaches human discourse like a laboratory experiment: it sets out to gain a 

specific result while limiting potentially compromising variables. The ethnographer aspires 

to value neutrality in information gathering although more subjective methodologies have 

emerged since the early 1980s (e.g. Hobart and Taylor 1986, Tedlock 1991, Wikan 1990). 

These subjective standpoints have come as a reaction to the perceived ethnocentrism of 

earlier ethnographers. Regardless of whether they can ever be truly objective, 

ethnographers often screen their response to informant testimony, or at least disclose it in 

print, to reduce bias in the data. 

Primary accounts usually have none of these traits. Primary accounts abound with 

opinions, values, judgements or misinterpretations. They tend to be derogatory of 

aboriginal lifeways or aboriginal persons. Observers occasionally show sympathy with the 

plight or causes of aboriginal groups but more often their inclination is to displace, 

improve or pity their subjects (e.g. Dening 1966:36-7). Such bias in an observer can lead to 

inconsistency and oversight, which detract from the account's value. 

This distinction between ethnographic data and primary accounts is the difference 

in modes of information acquisition. Ethnography requires communication between the 

researcher and subject; it relies on informants. The ethnographer obtains data through 

interaction. Ethnography moves from the individual to explain the group (e.g. Malinowski 

1922, Mead 1961, Radcliffe-Brown 1964). Primary accounts are observations usually 

lacking in interactive data. Primary accounts invariably focus on groups; individuals gain a 

mention only when events occur like trade, negotiation or assistance. Informants are the 

exception to the rule among primary accounts. 
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Primary accounts usually fail to provide the same insight to human action on a day-

to-day level that is captured by ethnography. Ethnography often constructs lifeways from 

the mundane to capture the subtlety and broadness of behavioural patterns. Primary 

accounts are often characterised by the unusual and curious or at worst by hostilities that 

come from a lack of communication. Ceremonies, initiation, inter-clan warfare, political 

leaders, feasts and attacks on Europeans dominate the primary account: "If the natives were 

not an obvious threat to the settlers' life or that of his sheep, then references to them will 

probably be casual asides," (McBryde 1974:5). 

The above differences lend ethnography a more "scientific" veneer than primary 

accounts. Ethnography ranks data in order of their importance. It is organised to obtain 

certain data, to acquire those data within ethical guidelines and to interpret them within a 

particular paradigm. Ethnography discloses the methods used to collect data and any 

statistical interpretation of those data. As such, ethnography is internally consistent. 

Ethnography reconsiders its subject matter to challenge established interpretations. All the 

above distinctions between primary accounts and ethnography ultimately stem from 

perceptions of the observer's capabilities and the presence or absence of a systematic 

structure to the observations. 

Choosing between ethnography and primary accounts is sometimes made out to be the 

difference between science and speculation (Carmack 1972:228; also, Hawkins 1964). 

Analogy drawn from ethnographic data is seen as safer, more plausible and harder to 

refute, than one drawn from primary accounts (Peterson 1971:240). Gould (1980) argues 

archaeology needs to dispense with primary accounts altogether. He argues they are too 

general and oriented towards the requirements of the historian or social anthropologist. In 

the end, the many arguments favouring ethnography over primary accounts are founded on 

a desire to make anthropology a science. This proposition is considered below. 
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1.4 ORIGINS OF ANALOGY 

Anthropologist, historian and ethnohistorian alike use primary accounts. 

Anthropologists use primary accounts to describe past lifeways. Historians and 

ethnohistorians use accounts to reconstruct frontier relationships and their implications for 

the contemporary social order, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal (e.g. Burgmann and Lee 

1988, Reid 1990, Reynolds 1989, Ryan 1981). Anthropology began as a sub-discipline of 

history, which explains its long association with historical accounts (Carmack 1972, Harris 

1968:1, Kroeber 1966, McBryde 1979). 

Archaeological analogy shares many similarities with a historical perspective of 

human action. Archaeology traces its beginnings to virtual treasure hunts through the 

historic places of Europe, southwest Asia and North Africa (e.g. Lynch and Lynch 

1968:34). Ethnologies of the nineteenth century (and proto-ethnologies of the eighteenth 

century) ranked human communities according to their levels of "civilisation" (cf. Harris 

1968). Such history-archaeology, where archaeological data are seen as complementary to 

and continuous with historical data, is the foundation of contemporary archaeology. 

Indeed, history-archaeology continues to exert its influence over contemporary 

archaeology. 

Archaeological analogy traces its origins to history-archaeology although it has 

moved through many stages (cf. Orme 1974:199, Yellen 1977:1-2). Archaeological 

analogy has gone by many names including the "direct historical approach" (Steward 

1942), "upstreaming" (Fenton 1962) and the "ethnographic model" (Davidson 1988). 

Archaeological analogy in its modem form originates from the collapse of comparative 

method (cf. Schiffer 1978:239). 

There was a definite drive among social scientists at the turn of the century to attain 

a science of human action. Many social sciences, ethnology among them, assimilated 
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biological or evolutionary principles to construct laws of human action. Ethnology 

identified traits common to communities across the globe and, applying principles of 

parallel evolution, called them laws of human development. This was called comparative 

method. Boas (1940) attacked proponents of comparative method for confusing 

generalisations with laws. Boas argued history reveals continuity and facts about a 

community (Harris 1968:262). He argued exhaustive study of a community's history was 

the pre-requisite to any generalisation about inter-community relationships. Generalisation 

unsubstantiated by historical facts was anathema to Boas. While he did not reject 

comparative method out of hand, he argued that it was only valid once subsumed to 

historical fact. This viewpoint became known as historical particularism. 

The advent of historical particularism, in many ways, marked the emergence of 

modern anthropology. Ethnology became progressively specialised and isolated from 

anthropology until its virtual extinction after the Second World War. Boas would later 

recant his defence of historical fact but his idea that anthropology could be a science held. 

Archaeological analogies drawn from ethnographic data would henceforth overshadow 

those drawn from primary accounts. 

Childe (1952) and Steward (1942) both reworked historical particularism and 

established paradigms still used today, albeit in modified forms. Childe, and Steward 

endorsed analogy as a formal archaeological method. Childe argued historical materialism, 

repeating cycles of flux and revolution, has a parallel in prehistory. His argument that 

material deposits share a causal link with non-material processes such as social 

organisation eventually became known as cultural materialism. Steward adopted a similar 

approach but without Childe's Marxist theory or grandiose scale. Steward's method 

synthesised archaeology, primary accounts and use of informants (Wright 1968:97). He 

termed it the direct historical approach. Essentially the direct historical approach uses 

ethnography ("ethnology") and history to infer the function ("cultural complex") of an 

archaeological site to then interpret other prehistoric sites (Steward 1942:337). The direct 
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historical approach combines ethnoarchaeology and archaeological analogy, predating their 

eventual split. 

Steward and Childe's were rare voices of certainty in a generation otherwise 

personified by a form of idealism: complete certainty about uncertainty (Harris 1968:2). 

The inter-war period saw anthropology seeking to disprove laws of human action and 

entrenched in description. New Archaeology was a reaction against the inanities of this 

period. New Archaeology emphasised the need for the discipline to assume a more 

rigorous and scientific standard. Data were to be assessed critically. In particular, 

archaeology was to cease its previously descriptive approach. New Archaeologists took up 

cultural materialism, the direct historical approach or a combination of the two (Ascher 

1961, Binford 1967, 1968b; Chang 1967, Clarke 1968, 1972b; Schrire 1982, Wright 1968). 

New Archaeology has had mixed success. It injected confidence and a new 

determination into a discipline in real jeopardy of wandering into irrelevance like 

ethnology before it. It brought about a need for independent identity. New Archaeology did 

not live up to its proclamation because it simply patched up and recycled many of history-

archaeology's theories (cf. Watson 1991). The tension between the "old" and the "new", 

fueled by a drive for scientific status, remains part of the debate over methodology to this 

day. 

1.5 ANALOGY: SCIENCE OR SPECULATION? 

As of the 1960s, archaeology defined itself as a discipline independent of history. 

Archaeology's obsession with being a science saw history relegated to the "poor relative"; 

the unscientific parent best left behind. American publications of the 1970s and early 1980s 

placed increasing emphasis on a science-based discipline (e.g. Binford 1983, Schiffer 1976, 

Thomas 1976, Watson et al. 1971). Archaeology locked itself into a debate over methods 

for understanding the past and their suitability to a scientific discipline. Some 



archaeologists still associate science with facts and certainty (e.g. Holdaway 1995:45), 

irrespective of whether such a view can be sustained (cf. Chalmers 1982, Kuhn 1970; also, 

Husserl 1964). This quest for certainty is the source of anthropology's entire "science vst 

speculation" debate. 

Archaeology's search for facts and certainty has seen many of its "old" methods, 

analogy among them, become bugbears. The question of analogy has fractured 

archaeology. There are those who defend analogy and those who seek its immediate 

expulsion. There are even splits between the defenders of analogy. Some draw analogy to 

the past from any source at hand while others only use ethnographic data. 

Modem archaeology can be thought of as represented by three viewpoints: 

humanist, authoritarian and purist. These are convenient terms used here for ease of 

reference. Humanists argue primary accounts and ethnography are equally valid, albeit in 

different roles, as analogues of the past (Arnold 1992, Charlton 1981, Clarke 1972a:41, 

Wylie 1985). Authoritarians argue ethnographies are the only reliable data for analogy to 

the past (Binford 1968b, 1982; Yellen 1977). Purists argue analogy is entirely redundant as 

an anthropological method (Freeman 1968, Gould 1980, Smith 1955). These three 

viewpoints differ in the data they see as relevant to archaeology but none of these 

viewpoints can escape using analogy of some kind in their respective inferences to the past. 

No archaeologist has yet advanced a cogent and reasonable refutation of analogy 

without using some sort of analogy in the process. For instance, Gould (1980:30-1) tried to 

rebut ethnographic analogy with ecological factors. He used the example of hunting 

behaviour among carnivores. Gould argued that social carnivores (e.g. lions, wolves, 

hyenas etc.) do not bring carcasses back to their den because they attract other predators 

who, in turn, pose a risk to any young at the den. He argued that such behaviour would be 

maladaptive. He went on to show the same conditions applied to early hominids, at least 

until they had the use of fire. The innovation of fire enabled these humans to fend off 
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predators. Gould succeeded in making a compelling argument against the perception that 

human behaviour is continuous over time; however he failed in his attempt to dispel 

analogy from source data as a consequence. Gould used an analogy (that humans and 

carnivores respond to the same forces of evolution) to dispel analogy between modem and 

prehistoric hominids. The point of this example is individual instances of analogy can, and 

often should, be refuted but it is naive to think that the method is easily escaped. 

Archaeologists can not escape analogy of one type or another because it is a human 

trait to explain the unknown by referring to the known (Charlton 1981:152, Wylie 1985:64, 

Yellen 1977:2-3; also, Black 1962:223). There is a further irony to purists calling for an 

end to unscientific analogy: all disciplines dealing with unknown phenomena, for instance 

geology, astronomy, physics and so on, relate those phenomena to what is known. In other 

words, scientists use analogy. Therefore, the real question of analogy is: how does the 

archaeologist use analogy and is it appropriate? 

Repeated examples of archaeological analogy reveal an inattention to source data 

and a variety of flimsy assumptions. Criticism of analogy continuously returns to three key 

issues: uniformitarianism, authority and over-simplification. Critics stick to a simple rule: 

the further back in time the analogy goes the less plausible it becomes (Robins and Trigger 

1989:40). Therefore, use of the principle of unformitarianism  is a point of contention. The 

second issue concerns the validity of source data, especially if those data are primary 

accounts. Every archaeologist evaluates source data on their applicability; few on their 

reliability. Therefore, critics of analogy present the authority of source data as an issue. 

The third issue is drawing similarity between communities separated by time or space. 

Critics attack analogy for ignoring significant differences between communities or over-

simplifying human action. 

These three objections are reasonable and worth considering. These objections are 

overcome by critical assessment of source data and testing of archaeological analogy. 
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Many anthropologists simply fail to test their analogy (Huchet 199 1:8); others associate 

testing an analogy with corroborating it (Yellen 1977:6). Critical assessment means 

evaluating merits and deficiencies of source data and making clear any principles or 

assumptions used in the eventual analogy. Testing means a serious effort to refute an 

analogy rather than corroborating it. Testing is often a circular argument whereby 

archaeological research proves the validity of source data and, in turn, source data 

substantiate the research results (e.g. Ascher 1961:319, Dening 1966:29-30, Murray 

1988:4). Such "tests" of archaeological analogy rightly lead to accusations of tautology or 

"just so" story. 

This thesis makes the humanist viewpoint its focus and assumes that broader 

conclusions applicable to this perspective will also apply to the two more specific 

viewpoints. Assimilating primary accounts and ethnography as source data adds a valuable 

contrast and supports critical assessment. Primary accounts address aboriginal lifeways in 

so different a way to ethnography that contradictions in the source data are easier to find 

and eliminate. 

1.6 ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALOGY: AUSTRALIA 

Analogy is popular among Australian archaeologists both past and present. 

Australian archaeology is perhaps the best example of the use of analogy because of its 

blend of disciplinary perspectives. Australian archaeology combines American and 

European perspectives of the discipline. Australian archaeology has a predominately 

European perspective, in which archaeology exists independently of anthropology. At the 

same time Australian archaeology has similarities with the American context where there is 

an extant aboriginal population. This mixture of European and American "parents" has led 

archaeologists in Australia to question the practicalities of analogy to the prehistoric past. 

Archaeological analogy in this country has quirks resulting from its hotchpotch 

circumstances. 
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A review of publications within the last ten years suggests most archaeologists in 

Australia avoid archaeological analogy (Huchet 1993). Those archaeologists still using 

archaeological analogy have wholeheartedly adopted the humanist, authoritarian or purist 

forms. Analogy based solely on primary accounts was once popular but today seems all but 

defunct. Similarly, studies combining primary accounts and ethnographic data to interpret 

the past are a diminishing minority (e.g. Barker 1991, Brockwell et al. 1989). 

Archaeologists in Australia increasingly rely on either analogy from ethnography (e.g. 

David 1991, O'Connor 1992, Veth 1993) or ethnoarchaeology (e.g. Gould 1977, Meehan 

1982, Peterson 1971, Robins and Trigger 1989). This lack of diversity in the forming of 

analogies incites particularly vitriolic exchanges on methods and their practitioners (e.g. 

Murray 1990, Tangri 1991). 

1.7 RATIONALE 

Archaeology in the wetlands of the park and Arnhem Land has involved a good 

deal of analogy. The detailed projects of Schrire (1982), Jones (1985) and Allen and Barton 

(1989) have each used analogy of some description to explicate human lifeways over time. 

These individual arguments are reviewed in Chapter 8. For now it is sufficient to say that 

the Magela floodplain, the region in which I conducted my study, sits within a landscape 

well served by analogy. Many of the source data used by some of the above archaeologists 

applies also to the Magela floodplain. The Magela floodplain is so placed geographically as 

to serve as either an adjunct or a contrast to these analogical arguments. 

I undertook an archaeological study of the Magela floodplain (Figure 1:1) as a way 

of testing propositions derived from source data. The Magela floodplain stretches from 

Mudginberri Billabong in the south to a few kilometres north of the Cobabby Waterhole. It 

surrounds a series of channels that, during the wet season, form the Magela Creek. A 

detailed review of the environment appears in Chapter 4. I selected the Magela floodplain 
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East Alligator River 

Figure 1:1 The Magela floodplain, Kakadu National Park 
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as a study region for a number of reasons. The East Alligator River region, of which the 

Magela floodplain is a component, has a sizeable amount of source data associated with it. 

Detailed and near-continuous source data allowed the best opportunity for a successful 

experiment in archaeological analogy. A number of sites have been excavated during 

previous archaeological work in the East Alligator River region and the results acted as an 

invaluable contrast and supplement to the '92-'93 survey of the Magela floodplain. The 

floodplain itself presented a circumscribed micro-environment that nonetheless articulates 

with the wider East Alligator River wetland. In some respects the Magela floodplain 

represents an environmental miniature of the entire East Alligator River wetland. This 

study fitted into a larger project looking at the archaeological patterns across the whole of 

the park. This larger project considered settlement and subsistence regimes at the West 

(Mowat 1995) and South (Guse 1992) Alligator River floodplains. 

1.8 METHODOLOGY 

This thesis begins with a review of archaeological analogy in Australia. The 

chapter illustrates some of analogy's more criticised aspects namely, inadequate 

assessment of source data and uniformitarian assertions. The chapter reviews and evaluates 

Josephine Flood's study of the Southern Alps and Isabel McBryde's study of New 

England. Both studies are archaeological analogies on a regional level, and deal with 

complex data. The analogies employ different "constants", namely the environment and 

disposition, to reconstruct the Australian past. These are arguments common to the 

archaeological analogy; assessing their merits and failings provides a test case for 

reviewing the method overall. These merits and failings are the subject of the next chapter. 

Chapter 3 suggests a new approach to the archaeological analogy. It proposes a 

three-step solution to the problem afflicting analogy: critically assess source data, propose 

explicit principles for relating those modified data to the past and test the proposition 

through fieldwork. Producing a reasonable and plausible analogy comes from critically 
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assessing source data. This chapter focuses on critical assessment of source data and 

considers general assumptions or misconceptions underlying the archaeological analogy. It 

proposes two principles to make source data more useful as analogues of the past. 

Chapter 4 summarises the Magela floodplain environment. It considers those 

environmental aspects that affect the survival chances of Homo sapiens when it pursues a 

foraging economy. The review discusses evolution, climate, geomorphology (including 

land systems), flora and fauna of the Magela floodplain. The Magela floodplain is not a 

homogeneous ecosystem but a series of overlapping micro-environments. 

Chapter 5 reviews the source data dealing with Aboriginal lifeways of the East 

Alligator River region. This is a purely descriptive chapter. The Magela floodplain was a 

component of a larger territory claimed by East Alligator River aborigines. The chapter 

concludes with an "uncritical" analogy that contrasts the "critical" analogy generated in 

Chapter 6. 

Chapter 6 creates a testable analogy to the prehistoric past of the East Alligator 

River region. The chapter applies the first two steps of the process proposed in Chapter 3: 

it critically assesses the source data and applies the behavioural principles. The chapter 

creates a basic ethnohistory of the East Alligator River region. It compares subsistence and 

settlement practices of the region to those observed in neighbouring regions. The chapter 

concludes with a "critical" analogy to the study region's prehistoric past. 

Chapter 7 describes refutation testing of the "critical" analogy proposed in the 

previous chapter and results of that test. This chapter draws together the arguments made in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 6. The 1992-1993 survey of the study region tested the analogy. The 

survey plan, its methods and its results are discussed. The distribution and density of 

archaeological material at the study region are compared to the analogy. Testing applies to 

all data gained from the survey. This chapter discusses the implications of the survey 
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results to the analogy. The following chapter discusses the implications of results to the 

proposed method of archaeological analogy. 

Chapter 8 discusses the relative merits of critical assessment and refutation testing 

and their implications for future archaeological analogy. It compares the conclusions of 

Chapter 7 to other renditions of East Alligator River region prehistory. This chapter revisits 

the question of whether anthropology can ever escape analogy, concentrating on Gould's 

(1978, 1980) "non-analogical" ethnoarchaeology. 

1.9 SUMMARY 

Seven main points emerge from the above discussion: 

Analogy is an inductive argument. 

Archaeologists use primary accounts and ethnography, collectively termed source 

data, to explicate the past. Very few archaeologists use ethnohistory. 

Analogy traces its origins to history-archaeology. 

Pursuing the "why" of analogy incites redundant debate and unproductive splits 

between humanist, authoritarian and purist perspectives. 

Analogy from source data is declining in Australia in favour of ethnographic 

analogy and ethnoarchaeology. 

Critical assessment of source data and testing of the subsequent analogy is a way 

to solve the three objections suggested by the "how" of analogy. 

Propositions derived from source data will be tested against the archaeology of the 

Magela floodplain, Kakadu National Park. 

The points abbreviated above suggest the question that the following chapters address: can 

archaeological analogy be made reliable as a method for explicating the past? 
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CHAPTER 2 
CASE STUDIES OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALOGY 

Reviewing a detailed example of archaeological analogy is the best way to 

introduce the method and come to grips with its tenets. This chapter gives two examples of 

archaeological analogy. It introduces some of the problems faced by the typical analogy 

and its implicit assumptions. Analogy to the past always assumes an unchanging or 

constant element, the most popular constants being the environment or biological 

disposition (henceforth abbreviated to "disposition"). This chapter outlines how these two 

constants have been used in Australia. Josephine Flood's and Isabel McBryde's studies are 

respective examples of the environmental and disposition argument. These are detailed 

examples that serve as archetypes of the analogical method in an Australian setting. 

2.1 "ENVIRONMENT" ARGUMENT: FLOOD 

"In Australia a strong case can be made for utilising ethnographic analogies. Firstly, the time 
scale (at least as so far discovered) is limited, most archaeological sites being less than 20, 000 
years old and the palaeo-environment not vastly different from the modem one. Secondly, 
geographical closeness increases the validity of the analogy. Thirdly, continuity can be 
demonstrated from the prehistoric past to the ethnographic present. Within this tight framework, 
ethnographic models can be used as modem templates of man's relationship with his environment 
which can help elucidate the meagre evidence of excavation." (Flood 1980:23). 

The environment is particularly popular as an analogical constant. The environment 

argument borrows from the school of Ecological Systems Theory or Human Ecology (cf. 

Watson et al. 1971:88-107). Human Ecology studies the complex relationship between 

humans and their environment. As the above quotation suggests, this relationship is 

characterised as conservative that is, exhibiting little to no change over time. The 

"environment argument" suggests components of the archaeological record reflect the 

relationship between Homo sapiens and its environment. Such arguments depend on 

environmental stability so are usually restricted to events of the Holocene. Demonstrating a 

stable environment and assuming the human relationship with it to be conservative allows 
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the conclusion of analogous behaviour between the ethnographic present and the 

prehistoric past. 

In summary, the typical "environment" argument runs thus: 

Before contact with outsiders forced it to change, community X practised lifeway 

Y; 

Lifeway Y depends on an unchanging or slow to change environment; 

The environment has not changed since time Z; 

Behaviour observed ethnographically of community X is the same as pursued 

from time Z forth. 

Josephine Flood's work in the Southern Alps is a detailed example of the 

"environment" argument. Flood's stated aim in surveying the Canberra-Monaro region 

was 

",..to reconstruct the prehistory of the uplanders, especially their prehistoric lifeways and 
adaptation to the montane environment. To this end it was necessary to use both archaeological 
and ethnohistorical evidence, since from the latter a general picture of traditional local Aboriginal 
culture, subsistence, settlement and demographic patterns can be pieced together with which to 
compare and illuminate the scanty archaeological evidence." (Flood 1980:1). 

In making this case her argument follows the stereotype presented above, albeit in a 

different order. She argued the environment to be continuous since 20,000 BP (premise 3). 

She used source data to reconstruct lifeways of the study region (premise 1). She used her 

archaeological data to demonstrate behaviour compatible with that observed 

ethnographically since 20,000 BP (premise 2). Her conclusions showed lifeways of 

humans during the prehistoric past to be compatible with those observed in the 

ethnographic present. The following sections explore in depth how Flood developed each 

of the above premises to create her analogy. 
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2.1.1 "Before contact with outsiders forced it to change,.." 

Flood argued a complete reading of source data enables a holistic reconstruction of 

Aboriginal behaviour at the time of contact and earlier. Flood argued in favour of 

developing a model of lifeways by employing all the historical records of a region, calling 

such an approach the "Area Historical Model". From her source data Flood produced a 

regional picture of demographic shifts, group boundary definition, trade relations, 

subsistence economies, material culture, customs and language. 

Flood argued source data become progressively less reliable through the frontier 

period. She admitted historical observation is often inconsistent but argued this is balanced 

by the image of pristine Aboriginal lifeways gained from such observations (Flood 

1980:24). Flood assigned worth to source data on the basis of their chronology. Accounts 

of first contact with aboriginal persons are the most valuable. Next in value are first-hand 

records of frontier life. Second-hand or general accounts of aboriginal lifeways are the least 

valuable. From this hierarchy Flood nominated the year 1840 as the terminus ante quem of 

undisturbed Aboriginal society. As of 1840 Aboriginal lifeways had been irreversibly 

changed by European influences; Aborigines "were generally found camped near settlers' 

homes rather than living independently in the bush," (Flood 1980:30). 

Flood's source data indicated an increase in the use of the "Southern Upland" (the 

Canberra and Monaro regions) during the summer months as Aborigines harvested bogong 

moths. Flood argued that moth harvesting was a male activity (thus, moth "hunters") due to 

the long distances involved climbing through rugged country. The bogong moth (Agrotis 

infusa) was probably a "treat" food, being high in fat but negligible in protein. Harvesting 

of moths was as much a socio-political phenomenon as it was a dietary consideration. 

Groups from the coast and highlands participated in moth hunting and a loose political 

organisation existed between them. Source data linked the upland communities to the 

coastal peoples, although the upland community shared more artistically with the Western 
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Plain peoples. Flood concluded that subsistence regimes were organised around seasonal 

movement. Flood (1980:106) found a positive match between her proposed Southern 

Uplands subsistence-settlement regimes and those practised in compatible climates; 

further, she directed the reader to consider the similarity to Bunya nut feasts of southeast 

Queensland. 

2.1.2 "Lifeway Y depends on an unchanging or slow to change environment" 

Flood's rationale for surveying a "macro-region" (1980:156-7) was to obtain a 

large archaeological sample. She rejected a micro-regional approach to surveying, arguing 

the degree of site visibility and emphasis on sites that might be specific to the survey 

region often combine to skew survey results. Her survey methodology was predictive, 

being based on the distribution of food and stone resources as well as local topography. 

Flood based her survey strategies on considerations of pre- and proto-historic Aboriginal 

behaviour as well as a reconstruction of prehistoric diet based on readings of source data. 

Flood set out to establish a prehistoric chronology for the Southern Uplands by excavating 

stratified deposits. 

Prehistoric camp sites of the Southern Upland region occurred from the lower 

valleys, where they were large and numerous, to the alpine tree line, where they were small 

and infrequent. Prehistoric populations were densest about riverine areas in the Canberra 

region. Waterways, in particular the Molonglo and Murrumbidgee Rivers, were resource 

rich and occupied for the best part of the year. Multiple "base camps" were found in these 

micro-regions. Riverine areas in the Monaro region were not surveyed although Flood 

(1980:179) expected their similarity to the Canberra region's riverine systems would mean 

a compatible number of sites. 

Flood (1980:41) saw an inverse relationship between population density and 

increased altitude: the higher in altitude, the fewer the people. Aborigines exploiting the 
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uplands organised themselves in small groups. She argued for a correlation between 

environmental features, particularly drainage basins, and clan territory. Aborigines targeted 

specific ecosystems for their resources particularly the Molonglo, Murrumbidgee and 

Goodradigbee Rivers, montane valleys and the granite ridges where moths aestivate. Sites 

appearing in different resource areas, by Flood's reckoning, confirmed the suggestion of 

seasonal movement. Aborigines congregated about the riverine resources in the winter 

months and split into smaller groups to exploit areas of higher elevation in the summer 

months. Montane valley sites were mostly found in dry sclerophyll forest, indicating to 

Flood their use in summer months. Flood suggested poor site representation at higher 

altitudes was a consequence of harsh climate and the minimal, perishable tool kit required 

for moth hunting. 

Flood conducted a number of excavations in her study region. Clogg's Cave 

provided the only significant archaeological data of all the sites she investigated. 

Aborigines occupied Clogg's Cave from the Pleistocene (22,980 ± 2,000 bp) through to the 

late Holocene. Flood argued the cave served as a warm retreat during the glacial 

Pleistocene. Flood (1980:267-9) saw the discontinuous deposit at Clogg's Cave as 

indicating either the intermittent abandoning of the shelter or the warmer Holocene climate 

leading Aborigines to camp outside. 

Holocene stone implements are different from those of the Pleistocene. Quartz 

pebble implements were the earliest forms of stone technology at Clogg's Cave. Late 

Holocene stone sequences showed a uniformity in style absent from earlier sequences: 

Bondi Points were numerically superior at the north while Geometric Microliths dominated 

the south. Grinding implements were found at high level camps; Flood made an association 

between the location of the implements and their function. She argued grinding implements 

were used to process Agrotis infusa (Flood 1980:208-11). 
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2.1.3 "The environment has not changed since time Z," 

Flood (1980:2) saw a causal relationship between environmental stability and 

cultural stasis. Glaciers covered the region between 31,700 and 15,000 BP; conditions 

approached the present by 10,000 BP. Sclerophyll forest re-appeared by 6,000 BP. The 

climate ameliorated during the late Pleistocene as glaciers receded. The warmer conditions 

allowed people to use more of the landscape and its resources; warmer conditions also 

made Agrotis infusa available in greater numbers (Flood 1980:79-80). Flood argues 

Aborigines managed the grassland ecosystems of the uplands through controlled firing 

since the late Pleistocene and throughout most of the Holocene. She contends arriving 

Europeans devastated the environment and accelerated the demise of Aboriginal 

communities (Flood 1980:20-2). 

2.1.4 "Behaviour observed in the ethnographic present,.." 

The above premises led to Flood's conclusion that behaviour of the ethnographic 

period was comparable to that of prehistory. Flood asserted prehistoric settlement 

responded to aestivation cycles of the bogong moth. Humans following the "pull" of a 

resource in prehistory lends support to an argument for behavioural continuity when that 

resource is also documented ethnographically. 

Flood suggested two factors could have been responsible for bringing humans into 

the uplands: resources and population growth. If resources were the impetus for 

colonisation, communities could have moved into the uplands as the glaciers began to 

contract between 17-15,000 BP. If Lampert and Hughes' estimation of population increase 

in coastal New South Wales is correct, humans entered the uplands at around 7-5,000 BP 

(Flood 1980:282). Flood showed an inclination toward the resource "pull" of bogong 

moths facilitating human entry to the uplands (Flood 1980:283). Assuming that humans 

followed bogong moths into the uplands allows two further inferences: Aborigines moved 

into the uplands during the Pleistocene and have practised the same lifeways for at least 
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that long. Flood used the stone sequences from Clogg's Cave to support her suggestion of a 

Pleistocene entry to the uplands. 

Certain bone and stone implements were discussed in the source data and a 

description given of their function. Morphologically similar items were recovered from the 

deposit at Clogg's Cave. The appearance of these implements in the archaeological record 

suggested to Flood a continuity in lifeways since Pleistocene times (1980:269-70). Flood 

made functional arguments for recovered items of material culture. By examining grinding 

implements under UV light, Flood identified moth fats and associated the implements with 

moth processing. Identif'ing the function of stone tools facilitated inferences of site 

function. Locality and content of many upland sites suggested to Flood a compatibility 

with the seasonal movement documented in her source data. 

2.1.5 Critique of the moth hunter analogy 

"Because of a strong belief in the value of ethnohistory to illuminate at least the more recent 
prehistoric past, I examined the ethnohistorical records for the region before embarking on any 
archaeological fieldwork. In this way it was possible to work from the known to the unknown, 
and to test hypotheses by excavation. The modem ethnohistorical model acts as a 'control' with 
which prehistoric changes in the content, type or distribution of sites can be compared." (Flood 
1980:24). 

In many ways, Flood's work was ground breaking. Some of Flood's principles, like 

using the archaeological record as a test of analogy, are endorsed in this thesis. Flood was 

one of the first Australian anthropologists to adopt a holistic approach to her source data. 

She organised and reviewed source data thematically rather than as ad hoc evidence for 

archaeological conclusions. She laid out a strategy for assessing the value of source data 

and recognised the need to test propositions derived from those data. Flood's work laid 

down principles for interpreting source data. Flood essentially failed because she assumed 

a priori a connection between source data and the archaeological record. Flood practised 

verification testing: tests to confirm the relevance of source data to the prehistoric past 

instead of tests to characterise any such relationship. She placed few controls on her 

analogy, an approach that undermined its overall credibility. 
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Every instance of environment analogy, including Flood's, assumes an unchanging 

environment brings on unchanging behaviour. The strength of the overall analogy depends 

on how well the case is made for this causal relationship. In the example of Flood's moth 

hunter analogy the link between environment and behaviour is poor. 

The moth hunter analogy inadequately addresses premise one of the environment 

argument (i.e. "community X practised lifeway Y before contact"). Flood assumed her 

source data were accurate, representative and readily applicable to prehistory. Source data 

suggested the regular exploitation of Agrotis infusa and Flood undertook to reconstruct the 

settlement patterns resulting from that subsistence regime. Flood recognised her sources 

were seasonally biased towards the spring-summer months but seems not to have 

considered this factor when positing her subsistence-settlement argument. Flood accessed 

no records pertaining to Aboriginal activity during the winter months of July and August as 

well as the majority of June and September. Her arguments for seasonal-based movement 

during the winter months were based on inference from Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas. 

Flood designated 1840 as the cut off date for reliable data concerning upland peoples. 

Flood's rationale for using the Ethnographic Atlas, which details lifeways tainted by 

external contact, is confusing given her position on the value of untainted data. 

From the outset Flood saw the archaeological record and source data as 

complementary data sets, the former as an indication of the antiquity of human presence in 

a region, the latter as a general picture of traditional aboriginal culture. Flood argued 

dramatic changes to a community's lifeways are apparent in regional stone implement 

sequences. Flood's position on stone sequences is unremarkable although the conclusions 

she drew from it demand attention. Flood (1980:275) saw changes to the stone sequences 

of Clogg's Cave as being gradual and in harmony with major stylistic changes across the 

continent. Changes were merely toward more efficient tool types and reflected an overall 

continuity in lifeways from the Pleistocene to the Holocene. Her implication was an 
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unchanging or slow-to-change stone sequence means an unchanging or slow-to-change 

lifeway. This is similar to the "disposition argument" advanced by McBryde (see below). 

Flood's other conclusion related to implement function: any implement found in the 

archaeological record of a similar form to one observed ethnographically must have the 

same function. Flood (1980:269-70) argued the presence of bone points in the lower 

deposit of Clogg's Cave meant skin clothing was produced in the Pleistocene. Such points 

were mentioned in Flood's source data as having been used to prepare skin clothing. This 

second conclusion makes an inferred link between archaeological phenomena and source 

data appear more compelling. 

Flood used source data to identify food types exploited by Aborigines and posited 

an annual subsistence cycle as a result. Seasonal arguments are strengthened by intimation 

in the source data of movement between resource zones. Flood organised her fieldwork to 

verify rather than refute this proposition. The inevitably positive match enabled Flood to 

interpret other non-testable elements of prehistory in the same way. For instance, Flood's 

"demonstrated" argument of seasonal movement begged the conclusion that camps at high 

altitude were left by moth hunters. A camp being at high altitude does not necessarily 

associate it with moth harvesting; nor does the locale necessarily imply that moth 

procurement was the dominant economic activity. It is quite possible that in the prehistoric 

period the uplands were occupied sporadically or a-seasonally. Archaeological data suggest 

settlement centred on the river valleys with occasional use of the alpine resources, a pattern 

that does not indicate an emphasis on moth gathering, contrary to Flood's model. Flood did 

not see the absence of archaeological material in the majority of upland rock shelters as a 

refutation of her archaeological analogy. In her view such absence merely showed 

Aborigines did not use the shelter in question. 

Flood provided no empirical evidence to suggest anything more than a 

circumstantial connection between settlement regimes and the exploitation of bogong 

moths. Flood drew an association between camps at high altitude and the environmental 
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requirements of aestivating bogong moths. A single source among Flood's historical data 

mentioned river cobbles used as moth processing tools. The presence of pestles at high-

altitude camps suggested to Flood their use as moth processing camps (Flood 1980:208-

11). Testing under UV lights revealed a fat deposit on prehistoric grinding implements that 

compared with deposit left by middle-range experiments in moth grinding. The strength of 

Flood's argument for moth processing camps at high altitudes is compromised by a number 

of factors. First, she found four pestles in total among the open sites of the Canberra and 

Monaro region (Tables 13 and 14, 1980:212-13). These numbers are inadequate support for 

an argument that suggests anything other than an incidental trip to high altitudes to harvest 

bogong moths. Second, Flood (1980:211-14) found no pestles in association with mortars 

at high altitudes; indeed, geographical distribution of mortar and pestle did not overlap. 

Such disassociation weakens Flood's functional interpretations: the stones might not be 

pestles and if they were, they probably were not being used as such at high altitude camps. 

Third, Flood's tests of pestles merely showed moth fats to have the same colour under UV 

light as deposits on archaeologically recovered stones. Flood (1980:214) suggests mortars 

were probably used for pulping a wide variety of fruits, seeds and vegetables. If pestles 

were associated with mortars, Flood needed to investigate whether deposits were actually 

fat or starch. 

The moth hunter analogy compounds its errors when addressing premise two of the 

environment argument (i.e. "lifeway Y depends on an unchanging or slow-to-change 

environment"). Flood argued for a causal connection between environmental change and 

behavioural change. She argued environmental stability leads to behavioural stability in 

subsistence-settlement regimes. It was undemonstrated propositions like this that allowed 

Flood to reconstruct behaviour of 20,000 years past at Clogg's Cave (Flood 1980:23). 

Flood argued glaciation of the Pleistocene prevented an effective use of alpine resources; 

Aborigines used those resources once the glaciers receded (Flood 1980:283). 

Contradictions between these two statements were not resolved by Flood. Flood failed to 
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explain how her analogy can predict behaviour in the Southern Uplands any further back 

than 6-8,000 BP, given the substantial changes to the environment. 

Given its inadequate representation of premises one and two of the environment 

argument it is unsurprising that Flood's conclusion of continuous behaviour is 

unconvincing. Flood took an uncritical approach to her reconstructions of the past based on 

source data. Flood was uncritical of her source data. The only criterion Flood evaluated 

was the historical date of reports. As mentioned above, the hierarchy ascribed to source 

data was based entirely on when in the frontier period the observations were made. Earlier 

reports were argued to capture lifeways less affected by external contact. Flood did not 

challenge the capabilities of her respective observers, she merely questioned if the 

observed activity was pristine. This assumption is made clear by Flood nominating 1840 as 

the cut off date for accurate records of pre-contact lifeways. 

2.2 "DISPOSITION" ARGUMENT: McBRYDE 

"In the archaeological investigation of prehistoric sites the ultimate aim is a reconstruction of 
events and patterns of human behaviour, to gain insight into a life not recorded in the 
conventional literary records of history. The great mass of material which often results from such 
investigations is itself merely evidence for this reconstruction while the complex typologies and 
involved statistical studies which decorate the presentation of this non-literary evidence are 
techniques, experiments in the use of such data to arrive at a deeper insight into the prehistoric 
past and the relationships of its peoples and communities." (McBryde 1974:333). 

Human behaviour of the past is hardly ever evident so archaeologists must infer it 

from material remains. The stone implement is universally recognised as a durable 

indicator of past human behaviour. Other material indicators used to infer past behaviour 

include pottery, diet and housing. Stone implements are ascribed an economic function 

based on their shape, size, raw material and how they were used during the ethnographic 

period. When these forms exhibit little change over time, it is generally concluded the 

behaviour they served also went unchanged. In other words, unchanging material remains 

indicate a disposition toward certain actions. The "disposition argument" is similar to the 

"environment argument" detailed above. Unlike the environment argument, which relies on 
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unchanging context, the disposition argument relies on unchanging motivations. 

Motivations are undoubtedly influenced by the environment but are not wholly caused by 

the environment. Source data establish human disposition, which is assumed to have been 

constant until contact. Once disposition is established, conclusions not so clearly 

represented by the archaeological record can be inferred from the source data. 

The typical "disposition" argument runs thus: 

It is symptomatic of hominid behaviour to manufacture and use implements to 

meet specific survival goals and priorities; 

A change of survival goals and priorities will cause a change in implement types 

and frequencies; 

Implement types and frequencies show no substantial change between time X and 

contact; 

Source data show how particular lifeways are sustained by their tool kit; 

Behaviour observed in the ethnographic present is the same as that pursued at time 

X until the ethnographic period. 

Isabel McBryde's model of the New England region is an example of the 

"disposition" argument. McBryde's stated aim in surveying the New England region was: 

,..a regional field survey directed towards a total objective record of all archaeological sites, 
combined with a programme of excavation of stratified deposits to provide evidence for the 
reconstruction of the regional prehistoric culture sequence and its relationship to those already 
defined for eastern Australia." (McBryde 1974:14). 

McBryde's argument is similar to the stereotypical "disposition" argument presented 

above. McBryde argued the presence/absence of specific implements gives an insight to 

subsistence and settlement behaviour (premise 1). She argued Aboriginal people followed 

an established seasonal round that is evident in their implements (premise 2). Her 

archaeological investigations characterised the "tool kits" of the region as unchanging 
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(premise 3). McBryde suggested a description of implement use in her source data 

corroborated her argument for seasonal movement (premise 4). Using this chain of 

inference she concluded lifeways of the prehistoric past duplicated those observed in the 

ethnographic present. 

2.2.1 "Implements meet survival goals and priorities," 

McBryde surveyed the Clarence River valley and tablelands of New England. 

McBryde excavated sites in coastal riverine (Wombah midden), inland riverine (Seelands, 

Whiteman Creek), foothill (Chambigne, Jacky's Creek) and tableland micro-environments 

(Bendemeer and Graman rock shelters). McBryde surveyed a number of open sites in 

addition to her excavations. Material relationships and variations between sites interested 

McBryde. She argued many sites had to be investigated to establish a sound cultural 

sequence for the region's prehistory; site distribution patterns showed relationships that 

would otherwise be difficult to extrapolate from a single site. (McBryde 1974:14-17). She 

suggested the distribution of an implement type relative to others can show essentials of a 

prehistoric lifeway (McBryde 1974:17). For example, if implement type A is well 

represented at locale X while implement type B dominates at locale Y it can be inferred 

that the two locales were used for different purposes. According to McBryde such different 

purposes could indicate seasonal movement. McBryde's argument depended on knowledge 

of implement function; she searched her source data for such information (see below). 

McBryde found a difference between implement assemblages of the Clarence River 

valley and tableland. Assemblages from the valley showed variation in style lacking in the 

assemblages of the tableland. The sequence at Seelands showed initial use of uniface 

pebble implements that were matched gradually over time with small hafted implements, in 

particular Geometric Microliths and ground-edge artefacts. Tableland assemblages, as 

characterised by the sites at Graman and Bendemeer, were dominated by blade 

implements, in particular Bondi Points and Geometric Microliths. She argued the 
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differences between valley and tableland assemblages showed seasonal movement between 

coast and hinterland (McBryde 1974:288-90). 

2.2.2 "Change to survival goals shows in implement types and frequencies," 

McBryde argued implements found in the Clarence River valley showed gradual 

change over time. McBryde argued changes to the tool kit were often improvements to the 

efficiency of harvesting techniques used in subsistence regimes. She repeatedly argued that 

any change to implement types and frequencies of the Clarence River valley resulted from 

local refinements and innovations and not from external forces (McBryde 

1974:234,238,252). A gradual and uninterrupted evolution of implement types was a 

convenient argument for McBryde; it allowed her to make reliable comparisons with 

implements observed in the ethnographic period. 

McBryde invoked environmental stability to strengthen her argument for lack of 

change in survival goals. She argued an understanding of a region's ecology enhanced 

reconstructions of prehistoric lifeways drawn from site distribution (McBryde 1974:15). 

According to McBryde (1974:253), the stable New England climate and therefore, the 

stable New England resources, contributed to the lack of substantial change over time to 

implement types and frequencies. Aborigines adapted their lifeways to these circumstances 

and moved with the seasons to areas of resource abundance. Such movement became an 

unwavering routine that continued until the proto-historic period. 

2.2.3 "Implements show no change between time X and contact," 

McBryde undertook to identify regional stone sequences of New England as a test 

of contemporary interpretations of Australian prehistory. She wished to elucidate whether 

the BondaianlEloueran sequence set out by McCarthy was to be found along the north 

coast of New South Wales and whether any spatial variation was apparent in the sequence. 
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McBryde characterised regional prehistory as being slow and conservative in its 

changes. Continuity was observed in stone sequences showing gradual assimilation of new 

technology rather than rapid and complete replacement; Graman assemblage, for example, 

showed a lack of change for at least 3,000 years (McBryde 1974:328). New England's 

overall sequence was based on the stone sequence found at Seelands (McBryde 1974:168) 

because of that site's mid-Holocene age (6,444 ± 74 bp). McBryde found a low density of 

stone at Wombah midden, Whiteman Creek and the upper levels of Seelands. Her source 

data suggested perishables like wood, bone and shell had been prevalent in material culture 

at contact (McBryde 1974:282). McBryde (1974:283) argued decreasing numbers of stone 

implements at her valley sites indicated a late Holocene shift to perishable materials. 

McBryde made a loose association between the Clarence River assemblage and the 

Kartan tradition of southern Australia or the Hoabinhian tradition of Southeast Asia. 

Tableland assemblages were definitively associated with the Bondaian tradition. 

Microlithic material of the later phases of New England prehistory was associated with the 

Bondaian tradition. 

2.2.4 "Source data show the relationship of lifeways to implements," 

McBryde (1974:5,333) saw an intimate connection between the "proto-history" of 

New England, as found in the region's source data, and its non-literate prehistory. By 

McBryde's reckoning, historical records give occasional direct contact with the people of 

prehistory. McBryde sought two things of her source data: details of material culture and 

enhancement of theories suggested by archaeological observations. 

McBryde (1974:5) argued an implement's function (i.e. implement X served this 

purpose) could be read from source data. She subscribed to the functionalism of 

McCarthy's classification schema (McBryde 1974:172) and categorised the New England 

stone assemblage accordingly. McBryde read her source data to find how regions were 
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used, during which seasons and what implements were employed. McBryde (1974:17) 

claimed variations within an assemblage showed how a site was used, relative to others. In 

other words, the function of an entire site could be read from the proportions of its 

component implements. If material residue of a site had not changed over time (i.e. the 

same implements mentioned in the source data were found archaeologically), the site 

function also had not changed. 

McBryde combed her source data for information applicable to the archaeological 

record. She inferred from her source data the function of shell implements (McBryde 

1974:195) and hafted tools (McBryde 1974:238) as well as the significance of diet 

(McBryde 1974:255) and site function (McBryde 1974:171) in settlement routines. 

McBryde (1974:14) argued her source data show a tool kit well adapted to life in the 

immediate environment. 

2.2.5 "Behaviour observed in the ethnographic present,.." 

Having inferred the function of implements (see above), McBryde affirmed the 

seasonal movement of New England groups suggested by her source data. McBryde saw a 

continuity between the prehistoric past and the historical period in the unchanged 

implement assemblage at the Clarence River valley and at the tablelands. McBryde's 

function argument (i.e. a site's function can be read from the functions of its component 

implements) is fundamental to her suggestion of seasonal movement. 

McBryde (1974:9-10) argued Aboriginal people moved in a seasonal round. Source 

data showed Aboriginal groups of the region were conscious of their socio-political 

identity and observed bounded territories. People moved around their territories as various 

resources came into season (McBryde 1974:9). Aborigines of the Clarence River valley 

exploited coastal resources during summer while the tableland peoples exploited forest 

resources. Aborigines converged on the foothills during winter; people left the coast as 
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resources dwindled while others left the tableland to escape its extremely harsh conditions. 

Aborigines favoured the Clarence River valley because of its resources and climate 

(McBryde 1974:7-8). Population levels of the valley were high and dense. Various 

estimates of population numbers placed the people of the coast at over 2,000 and the 

people of the western slopes and tablelands at anywhere between 5-600 and 6-7,000 

(McBryde 1974:7-8). One of the factors contributing to the decision to excavate Seelands 

was the indication from source data of a concentration of people settled semi-permanently 

about the Clarence River (McBryde 1974:171). 

McBryde used her function argument to verify the proposition of seasonal 

movement. Results of her archaeological survey of art and ceremonial sites, burial sites and 

stone working floors lent support to her inference of identity- and territory-conscious 

groups. McBryde argued the tool kits of coast and hinterland differed enough to indicate 

seasonal movement. She argued Wombah midden's minor cultural and faunal deposit 

resulted from short, sporadic occupation of the site, as would result from seasonal visits 

(McBryde 1974:288). Wombah's high representation of shellfish compared to its limited 

incidence of fish and animal remains suggested an economy almost entirely based on 

gathering. McBryde (1974:338) found evidence of Plebidonax deltoides shells at Seelands 

that, she argued, demonstrated some movement between coast and hinterland. 

2.2.6 Critique of the New England analogy 

"We need no longer rely on 'conjecture and analogy' alone to illuminate for us the prehistoric 
past." (McBryde 1974:340). 

McBryde's work dealt primarily with classification of stone implements and 

offered suggestions as to their place in Aboriginal lifeways. Her reference to conjecture and 

analogy reflects this stolid culture history approach to archaeology. Culture history was the 

dominant paradigm when McBryde undertook her research. As a consequence, her 

methodology met few challenges from McBryde's peers. She saw her work in New 

England as a systematically organised foundation for future research. McBryde's work 
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deserves recognition as a test exercise in archaeological analogy, despite her claims to the 

contrary. 

McBryde argued for continuity from literate to non-literate history. She argued the 

seasonal movement suggested by her source data had been an ongoing prehistoric lifeway. 

She inferred immaterial lifeways, like seasonal movement, from material residue, namely 

stone implements. Her source data provided details on subsistence-settlement regimes; her 

source data and McCarthy's classification scheme provided details of implement function. 

Any critique of McBryde's work must assess how well she managed to assimilate source 

and archaeological data. 

The New England analogy does not adequately demonstrate premise two of the 

disposition argument. McBryde failed to show how stone implements of the New England 

region were so specific in function that relatively minor differences in frequency indicated 

seasonal movement. Her case for seasonal movement between coast and hinterland rested 

on two factors: 

Assemblage differences among Seelands, Jacky's Creek, Chambigne and 

Wombah; 

Specimens of Plebidonax deltoides appeared at Seelands. 

McBryde implied a correlation between differences in implement frequency and the 

demands of different subsistence economies. To make a case for seasonal movement 

between coast and hinterland, McBryde emphasised the difference between their tool kits. 

Archaeological data other than the detailed analysis of the stone component from Seelands 

and Wombah are limited, making McBryde's proposition difficult to refute (White 

1975:79). McBryde found minor variations in the frequency of implement types at 

hinterland sites (McBryde 1974:278-9). The tableland shelters, Graman and Bendemeer, 

had similar content to sites at the foothills that were supposedly used frequently and by 

more people. The scant cultural deposit at Wombah suggested to McBryde a more sporadic 
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use of the coast as would be the case with seasonal exploitation. McBryde essentially 

argued that the virtual absence of stone implements at the coast meant Aborigines came 

there from the hinterland! McBryde argued for an evolution towards more perishable raw 

materials in the late Holocene. Wombah dates to the late Holocene (surface of the midden 

dated 1,530 ± 90 bp) when said evolution was taking place; indeed, Seelands' upper layers 

show a similar dearth of stone implements. If an evolution to perishable materials is the 

case, the sites of Seelands and Wombah are more similar than different. 

Any sequence derived from Wombah or Seelands must be carefully assessed as 

deposits at both sites were taphonomically disturbed. McBryde noted Wombah had been 

debilitated and its companion middens destroyed by road work (1974:284). McBryde noted 

the considerable disturbance to Seelands wrought by a complex rabbit warren and 

trampling by cattle (1974: 178). Disturbance to Seelands might well invalidate McBryde' s 

entire regional sequence. 

The presence of pipi shell (Plebidonax deltoides) at Seelands is another indication 

of seasonal movement between coast and hinterland. Some 67 fragments of Plebidonax 

deltoides appeared in the entire deposit of Seelands (Table 3.11974:358-9). No indication 

is given of the size of fragments that could have come from a handful of well-crushed 

shells. This is not a compelling sample for the purposes of demonstrating seasonal 

movement. 

McBryde found a measure of change among the assemblages but argued it was an 

improvement of implement efficiency rather than a discontinuity to lifeways. By taking 

this perspective the New England analogy contravenes premise 3 of the disposition 

argument (i.e. "implement types and frequencies show no substantial change between time 

X and contact"). McBryde made an implicit argument for a link between implement form 

and function. This was a statement based on observed use of stone tools in the 

ethnographic present at various places in Australia. McBryde's argument can be phrased: a 
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stable regional stone sequence means behaviour remained stable; behaviour was obviously 

stable because the stone sequences did not change. This argument is clearly circular. Using 

stone to imply behavioural continuity allowed McBryde (1974:328) to characterise 

Aboriginal lifeways of 2,000 BP or earlier as being equivalent to those recorded in the 

source data. 

The comparatively few stone implements dating to the late Holocene at Seelands, 

Whiteman Creek and Wombah suggested to McBryde a shift to more perishable raw 

materials like wood, bone or shell. It would seem that McBryde only recognised formal 

implement types in her reconstructions of the past. So called "waste flakes" continue to be 

well represented in all trenches while formal implement types are low in frequency. The 

evidence for a transition to perishable raw materials is slim: at Seelands there were 18,064 

"waste flakes" taken from stratigraphic layers that only surrendered 16 bone artefacts and 

one shell ornament (Table 7.9, 1974:236-7). Whiteman Creek had a total of five pieces of 

"worked bone" (Table 8.5, 1974:285) while Wombah had two of the same (Table 8.6, 

1974:29 1). These figures cast doubt on the change to perishable raw materials; indeed, they 

could be used to argue for a devolution of formal implement types. McBryde (1974:252) 

viewed an evolving tool kit as indicative of an increasingly sophisticated use of the 

environment. A "devolutionary" argument challenges such views as it does the proposition 

of unchanging lifeways. 

The New England analogy fails to show a continuity between behaviour as 

rendered by source data when compared to that rendered by the archaeological record. 

McBryde selectively used her source data to first suggest then confirm an archaeological 

conclusion, making the subsequent analogy tautological. McBryde inferred the function of 

archaeological sites and their contents from her source data. This inference led to a more 

compelling case for seasonal movement. A difference in implement frequency between her 

coastal and inland sites was argued to reflect variation in subsistence regimes. Once 
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different regimes were inferred, the source data were used to qualify variation in the stone 

assemblages. 

McBryde made little attempt to test or evaluate her source data despite opening 

with a call for strict evaluation of data. McBryde cautioned source data are by nature 

scattered, fragmentary and incomplete (1974:5), presumably as a caveat to any future 

arguments from source data based on her example. To illustrate her cautionary note, 

McBryde pointed out the rapid modification Europeans made to Aboriginal culture in the 

New England region and the exceedingly short proto-history that resulted from such 

changes (1974:5). The underlying assumption of this statement juxtaposes arguments later 

made by Flood regarding source data. McBryde, like Flood, seemed to consider records of 

the earliest contact period as most telling of "traditional" lifeways. McBryde's later 

publications show a more critical approach to source data than that taken in her New 

England analogy. In her 1974 volume McBryde took source data on face value with no 

description of the personality or motivations of the observer. Source data went unexamined 

for consistency and anomaly; furthermore, her source data were limited in number and the 

period to which they referred. 

The effect of thoroughly evaluating source data can be seen in the refutation of 

McBryde's model by a more recent study in the New England area. Godwin (1990) 

systematically reviewed McBryde's sources and her conclusions and concluded she had 

ignored the many source data that challenged her argument. Godwin suggested McBryde 

derived her evidence for seasonal movement from a single account, one Archie Marlow. 

Godwin (1990:80-2) considered this testimony unreliable because of the author's motives 

for being in the region. Godwin reconstructed the region's prehistory using the same source 

data and archaeological material as McBryde and reached a conclusion contrary to hers. 

Ameliorative winter climates at the coast did not satisfy Godwin as a plausible argument 

for seasonal group movement. He pointed out temperatures do not vary drastically between 

the micro-environments surveyed by McBryde (Godwin 1990:82). Godwin (1990:122-3 8) 
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proposed there was no movement from the coast to the sub-coastal region and that sub-

coastal groups travelled to the coast only in small numbers. Groups of the tableland moved 

across it continuously throughout the year and did not abandon it in winter. Western slopes 

people moved to and from the lower tablelands during autumn-winter. 

Finally, the New England analogy can be criticised for its speculative nature and 

inexplicit conclusions. Very few definite statements are made; indeed many of the 

conclusions are submerged within rhetorical question or implicit argument. Its many 

tentative statements make the work difficult to follow and, not surprisingly, evaluate. 

2.3 CONCLUSION 

The chapter outlined the "environment" and "disposition" analogies. Both 

examples show their particular logical progression while also showing their susceptibility 

to over-extension. Both cases exemplify the problems with, and implicit assumptions 

behind, the archaeological analogy. Flood and McBryde selected and emphasised sites 

because of their support for a priori conclusions; conclusions that were drawn from 

insubstantial premises. Both Flood and McBryde assumed their source data were factual 

and representative. Both failed to critically assess their source data much less empirically 

test propositions derived from it. Both arguments assume too much of uniformitarian 

principles, in turn compounding errors made with source data. These assumptions and their 

consequences are considered in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CRITICAL ASSESSMENT AND ANALOGY 

An analogy extrapolates from the "known" ethnographic present to the unknown 

archaeological past. Critics attack such simple comparison as an inadequate substitute for 

more robust methods. Most criticisms levelled at the method stem from frustration over 

analogy's fallibility. Analogy is not infallible as a means to understanding unknown 

properties. Poor instances of analogy have been used to criticise the method overall. These 

are instances in which the analogy is poor because of erroneous or dubious premises. If 

premises are erroneous or dubious then, similarly flawed conclusions will follow. 

This chapter considers how to make a cogent analogy to the past. Developing such 

an analogy to the past involves three steps: evaluating the source data, proposing explicit 

arguments to relate source data to the past and testing the analogy through observation of 

the archaeological record. Source data and analogy share the same relationship to each 

other as an argument's premise and conclusion. Conclusions are judged valid by the 

strength of the premises and the style of argument. If source data are implausible, the 

resulting analogy suffers accordingly. 

The connection between source data and analogy is considered in the following 

pages. A two-part method is proposed for making a stronger analogy to the past: critical 

assessment of source data and testing of analogy. This chapter deals with critical 

assessment of source data; Chapter 7 considers actual tests of analogy. This chapter 

proposes a method to convert unformatted source data into testable propositions thus 

producing a stronger analogy. A stronger analogy comes from assessing the 

methodological and temporal factors that make up source data. 
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3.1 CRITICAL ASSESSMENT 

Examples discussed in the previous chapter demonstrated how susceptible analogy 

is to over-extension. Over-extension of an analogy comes from three basic oversights: 

making improper assumptions concerning source data, failing to convert those data into a 

testable proposition and failing to critically test that proposition. If analogy is to remain a 

credible tool for inference to the past, archaeology must recognise the need for a critical 

analogy as well as the need to be critical of analogy. 

As shown in the previous chapter archaeologists often employ an uncritical 

"lumpen-analogy" that is an entirely flexible, convenient reading of source data to 

corroborate an a priori conclusion. It would be preferable to instead achieve a critical 

analogy, attained through rational assessment of source data. The critical analogy is an 

explicit, testable statement. An analogy is an adequate explanation of phenomena only if it 

survives repeated instances of critical assessment purposely designed to refute it (Popper 

1991). An analogy that survives such assessment is stronger than one that either does not, 

or is not subjected to such assessment. 

Popper's (1992) discussion of refutation testing and its merits explored the concept 

of verisimilitude. Verisimilitude is an arbitrary measure of a statement's "truthlike-ness": 

how close it is to the truth (Popper 1992:52). Popper argued that we could be incapable of 

knowing the truth but we can test to see how close things are to it. This closeness to the 

truth is called verisimilitude. All theories contain a sub-set of statements about a particular 

phenomenon. These statements are refutable arguments like their parent theory. For 

instance, the argument "all apples are green" immediately includes the sub-set statement 

"Jonathan Smith apples are green." To assess the verisimilitude of Theory 1 the researcher 

compares it to competing theories, for instance Theory 2, which also explain a hypothetical 

phenomenon in a plausible way. Theory 1 has less verisimilitude than Theory 2 if and only 

if their truth contents and falsity contents (or their measures) are comparable, and either: 
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The truth content, but not the falsity content, of Theory 1 is smaller than that of 

Theory 2; or, 

The truth content of Theory 1 is not greater than that of Theory 2 but its falsity 

content is greater. 

In other words, the argument "some apples are green" is closer to the truth than "all apples 

are green" because of the existence of red Jonathan Smith apples. It is by refuting 

propositions with little verisimilitude that a discourse advances to "truthlike" statements. 

This principle applies to archaeological analogy. 

Most, if not all, of the criticism directed at archaeological analogy would be more 

useful if directed at the methods by which analogy is derived. Considering how 

archaeologists have used analogy and the weaknesses of those instances is more useful than 

simply dismissing the method. The previous chapter showed how inadequate premises lead 

to equally inadequate conclusions. These in turn appear as premises for more complex or 

abstract conclusions, further entrenching misconceptions and avoidable errors. Assessing 

or evaluating the soundness of source data helps the archaeologist avoid this repeating 

cycle of error. Such assessment limits the number of possible arguments that can be made 

from source data (Ascher 1961 :322-3, Tangri 1991:49). Assessment culls out inadequate 

arguments. Critical assessment is the universal criterion of scientific argument. 

Source data are often carefully selected to corroborate rather than contrast 

archaeological conclusions (Leone and Potter 1988:11-12, Murray and Walker 1988:274). 

Anthropologists often "pick the eyes" from their source data (cf. Birdsell 1968, Divale 

1972). It appears that only rarely do anthropologists critically assess their source data or 

produce data contrary to their findings in the same text. A harmonious match between 

source data and the archaeological record almost inevitably occurs when sources are 

doctored in this fashion. 
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Critical assessment exposes the consistencies and inconsistencies of source data. 

Source data represent observation and interpretation of an alien lifeway. The interpretation 

represented by a primary account or ethnography depends on the context of the 

observation. The anthropologist must be familiar with the who, what, when, why and how 

of observation before she/he can hope to assess the usefulness of that observation. The 

anthropologist must consider the flow of information from observed to observer as well as 

the various blockages to that flow. To meet this end he/she must consider two things: the 

writer of each primary account or ethnography (henceforth, referred to as the "observer") 

and the historical context of the writing. 

The anthropologist must consider the quirks and biases of an observer. Much 

information can be lost because of the personality of the observer or their motivations for 

interacting with aboriginal persons. Difference in lifeways ("culture shock") can account 

for information going unrecorded or being misinterpreted. Independent observation of the 

same community, even the methodologically controlled observations of ethnography, can 

vary in content and interpretation. The anthropologist must also consider observed events 

within their historical context. Human behaviour at any point in time reacts or responds to 

stimuli. These stimuli come from within an individual's immediate community ("internal 

stimuli") while this community, in turn, responds to inter-community and environmental 

stimuli ("external stimuli"). Both the observer and the observed as individuals are 

"constructed" by these stimuli and as such these forces need recognition as affecting 

observations and interpretations. 

Discrepancies within source data are equally important as consistencies (Wylie 

1985:104). Complementary interpretations often make behaviour appear one-dimensional 

whereas contrary assertions provide an insight into behavioural intricacies. Looking at the 

ambiguities among source data improves the strength of an analogy (Binford 1987:505-6). 

Ambiguities challenge perceived "regularities" in behaviour and show up inadequacies of 

prior knowledge (Binford 1987:465). Binford demanded multiple, even contrary, 
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hypotheses be considered and weighed before applying the most appropriate to the problem 

(cf. Chamberlin 1965). 

Critical assessing of one's source data is the first step towards a stronger analogy: 

the second step is assessing applicability of the source data. The archaeologist must assess 

her/his assumptions concerning the data. The previous chapter showed how assumptions 

concerning source data invariably involve a degree of circular reasoning. Archaeological 

analogies are often immunised against contradictory evidence in other words, they explain 

away contradicting circumstances (Popper 1992:38-9). An immunised argument is usually 

dogmatic and testing goes about justifying rather than refuting it. It is irrelevant whether 

anthropology claims to be a science or science-like discipline; as an inquiry based on 

reason it progresses through contradiction not justification. 

Assumptions are as important to the final question of an argument's validity as the 

logical progression from premises to conclusion (Fisher 1988:111; also, Popper 1992:49). 

Assumptions are difficult to refute because by definition they are implicit and their tenets 

indistinct. Assumptions concerning source data affect the final archaeological analogy so 

they must be assessed along with the data themselves. Indeed, assumptions should be 

described as explicit principles rather than implicit givens. 

Assumptions have been more common to archaeological analogy than clearly 

defined principles. As argued above, assumptions concerning source data are invisible and 

unobtrusive making them difficult to criticise. Assumptions facilitate a conclusion but 

themselves remain free of scrutiny. Unobtrusiveness in an analogy is the same as 

immunisation. Defined principles, by way of contrast, are visible and lay out their 

progenitor's argument making it contestable. Defined principles are subject to critical 

assessment. Explicit principles are empirically superior to implicit assumptions because 

their explication lends them to refutation testing. 
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The third and final step of producing a strong analogy is testing it against 

observation of the archaeological record. Tests of a proposition should set out to refute 

rather than verify the proposition. Archaeologists often "verify-test" their hypotheses, 

which generally immunises the argument against contrary evidence (Godwin 1990:67-88). 

To the contrary, observations of the archaeological record are only effective when 

organised to refute a proposition; that way observation fulfils its intended purpose as an 

experiment. Therefore experiments, such as fieldwork, are organised a posteriori to 

assessment of data and principles. 

Critical assessment and testing are the best ways to establish a sound analogy 

(Agorsah 1990, Huchet 1991:6, Watson et al. 1971:50-1, Wylie 1985). Critically assessing 

data and principles makes them explicit and amenable to refutation testing, which acts to 

select strong arguments. Any analogy not so assessed is only ever an assertion. 

3.2 ASSUMPTIONS OF ANALOGY 

As shown in Chapter 2 the typical archaeological analogy runs thus: 

Source data illustrate those elements of aboriginal lifeways not obvious in the 

archaeological record; 

A "constant", usually the environment or disposition, links source data to the 

archaeological record; 

Aspects of source data and the archaeological record associated with the constant of 

Step 2 are contrasted; 

The past is reconstructed from those plausible contrasts gained from Step 3. 

This argument is deductively valid but the anthropologist must recognise each premise 

listed above as an argument in itself, each premise is therefore assessed on whether it is 

probable. Close attention to the implicit assumptions of each premise suggests 

archaeological analogy has repeatedly made significant errors and misconceptions. 
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The typical analogy makes a fundamental conjecture: source data are valid and 

applicable to the prehistoric past. This conjecture is not wrong a priori although each case 

of it requires the type of critical assessment proposed above. Most analogies have been 

inadequate because they misrepresent this basic conjecture in two ways: 

They posit sources are factual and representative images of the prehistoric past; 

They contain a misconceived and inaccurate application of the principle of 

unformitarianism; 

Arguments for and against these misrepresentations are considered below. Critics often 

highlight these misrepresentations as examples of the poverty of archaeological analogy 

(e.g. Gould 1980, Smith 1955). 

These misrepresentations are related in that assuming one generally leads to 

assuming the other. When combined, the above misrepresentations add an illusion of 

thoroughness to any rendition of the past. If analogy fails, it is typically because of undue 

confidence in the authority of source data and an improper application of non-

anthropological concepts. Subscribing to the above misrepresentations has allowed 

researchers to conclude that source data and the archaeological record are inevitably 

complementary and equally representative of the past. 

Both "static" and "dynamic" interpretations of Australian prehistory have assumed 

source data and the archaeological record to be extensions of each other (cf. Charlton 

1981:153). According to the "static" hypothesis, source data show Aborigines in 

equilibrium with their environment (e.g. Flood 1980, Gould 1977, Jones 1985:291,298; 

Jones and Bowler 1980:16, McBryde 1979:142-4). The archaeological record, it is argued, 

shows long periods of minimal socio-economic change. For example, Flood (1995:54) 

argued that Aborigines of the Willandra Lakes area have practised the same round of 

seasonal movement for the past 30,000 years. "Static Australia" arguments go from the 
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archaeological record to source data. The record acts as a verification test for 

archaeological analogy. "Static" arguments have subsumed the archaeological record to 

source data. 

"Dynamic Australia" arguments are the opposite of "static" arguments although 

they too assume a mutuality of source data and the archaeological record. "Dynamic" 

arguments see Aborigines actively involved in modifying their physical or social 

environments towards predetermined ends (e.g. Lourandos 1985, Ross 1985, Williams 

1987). Archaeological data from the late Holocene are argued to show an increasing 

sophistication of behaviour, sometimes as an effect of Pleistocene causes. "Dynamic" 

arguments go from source data to the archaeological record. 

Both "static" and "dynamic" arguments rely on an empirical link between source 

data and the archaeological record but neither chooses to characterise this link. The only 

difference between the two arguments is the time period under scrutiny. Neither argument 

is innocent of making one or both of the two misrepresentations listed above; indeed, these 

two misrepresentations are so common to analogy in general that they warrant further 

attention. 

3.2.1 Misrepresentation 1: factual and representative source data 

A typical trait of analogy is either to present source data as untainted insights to the 

prehistoric past or to fail to question the validity of those data. The extent to which source 

data are critically assessed appears directly related to the time in history when they were 

recorded. Observations made early in frontier periods are perceived of as being less likely 

to render a "contaminated" image than sources compiled later in the period (e.g. Flood 

1980:30, Hickerson 1970:32). These factual snippets of past lifeways have often been 

considered sufficient to extrapolate a composite image of past behaviour. As a matter of 

course, source data are argued to show aboriginal social orders in their "pristine" or 
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"traditional" form before outsiders, usually Europeans, changed them forever. Emphasis is 

placed on changes to the observed lifeways and rarely on the world views of the observer. 

Source data are commonly taken to be truthful when they share properties with 

aspects of the archaeological record. For example, if an implement in deposit X matches 

the description of an implement mentioned in source Y, then source Y is taken as verified. 

Chapter 2 showed how Flood and McBryde both made this argument, the former when 

identif'ing bone points and the latter when arguing for seasonal movement. This match is 

tantamount to an analogy. For all practical purposes source data have been argued to be 

factual when they correspond with archaeological "facts" (e.g. Binford 1987). It makes the 

logical fallacy of faulty analogy to argue that because B is like C, B necessarily shares the 

same properties as C. Recognising this fallacy also incites debate as to whether there are 

any recognisable archaeological facts. It is a stronger argument to suggest source data are 

made plausible, rather than factual, when they match with archaeological data (Murray and 

Walker 1988). 

Archaeologists have assumed a degree of immutability in human behaviour to gain 

an empirical "grip" on the past (e.g. Binford 1982:131). When creating a composite image 

of the past from source data, archaeologists have sometimes taken liberties of inference. 

Multiple accounts of aboriginal behaviour, often from different observers and from 

different periods in a community's history, are arranged together to get a diachronic image 

of past lifeways. Chapter 2 showed how Flood and McBryde arrived at composite images 

of the past that ignored individual testimony compromising such images. Such 

representations typically either select only those early sources that show an unchanged 

community, or use all data but ignore relevant changes to a community such as 

modification through frontier relations. Recognising the primary account or ethnography as 

a brief rendition of complex lifeways is one of anthropology's few concessions to history. 

Murray and Walker (1988:256-7) argued that the more factors an archaeological analogy 

seeks to explain the more token become concessions to history's methods. Anthropology 
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has accepted its source data could be incomplete but continues to resist the suggestion they 

could be in error or that incompleteness itself could lead to faulty images. 

Events of archaeological interest (e.g. settlement patterns, subsistence strategies, 

demographic change) mentioned in source data are rarely read in their wider historical 

context. Wider currents in history are all but dispensed with, almost as background noise 

obscuring real data. This is due in part to anthropology's split from history and its 

subsequent quest for recognition as a science (Charlton 1981). Source data is known to 

result from any number of filters but most are ignored as irrelevances. All that is 

considered important is whether source data have an archaeological application. Detailed 

analysis of source data threatens to yield so much uncertainty as to make analogy 

redundant. Source data "reanimate" the archaeological record but place it in the uncertain 

context of human action (Nicholson 1955: 596-97). Archaeological analogy has 

conspicuously ignored the human inclination to capriciousness because of potential 

compromises to otherwise "concrete" data (Hawkes 1954:161-2, Hobart 1986:8, Murray 

1988:6). 

Every observation is a limited opinion that is neither factual nor representative 

(Medawar 1969:28). This applies to etlmoarchaeology, ethnographic analogy and 

archaeological analogy. Apologists for analogy defend the method by calling for rigorous 

assessment of the authenticity and reliability of source data (e.g. Clark 1951, Davidson 

1988, Godwin 1990, McBryde 1979, Trigger 1982). Despite their calls for appraisal of 

source data, many apologists continue to level the most cursory of tests before accepting 

their source data wholesale (e.g. Arnold 1992, Flood 1980). Anthropologists must place a 

premium on critical assessment of source data, assessing the source as well as the observer 

(Huchet 1991:5). 

Source data, when critically assessed, grants valuable insights and reveals 

shortcomings. A critical assessment of source data reveals what it includes, what it does 
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not include, along with why, how and even if it complements any subsequent analogy. 

Assessing source data creates a proposition for testing, instead of simply confirming an a 

priori conclusion. Recognising the limitations in source data allows a researcher to 

differentiate between plausible and questionable assertions. For example, making a 

character profile of the observer is an effective way of identifying the strengths and 

weaknesses of a primary account or ethnography. Identifying an observer's motivations 

and biases reveals the "filters" that affect interpretation. By assembling a dossier on the 

observer as well as a review of the observations, the anthropologist is able to divorce data 

from speculation or misinformation. 

Filters affect the authenticity, reliability and content of source data. Typical filters 

include the observer's motives for making contact with aboriginal people, the observer's 

motivation for recording events, their diligence in recording, how long they were in contact 

with aboriginal persons, their underlying attitudes toward aboriginal persons and the 

observer's sense of the curious as compared to the commonplace. Time, distance and 

ethnic difference all serve to make a community exotic. Source data are often incomplete 

and unavoidably frustrating renditions of an already alien community. Observer's regularly 

pursued agendas contrary or even antagonistic to the lifeways of those observed. Just as 

often an observer had pre-determined ideas concerning the observed that precluded a 

balanced observation. In the end, source data are recorded opinions. Often these opinions 

are far from measured (cf. Haan 1973, Reid 1990). Often these opinions are inherited 

wisdom; second-hand observation namely, an observer obtaining information from other 

accounts or ethnographies, is not uncommon. Human observation is like the child's game 

Chinese Whispers; it passes through too many filters to ever be truly unbiased. These are 

all factors of bias and error among source data. 

In the case of primary accounts the typical anonymity of observers (i.e. with few 

exceptions, observers are persons of relatively limited historical renown) often serves as a 

set of impeccable credentials for their reliability. Given that statements or interpretations 



made by an average person are rarely the final word on any matter, it is unusual that a 

primary account should be taken as an exception to the norm. Godwin (1990) demonstrated 

how attention to an observer's credentials can eliminate an argument based on primary 

accounts. In the case of ethnography the professionalism of the ethnographer, her/his 

standing as a practitioner of science, provides similar credentials of authority and 

reliability. Its history is too full of examples of abuse by its practitioners for science alone 

to serve as credentials. 

There is always the temptation to "read between the lines" when drawing 

statements from source data (Moore 1994:931-2; also, Thompson 1956). Such reading in of 

statements must be weighed against the notorious unreliability of arguing from negative 

evidence. No primary account or ethnography can hope to show all the changes and 

consistencies of a human community over time. Anthropology must accept there is no way 

of conclusively verifying whether "what is said" matches "what it was". A primary account 

or ethnography is no more than a glimpse of populations and lifeways as they were at the 

time (Binford 1968b:268). Exotic disease often devastated a community and its lifeway 

long before the host even arrived in a region (Butlin 1983). People migrate in the face of 

the violence characteristic of frontier relations, in turn forcing others to either move before 

them or re-orient their lifeways. Behaviour can be modified by exposure to behaviour of 

the Other, as was the case for pre-European Arnhem Land (Mitchell 1994), before an 

observer records it and calls it pristine. Uncertainty over the level of a community's 

"contamination" becomes an issue when anthropology seeks to apply principles of 

uniformity over time. 

3.2.2 Misrepresentation 2: uniformitarianism 

Archaeological analogy must establish a plausible correlation between 

contemporary human action and that of the prehistoric past. Establishing that correlation 

makes necessary some type of "constant", linking past and present. Chapter 2 reviewed 
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examples of the most popular constants: environment and disposition. The "environment" 

argument is "same context : same behaviour" while "disposition" is "same implements: 

same action". Both arguments subscribe to an inaccurate reading of uniformitarianism. 

Until recently, anthropology relied on Darwin's and Huxley's gradual evolution 

theory to represent the origins and drives of hominids. Only within the last 15 years has 

gradualism been reassessed as the centrepiece of anthropology. The new theory of 

Punctuated Equilibrium revolutionised anthropology, which has now to reconcile the 

theory with the more established gradualism. Compared to physical anthropology, 

archaeology remains steeped in neo-Darwinian assumptions. Archaeology portrays the 

prehistoric past as an ongoing process of selection event and adaptation, albeit in an 

increasingly sophisticated manner. Archaeological analogy adopts many quasi-

evolutionary principles, such as uniformitarianism, as a way of superimposing the short 

periods of time represented by source data to the long periods of time represented by the 

archaeological past. 

Anthropology imports more terms from related disciplines than it returns; as such, 

its practitioners are prone to over-reaching, ignoring specifics and inheriting misinformed 

precedents. The concept of uniformitarianism is testimony to this ongoing problem. Gould 

(1965) identifies two types of uniformitarianism: Charles Lyell's original idea, the 

Methodological Principle of Unformitarianism, and William Whewell's interpretation of 

it. Lyell's methodological principle of uniformitarianism argues geological processes 

observed in the present may be used to generate testable propositions about the past. 

Whewell criticised methodological uniformitarianism as a theory of immutability over 

time. Uniformitarianism, as Whewell saw it, argues phenomena do not change, that they 

were the same in the past as they are in the present. In reality Lyell never argued that 

phenomena are unchanging. Whewell's misconception of the theory became known as 

Substantive Unformitarianism. Methodological uniformitarianism sees the different 

conditions or variables that create change as uniformities themselves (Rymer 1978:249). 
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To this day, supporters of uniformitarianism uphold the methodological principle while 

critics attack the substantive misrepresentation (Gould 1965:225). 

Interpretation of the prehistoric past comes from the viewpoint of the ethnographic 

present (cf. Gould 1965 :226). Methodological uniformitarianism observes processes of the 

ethnographic present to gain consistencies, or even laws, of human behaviour applicable to 

the prehistoric past. When source data are taken as an accurate image of the prehistoric past 

a priori, the subsequent analogy adopts a substantive viewpoint. A substantive outlook 

sees present rates of change and conditions of existence as constant over time. Substantive 

arguments suggest the relative stability of the environment during the Holocene has meant 

stable or continuous behaviour for the same period (e.g. Jochim 1991, Peterson 1971:240). 

It is ironic that such analogy commonly appeals to evolutionary theory, which clearly 

contradicts the substantive view (Rymer 1978:253). 

"Environment" arguments apply substantive uniformitarianism to human-

environment interaction. Arguments for a 10,000 year period of environmental stability on 

a local scale are always dubious. The Holocene environment was relatively stable 

compared to the Pleistocene on a global scale, but it was not unchanging. Earth's 

environment at 10,000 BP was not uniformly identical to the contemporary environment. 

Sea levels fluctuated throughout the early and mid-Holocene with coastal ecosystems often 

not stabilising until the recent past. Floodplains of tropical northern Australia are examples 

of relatively stable early to mid-Holocene ecosystems that underwent radical change during 

the late Holocene (Chapter 6). Many examples of environmental change and human 

response during the Holocene are available as are examples of Homo sapiens populations 

failing to adapt to local environment changes (White and O'Connell 1982:55). Behavioural 

"options" derived from source data might not be contiguous with those practised at any 

point in the past. Homo sapiens has moved through cycles of exploiting and evacuating 

specific regions over an extended period. Behaviour adapts or responds to "environmental" 

pressures but many of these pressures are indirect and not necessarily uniform in rate. 
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Such links as exist between behaviour and environmental stability serve to 

undermine "substantive" conclusions. Many disciplines, including the natural sciences, 

suggest the environmental context of Homo sapiens sets options of behaviour. The 

argument "same environment means same options" holds some currency among 

anthropologists (e.g. Ascher 1961:319, Chang 1967). It does not follow therefore that 

uniformitarianism is aberrant to analogy; only analogy based on substantive 

uniformitarianism is bound to fail. Methodological uniformitarianism would have source 

data converted into refutable propositions. Substantive analogy is widespread only because 

of a general reluctance of anthropologists to critically test their propositions, as argued 

above. 

Cameron (1993) argues archaeologists use neither methodological nor substantive 

uniformitarianism but a third category: associative uniformitarianism. Archaeologists 

invoke associative uniformitarianism when they use material residue to explain behaviour 

that is archaeologically invisible (Cameron 1993:43). Associative uniformitarianism, as 

Cameron explains it, is the same as the disposition argument outlined in Chapter 2; 

henceforth it is termed the disposition argument. 

"Disposition", like its environment counterpart, needs to establish constancy of 

human action over time to be plausible. Whereas the "environment" argument determines 

human routine, "disposition" invokes a biological predilection. "Disposition" arguments 

beg the conclusion of "same action" over time. "Disposition" arguments are rarely, if ever, 

explicit; they are more often implied or simply taken as givens. 

The "disposition" argument appeals to evolutionary principles like stasis. 

Assuming stasis of behaviour observed in the last 200 years is convenient to reconstructing 

behaviour of 10,000 years ago. Such arguments associate observed behaviour with an 

evolutionary "still"; a "tradition" of living in a certain way, interrupted only by external 
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pressures (Binford 1968a:330-4). European peoples often served as the external pressure 

that disrupted aboriginal lifeways. Europeans undoubtedly disrupted many indigenous 

lifeways but this does not mitigate misrepresentations of the principle of stasis. 

Stasis is a long period of equilibrium marked by the relatively constant morphology 

of a species. It is a principle that originates from the I-Tardy-Weinberg Law: 

"Under certain conditions of stability both phenotypic and allelic frequencies remain constant 
from generation to generation in sexually reproducing populations." (Keeton and Gould 
1993:455). 

Conditions of stability include: 

A large population; 

No immigration or emigration to reduce the effect of altered allelic frequencies; 

Either a lack of mutations or mutational equilibrium; and, 

Random mating and reproductive success with respect to genotypes. 

These conditions are never completely met. Stasis occurs instead of Hardy-Weinberg's 

conditions of stability. Stasis is a period of time marked by genotypic stability. Homo 

sapiens is in stasis: it has the same basic morphology now as it had 30,000 years ago. The 

same is not true for human behaviour. When anthropologists argue for stasis of human 

behaviour they are actually arguing for immutability of behaviour, which is an entirely 

different notion. 

A typical argument for behavioural immutability progresses as follows: 

Human behaviour is an adaptation that maximises group survival chances; 

An adaptation remains in place until it fails a selection event; 

The archaeological record of a particular region shows no major changes since the 

early Holocene; 
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Behaviour gleaned from source data of that region has been constant since the 

early Holocene. 

Such an argument is not unusual in an archaeological analogy (cf. Gould 1977:171, Jones 

1978, 1985:306). Evaluating the above argument requires an exploration of its key terms 

and inferred relationships. 

Anthropologists regularly and mistakenly treat adaptation and adaptedness as 

synonymous. Adaptation results from natural selection acting on a variable gene pooi to 

produce a population capable of efficient interaction with an environment. Homo sapiens 

appeared as an adaptation to an evolutionary event. Phenotypic adaptations in the hominid 

line have undoubtedly maximised survival chances but are not an index of life choices. 

How hominids, including Homo sapiens, live is demonstrated by their behaviour. Chapter 

1 showed behaviour is not an adaptation but an indication of human adaptedness. The 

behavioural immutability argument blurs the distinction between biological and social 

behaviour (Jochim 1981:22). The two are related but do not condition each other, which is 

what the above argument assumes. Homo sapiens pursues a particular lifeway through a 

complex arrangement of factors that nevertheless stem from choice, not because of a 

genetic program. 

The behavioural immutability argument is circular: one interprets the 

archaeological record to show a particular lifestyle, source data then verify that image, 

which consequently proves it is the correct interpretation. It commits the fallacy of 

argument from tradition: that Homo sapiens has pursued a lifeway for millennia does not 

mean it does so by nature. If behaviour has experienced long periods of stability, it is not 

solely due to evolutionary forces (Bates and Lees 1979:278-82). 

Homo sapiens responds to a number of stimuli. Much recent anthropological debate 

centres on whether human communities ever exist in behavioural "stasis" (e.g. Binford 
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1985, Gordon 1992, Ingold et al. 1988, Kent 1992, Soiway and Lee 1990). Behaviour 

changes over time, sometimes obviously and at other times subtly (e.g. Hickerson 1970, 

Keen 1980:178-9, Strong 1936). Recorded history presents multiple examples of behaviour 

changing within the space of a generation. Homo sapiens showed great diversity of inter-

and intra-community behaviour during the Holocene. Some communities abandoned 

foraging and took up plant or animal domestication. Urban centres appeared and 

disappeared as did centralisation of authority; metal implements replaced stone, and so on. 

These changes are obvious and universally acknowledged. 

Arguments that link behaviour with genetic disposition fall under the umbrella of 

sociobiology. Like most disciplines, sociobiology's credibility suffers when the casual 

observer applies its principles. Sociobiology's arguments vacillate between biological 

potentiality, a brain capable of the full range of human behaviours and rigidly predisposed 

toward none, and biological determinism, specific genes for specific behavioural traits 

(Gould 1977a:257-8). Until the link between genes and behaviour is better characterised, 

anthropologists would do well to consider the range of differences in sociobiology's 

conjectures. 

Source data are biased renditions of behaviour at an unspecified point in prehistory. 

If a connection exists between the ethnographic present and the prehistoric past, it is 

identified by examining processes of behaviour documented in the ethnographic present. 

To get at these processes, anthropologists must re-orient their perspectives of source data. 

3.3 PRINCIPLES OF ANALOGY 

This section considers alternatives to the misrepresentations discussed above. The 

essential problem facing archaeological analogy is how to compress time, space and human 

behaviour into a simple and plausible argument. Both the misrepresentations evaluated 

above and the principles proposed below try to meet this end. The failing of the above 
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misrepresentations is their lack of critical assessment, the process by which a sound, 

testable argument is best derived. The misrepresentations discussed above are circular 

arguments that exist solely to validate archaeological conclusions. Below are two basic 

principles that make arguments similar to the above but do so explicitly, thus rendering 

them refutable. These principles lead to a plausible and reasonable analogy. 

The misrepresentations discussed above are inadequate for explicating the past, as 

is testified by the many instances of failed analogy. There are alternative arguments to the 

above misrepresentations. Like the misrepresentations these alternatives are drawn from 

source data; unlike the misrepresentations the alternatives draw on principles of human 

behaviour. These principles argue: 

Aspects of behaviour change at different rates over time; 

Behaviour is contiguous over space. 

These principles consider human action as it creates the archaeological record; thus they 

address source data a priori to any archaeological association. Using observation of the 

archaeological record to test an analogy also assesses the extent of relatedness between 

source data and the record. Chapter 7 explores this proposition in greater detail. 

3.3.1 Principle 1: consistency over time 

So many records of behavioural change over time exist that it is problematic to 

make an argument for behavioural immutability. Despite such evidence for change in 

human lifeways comparison can still be drawn between modern behaviour and that of the 

prehistoric past. Such comparison stems from a recognition of consistency in human 

behaviour, even if such consistency is not the same as immutability. It is possible to come 

to an understanding of human consistency by looking at how behaviour has changed over 

time. 
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Human behaviour is a blend of stable, entrenched elements that respond slowly to 

change and mercurial, flexible elements that adapt quickly. This property of human action 

has long been recognised by anthropologists (e.g. Chang 1967:228, Childe 1930:239, Clark 

1951, Edwards and O'Connell in press, Steward 1973,1977b). It is those factors that 

remain stable for a long time that are of interest to archaeologists. These "inert" factors are 

observable in any human community and as such are invaluable to archaeology. European 

history alone is replete with instances of inert behaviour: for example minority groups, like 

Jews, Basques, or Gypsies sustaining the essentials of their lifeways in hostile social 

environments. Source data observe aboriginal lifeways during the frontier period, perhaps 

the period that best tries a community's power to survive. Source data show those adaptive 

elements of a community's behaviour as well as its inflexible elements. Source data show 

those aspects of group behaviour that change as well as those aspects that do not. Those 

behavioural traits that remain in place through the pressures offrontier life are common 

with extinct or disrupted prehistoric communities. This is a proposition applicable to 

source data and refutable by observation of the archaeological record. 

A consistent behavioural action or association will be repeatedly and independently 

observed within a given set of source data. In other words, the more observers who 

mention a phenomenon, the more likely that phenomenon held some importance to the 

observed conmumity. These simple propositions of prehistoric behaviour are refutable 

through observation of the archaeological record. Source data are a trove of information for 

behaviour repeated across different time periods and social contexts. Unfortunately, 

anthropology has sometimes placed a premium on securing pristine records of prehistoric 

behaviour and largely ignored those source data occurring late in the ethnographic period. 

Valuable information has been ignored in the process. Chapter 2 showed how Flood and 

McBryde both made propositions lopsided by concentrating on early observations of 

Aboriginal lifeways. 
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Charting stability and change of an aboriginal community during its frontier period 

gives an insight to priorities of settlement and subsistence, demographic and economic 

organisation. Demonstrable change in lifeways over time provides an index of consistent 

behaviour and an arbitrary indication of a community's adaptedness. Arguing for 

consistency of behaviour is not the same as biological determinism, which suggests genes 

determine behaviour until the next natural selection event. Those consistent factors of 

human behaviour are identifiable even if the reasons why they are consistent are not so 

readily apparent. 

3.3.2 Principle 2: contiguity over space 

The many gaps in source data make a task of describing human behaviour over 

both time and space. Years can pass between separate observations; years in which human 

affairs can change. This problem afflicts description of human action over space in 

particular. Whereas human behaviour over time is a linear account of intra-group activity, 

human behaviour over space is a multi-linear account of inter-group activity. 

People establish regular, predictable patterns in their use of a landscape. A 

feedback relationship exists between an ecosystem and its resident community. Whether 

this relationship determines behaviour is debatable. To say Homo sapiens is driven to fulfil 

its biological requirements is tautological. What anthropology needs to elucidate is how 

people organise themselves in relation to their environment. As argued in Chapter 2, the 

assertion "stable environment means stable behaviour" has many shortcomings. The 

alternative suggestion "similar environment means similar options" is a better indication of 

the relationship between Homo sapiens and its environment. This gives more options to 

explore the "nurture" component of human behaviour. 

Australian source data indicate how Aboriginal people organised themselves in 

relation to their environment during the frontier period. Behaviour over space is different 
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from behaviour over time because the additional factor of inter-group variability comes 

into play. Source data of region X can show behavioural change over time but are not so 

adept at showing the same for region Y. If the researcher wants to establish behavioural 

change and continuity over space, he/she has to compare the source data to those of 

neighbouring regions and look for similarities and differences. This is a variation of 

ethnographic analogy, which uses records of one region to reconstruct the past of another. 

Ethnographic analogy is prone to accentuating similarities of behaviour over 

dissimilarities. Ethnographic analogy's main failing is assuming substantive 

uniformitarianism over space. In other words, ethnographic analogy often assumes "same 

environment means same behaviour". As suggested above, "similar environment means 

similar options" is a more profitable consideration. Homo sapiens uses its environment in 

an idiosyncratic way. San people, for example, have considerable lifeway differences to 

Inuit people. This is an entirely environmental cause. The differences between San and 

Bantu peoples are relatively minor compared to those between San and Inuit; nevertheless, 

differences exist. Environmental conditions on a global scale subsume factors like human 

choice but a narrower range of environmental difference brings these factors to the fore. 

Homo sapiens biologically adapts to its environment but works within that circumscribed 

range to create a social environment. Homo sapiens creates a social environmental 

according to a number of biologically linked but not caused factors. These factors include 

preferences, aesthetics, easiness, efficiency, tradition and chance; further, Homo sapiens 

borrows or inherits ideas and traditions from its neighbouring communities. These factors 

are not necessarily inclusive. The point in all this is comparing source data of different 

regions creates a picture of contiguity of behaviour over space. The anthropologist sees 

how group A is similar to its neighbour, Group B, but also sees the variation between them. 

It has been shown that source data can be read to show essentials of behaviour over 

time. This procedure is equally applicable for showing contiguity of behaviour over space 

(Dalton 1981). The anthropologist can compare source data of adjoining regions to get a 
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feel for behavioural similarities and differences between communities. Similarities allow 

analogy on a "macro" scale. In other words the anthropologist can estimate group 

movement, resources used, perhaps even how they are used. Differences of behaviour act 

on a "micro" scale; they show the idiosyncrasies of human action. They control how far the 

analogy can be pushed. They limit the extent of the analogy. 

As with principle 1 (i.e. behavioural consistency over time), propositions derived 

from principle 2 are refutable. For example, the anthropologist could argue from a 

comparison of source data that group A preferred magpie goose as a food to kangaroo. A 

stronger representation of macropods than magpie geese in the archaeological record 

refutes the proposition. Contiguity of behaviour over space is an estimation. The area of 

contiguous behaviour is arbitrary. The anthropologist decides the limits by weighing the 

differences and similarities of behaviour. These arbitrary decisions are refutable. 

Records of communities occupying environments similar to a particular study 

region can fill gaps within that region's records. People of comparable socio-economic 

organisation who occupy the same environmental zone but are removed by space will use 

that environment in similar ways. Source X will have at least superficial similarities to 

source Y when describing behaviour Z in the same environmental zone (O'Brien and 

Holland 1992:43-5). This is a different to the environment argument discussed in Chapter 

2. The environment argument considers behaviour over time in a deterministic way. The 

contiguity argument relates solely to human use of space; it proposes that neighbouring 

groups living in similar environments will have some traits of behaviour in common. 

3.4 CONCLUSION 

This chapter considered how to make a plausible analogy to the past. Attaining 

such an analogy requires a three-step process: critically assessing the source data, 

proposing explicit principles that relate those modified data to the past and testing the 
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proposition through observation of the archaeological record. It was argued every analogy 

should be qualified by critical assessment and refutation testing. 

Two general misrepresentations underlying the archaeological analogy were 

discussed and criticised. These misrepresentations are common to archaeological analogies 

that do not evaluate their source data. Two principles were advanced to make source data 

more useful as analogues of the past. A stronger analogy comes from assessing the 

methodological and temporal-spatial factors that make up source data. These principles are: 

Behavioural traits observed repeatedly through frontier life are common with 

extinct or disrupted prehistoric communities; 

People of comparable socio-economic organisation who occupy the same 

environmental zone but are removed by space will use that environment in similar 

ways. 

The following two chapters consider the environment of the study region and 

source data, respectively. The review of the environment in Chapter 4 juxtaposes 

observations of subsistence and settlement reviewed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 collates these 

environmental and source data and applies the above principles to create a predictive, 

testable analogy of prehistoric settlement patterns at the study region. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE MAGELA FLOODPLAIN ENVIRONMENT 

This chapter reconstructs the Magela floodplain environment. Climate of the 

Magela floodplain is considered as is the different perspectives European's and 

Aborigines' have of the region's seasons. Geomorphology of the Magela floodplain is 

reviewed, including its land and vegetation systems. A summary of the region's faunal 

component considers the distribution of species recognised as foods by Aboriginal people. 

Evolution of the landscape from a salt water, mangrove swamp to a fresh water wetland, is 

summarised. This chapter sets the environmental context to images of settlement and 

subsistence provided by source data as well as the archaeological survey of the region. 

4.1 CLIMATE 

That part of Australia lying above the Tropic of Capricorn has tropical weather 

patterns. Northern Australia, also known as the "Top End", has a climate characterised by 

two distinct "macro-seasons" and two "transition" seasons. The wet season occurs through 

November to March. The majority of Northern Australia's rainfall occurs within these 

months. From May to September is the dry season, when there is little prospect of rain. 

April and October are months of transition between the two seasons. 

Wet conditions begin with the approach of the monsoon trough in late December or 

early January. The monsoon trough is caused by southward movement of the Intertropical 

Convergence Zone (McDonald and McAlpine 1991:23). This rising, moist equatorial air 

causes high rainfall; it moves north and south across the equator with the seasonal 

migration of the overhead sun. The monsoon trough brings tropical cyclones, monsoon 

depressions and surges that all lead to sustained rainfall over northern Australia. There are 

three to four rain sequences in a typical wet season, each lasting up to 10 days. By contrast 

there can be lengthy dry spells in a typical wet season. Distribution and extent of rainfall 
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depend on the Southern Oscillation, a quasi-periodic circulation over the equatorial Pacific 

that creates anomalous temperatures and pressures over northern Australia (McDonald and 

McAlpine 1991:20). When the Southern Oscillation is strong, rainfall is widespread. When 

it is weak, rainfall is still abundant but is reduced in range. 

Sixty per cent of annual rainfall occurs during the wet season months of January 

through March. Annual rainfall for the East Alligator River region ranges between a mean 

of 1,323 millimetres at Oenpelli and a mean of 1,529 millimetres at Jabiru airport (East and 

Wasson 1992:5). Humidity is uncomfortably high in the months of November through 

December with the mean average varying between years from 64 to 77 per cent (McAlpine 

1976:42, McDonald and McAlpine 1991:20). The annual mean humidity is 61 per cent. 

Mean daily temperature during the wet season ranges between 24°C and 32°C. 

Temperatures can peak to as high as 38°C during the day or drop to as low as 21°C 

overnight. 

The dry season extends through the months of May to September. In winter, low 

level currents ("anticyclones") emanating from the Southeast Trade Winds pass over 

northern Australia toward the Intertropical Convergence Zone, which has now moved north 

over mainland Asia. An exchange of air creates the "annual drought" of the dry season 

when the weather in northern Australia is warm and dry (McDonald and McAlpine 

1991:20). There is little to no rainfall during the dry season. Movement of the Southeast 

Trades across southern Australia cause day to day changes in the weather of northern 

Australia. An anticyclone over South Australia causes a strengthening in southeasterly 

winds over northern Australia. As the anticyclone moves east, local winds become lighter. 

Continuous, strong southeasterly winds caused by slow moving anticyclones will allow 

drier, dusty air to replace moist, coastal air, creating colder conditions during the hours of 

darkness (McDonald and McAlpine 1991:24). 
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The dry season is slightly cooler than the wet season with a mean daily temperature 

range of 21°C to 31°C. Temperatures in the mid-dry can drop as low as 17°C overnight, or 

in the late-dry can climb as high as 37°C during the day. Mean temperatures of the dry 

season are similar to those of the wet season. The essential difference between the two 

seasons is relative humidity. Humidity is low in the dry season with a mean range of 40 to 

64 per cent (McDonald and McAlpine 1991:20). Rainfall is scarce although infrequent 

showers can occur between surges of southern anticyclones. 

Two transition periods occur each year, first in October-November then again in 

April (McDonald and McAlpine 1991:25). In October and November, after the influence of 

the southern anticyclones has passed but before the monsoon trough sets in, there is a 

gradual build-up of humidity. A reversed effect, when humidity levels progressively 

decline, occurs during April. Occasional thunderstorms occur during the transition periods 

as a result of mesoscale activity. 

Little year-to-year variability in the timing of rainfall and the amount of soil 

moisture and water surplus (Figure 4:1) keeps the region's biological productivity balanced 

(McDonald and McAlpine 1991:28, East and Wasson 1992:6). The growth period of flora 

is 25 to 28 weeks, on average, occurring between the months of October and March. 

Yearly productivity is reliable and ensures the continued activity and distribution of plants 

and animals. 

Contemporary Aboriginal people of the region recognise a more complex and 

subtle seasonal year than the European calendar. They divide the year into at least six 

seasons: Gunumeleng, Gudjeuk, Banggereng, Yekke, Wurrgeng and Gurrang (Anonymous 

1991). Gunumeleng includes the months of October through December and is known as the 

pre-monsoon season. Waterways are at their lowest level and floodplains are baked dry. 

Levels of humidity become greater and are broken by occasional, localised rain. New 

vegetation appears with the rains and begins to spread. Gudjeuk includes the months of 
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January and February and is the time of rain, electrical storms and flooding. Vegetation 

spreads rapidly in the wet conditions. Ban ggereng lasts through March. Flood waters 

recede during this period and moving waterways run clean. Banggereng is known as 

"knock 'em down" season after the violent storms that flatten spear grass. Yekke lasts 

through April and May. Morning mists begin to appear and the wetlands are covered by 

waterlilies; conditions are dry and fires are lighted to clear the country. Wurrgeng is the 

"cold weather" of June-July. Dry conditions cause waterways to stop flowing and 

floodplains become dry and hard. The landscape is subjected to controlled firing. Gurrung 

includes August and September. It is a windless period that gets warmer towards the end of 

September. Firing of the landscape stops early in August. 

4.2 GEOMORPHOLOGY 

The region is a complex environment and opinions differ over how best to 

subdivide it into land systems (cf. Braithwaite et al. 1991, Needham 1988, Story 1969, 

Taylor and Dunlop 1985). For the sake of simplicity this study divides the region into three 

broad land systems, after Needham (1988), recognising that such simplistic divisions 

sometimes ignore distinctions that more specific inquiries might consider necessary. Land 

systems are used in this study for the sole purpose of showing where resources are found, 

an end adequately met by the following sub-divisions. The region can be divided among 

three land systems: escarpment, Koolpinyah surface and floodplain. 

The Arnhem Escarpment is the most visible part of the Kombolgie Formation, 

which underlies the study area. The Kombolgie Formation consists of Carpentarian 

sandstone and interbedded volcanics, which in turn lie upon Lower Proterozoic rocks that 

have intrusions of dolerite, phonolite and granite (cf. Needham et al. 1973, Needham 

1988). The escarpment stands upwards of 200 metres above sea level and forms the 

southern border of the study region. It is interbedded by phyllite and chert; schist, quartzite, 

quartz and feldspar. 
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An apron of Cainozoic sediments slopes gently northward over the floodplains of 

the East Alligator River region, including the Magela. This surface, known as Koolpinyah, 

was laid in the late Tertiary and is largely composed of sand and a residual concentration of 

partially hydrated iron and aluminium oxides known as "laterite" (Williams 1991:11). A 

lesser component of laterite, quartz, quartzite and dolerite rubble is scattered across low-

lying areas (Needham 1990). The Koolpinyah surface was initially deposited as low-angle 

fans by the flow of late Tertiary period rivers across the northern erosion plains. The 

current broad depositional apron came from the debris of eroding valleys and rocky strike 

ridges joining the formerly discrete fans (Williams 1991:10). The East Alligator River and 

Arnhem Land regions mostly consist of this eroded Koolpinyah surface. It forms the border 

between the floodplains and the Arnhem Escarpment. The Koolpinyah surface rises up to 

60 metres above sea level. 

The Magela floodplain is an area of low gradient and low-lying land of 

approximately 220 square kilometres, extending downstream from the sand tract of the 

Magela Creek (Warner and Wasson 1992:17). The floodplain lies two to five metres above 

sea level. The distinctive black soil of the floodplain rests on older grey clay, an estuarine 

sediment deposited in former drowned river valleys (Figure 4:2). The floodplain is not a 

level surface (Figure 4:3) but consists of plains of differing elevation ("low" and high" 

plains), levees and backslopes. Figure 4:4 shows the floodplain separated into these 

topographic units. Warner and Wasson (1992:18-20) describe these features as: 

• Low plains are low gradient depositional surfaces that stand at varying altitudes. 

They generally remain wet for the longest period after the wet season. 

• High plains are low gradient depositional surfaces that sit up to 50 centimetres 

higher than low plains. These plains emerge first from the inundations of the wet 

season. High plains are commonly found next to channels and are pitted by 

swamps (see Hydrology below). 
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• Levees are narrow, prow-shaped depositional ridges that rise metres above the 

surrounding floodplain. Levees are found wrapped around the downstream ends of 

water bodies. 

• Backsiopes link higher landforms, like high plains and levees, to lower landforms, 

like low plains and swamps. Backslopes are under water for three to six months 

depending on their altitude. 

The quality of soils varies across the region. Soils of the escarpment and the 

Koolpinyah surface are skeletal, relatively infertile, susceptible to erosion and, depending 

on the season, moisture deficient (Figure 4:1). By comparison, floodplain soils are fertile 

and have a high moisture-holding capacity (Aidrick 1976, Braithwaite and Werner 

1987:298). 

4.3 FLORA 

The many different soils spread across a proportionately small area cause the 

region's distinctive, varied floral communities. Regional floras, as characterised by 

Needham (1988), are reviewed below. 

The escarpment is mostly covered by spinifex although some semi-deciduous, non-

eucalypt forest, including rainforest, grows in pockets. In comparison, the escarpment 

country is less forested than the Koolpinyah surface. Widely spaced eucalypt forest mostly 

Eucalyptus clavigera, Eucalyptus miniata, Erythrophloem chiorostachys, Planchonia 

careyi and Buchanania obovata is found along the base and surrounds of the escarpment. 

Floral communities of the Koolpinyah surface are complex. The Koolpinyah 

surface is made of three floral regimes: Tall Open Forest, Woodland and Mixed Scrub 

(Story 1969). More fleshy-fruited plants are found at the Koolpinyah surface than at either 
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of the escarpment or floodplain (Table 4:1). Level or rolling topography is marked by Tall 

Open Forest. Woodland is found in more dissected areas of the Koolpinyah surface. 

Tall Open Forest consists mostly of eucalypts: Eucalyptus miniata, E. tetrodonta 

and E. porrecta, and the occasional palm, Livistona humilis. Tree canopies are high (> 13 

metres) and cover 30 to 70 per cent of the forest floor (Braithwaite et al. 199 1:1 10). Below 

the canopy there are up to 20 species of palms, small trees and tall shrubs including 

Livistonia humilis, Eucalyptus terminalis, Acacia cunninghamii, Grevillea heliosperma, 

Pandanus spp., Heteropogon triticeus, Eriachne triseta and Petralostigma quadriloculare. 

Woodland is similar to Tall Open Forest but is spaced wider and has a greater 

variety of eucalypts. Eucalyptus clavigera, Eucalyptus miniata, Erythrophloem 

chiorostachys, Planchonia careyi and Buchanania obovata are common Woodland floras. 

Woodland canopies are lower (<13 metres) than the Tall Open Forest. Woodland soils are 

hard with laterite. Woodland areas stay underwater for very brief periods, even following 

heavy rains (Braithwaite et al. 1991:110). Nine of the 16 eucalypts found in Woodland 

areas are deciduous. High grass is common beneath the Woodland canopy as are species of 

palms, small trees and tall shrubs. 

Mixed Scrub is found at the gravelly margin between floodplain and the 

Koolpinyah surface. This narrow "ecotone" (often less than 200 metres wide) is a 

heterogeneous floral zone (Braithwaite et al. 1991:110). Vegetation is typically arranged in 

concentric bands: Melaleuca leucadendron fringing the plains, followed by open areas of 

low, dense sedges and grasses with occasional Pandanus spiralis, followed by forests on 

the higher ground dominated by Eucalyptus papuana and E. a/ba. Distribution of 

floodplain flora is a function of their distance from the East Alligator River. The mangrove 

Avicennia marina is found along the East Alligator River as far as 75 kilometres upstream. 

Paperbark, Melaleuca leucadendron, is prolific across the low plains of the northern coast 

and smaller pockets are found at the central high of the floodplain. M leucadendron is 
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Plant community 

Plants 
bearing 

Sandstone 
Eucalyptus 
woodland 

Sandstone 
monsoon 

forest 

Eucalyptus 
open 
forest 

Eucalyptus 
woodland 

Lowland Margin 
monsoon woodland 

forest 

Lawn Melaleuca 
swamp 

Eleocharis 
swamp 

Oryza 
swamp 

Fimbristvlis 
sedgeland 

Fleshy fruit 

Nectar 

Seed 
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15.0i 

82.5c 

53.5b 

14.0i 
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26.3c 
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101.7b 

18.5d 

29.8b 
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0 

49.5e 

1.5 

23.5bc 

13.Sh 

0 

0 

14.0, 

0 

0 

23.0g 

0 

0 

37.51 

* Values across columns followed by the same subscript are not significantly different at the 5% level. 

Table 4:1 Mean abundance of fleshy fruit, nectar and seed bearing plants in each floral community 
(after Taylor and Dunlop 1985:99) 
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found on backsiopes, levees and as gallery forest along creeks in mixed regimes with 

evergreen non-eucalypts, such as Acacia auriculformis, Bambusa spp., Pandanus spp. and 

Barringtonia spp.. Numbers and distribution of floodplain grasses, sedges and herbs rise 

and fall with seasonal oscillation (Finlayson et al. 1988). During the dry season, the 

floodplain is floristically poor. During the wet season, approximately 200 species of plants 

appear. Small sedges and samphire, such as Cyperus spp., Eleocharis spp., Fuirena spp. 

and Scirpus spp. occur in swamps and on those high plain areas not occupied by paperbark. 

Sedges are dominant at the south and west of the floodplain. 

4.4 HYDROLOGY 

Depending on the time of year, fresh water can be abundant throughout the region. 

During the wet season, large tracts of low-lying country are inundated. Low-lying country 

is flooded mostly by rain waters. The Magela Creek contributes to the drowning of the 

low-lying country, becoming active from December and having an average annual 

discharge of 420 million cubic metres. The Magela floodplain floods to a depth of two 

metres and has a capacity of approximately 60 million cubic metres (Bishop and Forbes 

1991:89). When fully inundated, the region's water surface has an area of approximately 

170 square kilometres from which the evaporative output during February is around 30 

million cubic metres (Kingston 1991:34). On average, the area flooded can extend to more 

than 300 square kilometres once in 10 years and to nearly 500 square kilometres once in 

100 years (Bishop and Forbes 1991:89). 

Flooding of the region is usually shorter-lived and less far-reaching than at the 

South and West Alligator River regions. Flood waters at the Magela region usually 

disperse quickly and areas elevated above 1.5 metres are less likely to be drowned during 

the wet (Figure 4:5). Most flood water is drained through channels (Figure 4:4). Channels 

are found at the downstream and central high of the floodplain (Warner and Wasson 

1992:19-20). Downstream channels are straight, shallow (less than one metre deep) and 
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often poorly defined. Tidal waters occasionally spill into the downstream channels (Warner 

and Wasson 1992:20, Williams 1979:242). Channels of the central high floodplain 

meander among deep billabongs, which retain fresh water through the dry season. Water 

flow continues through to May (Vardavas 1987:12 1). Broad, low gradient flood basins of 

the region seal over with the first rains and fill as ponds of floodwater (East et al. 1987:31, 

Warner and Wasson 1992:7). These flooded basins become swamps during the dry season. 

Despite the short period of rainfall in the annual cycle and rapid run-off from the Kool-

pinyah surface, the permeable, non-calcareous soils of the region absorb an enormous 

amount of water (Figure 4:1). 

By the late dry season most of the region experiences near drought conditions 

(Figure 4:6). The floodplain dries out to eight per cent of its capacity (Bishop and Forbes 

199 1:89). Annual swamps begin to evaporate and seasonal streams cease flowing. The 

Magela Creek disarticulates into a series of billabongs where water concentrates through 

the dry season (Figure 4:4). Billabongs vary in depth from one to six metres and have 

muddy bottoms and banks (Hart and McGregor 1980). Billabongs and perennial swamps 

provide water for the bulk of fauna during the dry season, effectively becoming habitat 

refugia (McDonald and McAlpine 1991:28). Billabongs are uncommon across the region 

despite internal drainage depressions. Fresh water sources include Djaburluku billabong, 

"Nankeen" billabong (Hart and McGregor 1980:613), Poalmiddy Waterhole and Cobabby 

Waterhole (see Figure 1:1, Chapter 1). 

Year round draining of the region comes from the East Alligator River. The river 

continues to flow during the dry season (Anonymous 1973a). The East Alligator River 

conforms to a pre-Tertiary structural basin; as there are few large abandoned channels on 

the Koolpinyah surface, the river's course is estimated to have changed little since Tertiary 

times (Williams 1969:82). As the dry season progresses, the river decreases in its volume 

of fresh water discharge. Salt water intrudes as far as 84 kilometres upstream as discharge 

of fresh water drops. Low levels of salinity (2 parts per thousand) have been recorded at 
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Cahill's Crossing in June during high tide (cf. Messel et al. 1979:23). By October, levels of 

salinity at Cahill's Crossing increased to 12 parts per thousand at high tide and four parts 

per thousand at low tide. 

Introduced faunal and floral species have wrought considerable damage to 

waterways of the park. Feral animals, particularly the feral pig (Sus scrofa) and the water 

buffalo (Bubalus bubalis), continue to damage the fresh water environment despite 

continuous culling for the past 100 years. Environmental damage caused by these animals 

is largely reversible, as demonstrated by the CSIRO in the East Alligator River region 

(Braithwaite and Werner 1987:296-7, Clark et al. 1992b:87). The introduced weed Salvinia 

molesta has spread across the park's waterways, partly through the movements of buffaloes 

and pigs. This weed reaches plague proportions and de-oxygenates waterways thus 

rendering them lifeless before dying itself. 

4.5 FAUNA 

The East Alligator River region has a faunal diversity second only to areas of 

northeastern Queensland (Anonymous 1973b:2 1; Anonymous 1973 c:2.22). Known species 

include 22 frogs, 75 reptiles, from 230 to 270 birds and 51 native mammals (which 

includes one monotreme, 17 marsupials, 18 bats and 14 rodents). The Magela Creek alone 

is home to 28 recorded species of fish and, in places, some fish species are abundant (e.g. 

Eussen 1988:28). The park is representative of the ecosystems of a vast area of Northern 

Australia. Much of what is true of the biology of the park is true for other places in 

northern Australia (Braithwaite and Werner 1987:297). Those faunas recognised as foods 

by neighbouring Mann-Liverpool Rivers Aborigines (cf. Altman 1984) and those named in 

Layton's (1992:65) limited survey of the Magela region are named below. 
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4.5.1 Escarpment 

On casual inspection the escarpment appears to have relatively few faunas. Low 

numbers of permanent water bodies along the escarpment mean at least the larger animal 

species must frequent water sources at the Koolpinyah surface. In actuality, many animals 

use the escarpment for at least part of the year (Braithwaite and Werner 1987:300). Faunal 

variability at the escarpment is made greater by its pockets of forest. Smaller or more 

mobile species are common along the escarpment. Some reptiles, especially monitors 

(Varanus sp.), use the floodplain in the wet season and the high country during the dry 

season. Mammals, like the antilopine kangaroo (Macropus antilopinus), black wallaroo 

(Macropus bernadus), echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus), little rock wallaby (Peradorcas 

concinna), ringtail possum (Pseudocheirus dahli), rock rat (Zyzomys woodwardi), short 

eared rock wa!!aby (Petrogale brachyotis), and the sugar glider (Petaurus breviceps) move 

constantly between the escarpment and the Koolpinyah surface. 

Despite limited instances of fresh water at the escarpment, its larger waterbodies 

have a diversity of fish species close to that of the floodplain's channels and billabongs 

(Bishop and Forbes 1991:92). Streams of the escarpment generally have only two to three 

species, usually purple spotted gudgeons (Mogurnda mogurnda) and rainbow fishes 

(Melanotaenia sp.). Only species with strong swimming abilities and endurance to fast-

flowing waters are able to migrate from the lowlands to the escarpment. 

Depending on the season, reptiles can be well represented at the escarpment. 

Species found in the area for most of the year include the black palmed monitor (Varanus 

glebopalma) and the rock python (Liastis amethistimus). Bird life can be found at the 

escarpment but in frequencies considerably lower than at the Koolpinyah surface or 

floodplain. 
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4.5.2 Koolpinyah Surface 

The Koolpinyah surface has many organisms in common with the floodplain. A 

limited number of billabongs at the Koolpinyah surface means terrestrial animals 

congregate in select areas or frequent the waterways of the floodplains. Animals do not 

stray far from sources of permanent water. Despite its lack of water, the Koolpinyah 

surface is the region's richest habitat of plants and animals (Braithwaite and Werner 

1987:299). 

Animal populations of the Koolpinyah surface are densest at the Tall Open Forests 

and Woodlands. Four times the mean number of mammal species found in the region are 

found in the Tall Open Forests and Woodlands (Braithwaite and Werner 1987:299). These 

mammals include antilopine kangaroo (Macropus antilopinus), bandicoot (Isoodon 

macrourus), black flying fox (Pteropus alecto), black wallaroo (Macropus bernardus), 

brown flying fox (Pteropus scapulatus), emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae), euro 

(Macropus robustus), horseshoe bat (Hipposideros ater), possum (Trichosurus 

arnhemensis), tree rat (Mesembriomys gouldii), and wallaby (Macropus agilis). Most of 

these animals are active during the morning and dusk hours when temperatures are 

conducive to prolonged activity. 

Reptiles are common to the Koolpinyah surface because it is a mostly dry 

landscape (Figure 4:7). Those non-aquatic reptiles listed above as using the floodplain are 

also found at the Koolpinyah surface. Along with the floodplain reptiles, the blue tongue 

lizard (Tiliqua scincoides), filled lizard (Chiamydosaurus kingii), and the spotted tree 

goanna ( Varanus glebopalma) can be found at the Koolpinyah surface. 

The proportion of bird life found in the overall region is greatest at the Koolpinyah 

surface (Morton and Brennan 1991:137). As with reptiles, many birds found at the 

Koolpinyah surface are also found at the floodplain. Insectivores are the most common 
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group of birds found at the Koolpinyah surface. Birds found at the Koolpinyah surface 

include red tailed black cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus magnIcus) and sulphur crested 

cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). 

4.5.3 Floodplain 

As argued above, the floodplain has some variation in its annual water cycle. Each 

wet season the Magela Creek empties on to the inundated floodplains, which dry out as the 

year progresses leaving permanent fresh water behind in a series of isolated billabongs. 

These waterways support a variety of fish and reptile species. 

Channels and billabongs of the East Alligator River floodplains contain fish 

communities more diverse than communities in other habitat types (Bishop and Forbes 

1991:92). Fish species are at their most diverse at the end of the wet season. Diversity of 

fish species is a function of the depth of the water body that is, the deeper the water body, 

the more species and the bigger the population. Diversity falls to a minimum while 

biomass rises to a maximum as water levels drop towards the end of the dry season. 

Limited perennial water at the floodplain restricts the number and distribution of fish 

communities further than the better watered regions to the east and south. Many fish 

species migrate upstream to permanent water during the late wet season before the Magela 

Creek ceases to flow (Pidgeon et al. 1990:45). Archer fish (Toxodes chartareus), bony 

bream (Nematolosa erebi), catfish (Neosilurus sp.), long torn (Strongylura kreffli), purple 

spotted gudgeon (Mogurnda mogurnda), rainbow fish (Melanotaenia splendida), Saratoga 

(Scieropages jardini) and tarpon (Megalops cyprinoides) are all found in floodplain 

billabongs. Barramundi (Lates calcarfer) migrates to inter-tidal water to spawn during the 

wet season but returns shortly after to its native saline environment. The fresh water 

shellfish, Velesunio angasi, has been recovered from, arguably, recent archaeological 

deposits of the region (Allen and Barton 1989:90-1; also, Fox etal. 1977:77) 
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Reptiles are found at the floodplain. Amphibious or aquatic reptiles found in creeks 

and billabongs include file snakes (Acrochordus sp.), fresh water crocodile (Crocodylus 

johnstoni), freshwater snake (Amphiesma mairii), long necked turtle (Chelodina rugosa), 

Merten's water monitor ( Varanus mertensi), Mitchell's water monitor ( Varanus mitchelli), 

short necked turtle (Emydura victoriae) and snapping turtle (Elseya dentata). Non-aquatic 

reptiles that move between the floodplain and the Koolpinyah surface in the dry season 

include the olive python (Bothrochilus olivaceus) and the tree monitor (Varanus 

timorensis). Some salt water reptiles namely, the mangrove monitor (Varanus indicus) and 

the salt water crocodile (Crocodylus porosus), are found in the region. Salt water 

crocodiles move inland during floods and, when marooned during the dry, they move 

progressively upstream in search of permanent water (Messel et al. 1979:29). 

The floodplain is home to 127 species of bird including the black duck (Anas 

superciliosa), brolga (Grus rubicundus), darter (Anhinga melanogaster), heron (Ardea sp.), 

ibis (Threskiornis sp.), jabiru (Xenorhynchus asiaticus), large egret (Egretta alba), pied 

(magpie) goose (Anseranas semipalmata), purple swamp hen (Porphyrio porphyrio), royal 

spoonbill (Platalea regia) and water whistling duck (Dendrocygna arcuata). Waterbirds 

flock in their thousands to breed at the wetlands, including the Magela floodplain, during 

the wet season (Carruthers 1977:20). Many of the birds that inhabit the floodplain are 

migratory (Morton and Brennan 1991:137). An example of a bird that temporarily inhabits 

the floodplain in large numbers is the magpie goose (Anseranas semipalmata). Through 

November to February large numbers of magpie geese flock to the East Alligator region to 

breed (Figure 4:8). Depending on yearly patterns of rainfall, magpie geese may lay eggs as 

early as January or as late as May. The bulk of breeding takes place in the late wet season 

when water levels are stable. After their goslings fledge, magpie geese leave the region to 

seek out deeper swamps where spike-rushes (Eleocharis sp.) are still seeding (Morton and 

Brennan 1991:143). 
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Introduced faunal species including feral cattle (Bos taurus), feral pig (Sus scrofa) 

and the water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) can be found at the floodplain. Feral pigs and 

buffaloes are mostly found concentrated about waterways. Feral cattle are found near 

floodplain waterways but will also range across the Koolpinyah surface. 

4.6 EVOLUTION OF THE FLOODPLAIN 

The wetland environment described above is a comparatively recent phenomenon 

in the geomorphological record of the East Alligator River region (Clark and Guppy 1988; 

East et al. 1986). The fresh water wetlands appeared in the late Holocene; before this 

transition the lowland floodplain region was an estuarine mangrove forest. The requisite 

physical environments are mutually exclusive so the transition can not have been a gradual 

replacement of one ecosystem by another (Clark et al. 1992b:86). 

Global warming led to a rise of sea levels during the period 8,000 BP to 6,000 BP. 

Before the sea rise, the modern Magela floodplain was a terraced, sandy alluvial plain (East 

et al. 1986:9). By approximately 7,700 BP rising sea waters were inundating the plain. 

Rates of sedimentation increased on the plain as sea water covered inland areas. A 

mangrove swamp appeared at the plain. The swamp was mostly composed of Rhizophora 

stylosa although it included a smaller population of the genera Lumnitzera, Sonneratia, 

Camptostemon and Avicennia. Rhizophora stylosa swamps were appearing at the South 

Alligator River floodplain at approximately the same time (Woodroffe et al. 1985). The 

mangrove swamp extended over an area of 200 square kilometres, reaching inland almost 

as far south as Mudginberri (Clark et al. 1992b:87). Tidal incursions created a network of 

channels in the plain in turn allowing a greater diversity of mangrove species to take hold. 

This vegetation regime continued until the stabilisation of sea levels c. 2,000 BP (Clark et 

al. 1992b:91). 
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Continuous deposition of sediments laid by tidal incursions and fresh water flow 

from the Magela Creek at first nurtured the mangrove swamp only to eventually choke it 

out of existence. Major palaeochannels were filled in by arriving sediment during the 

period 5,000 to 3,500 BP. About this time the modern floodplain's levees were forming, 

some of them acting to seal up the downstream end of drainage channels. A tidal delta of 

sandy clay formed across the embayment's mouth, depositing mud in the basin and 

stabilising the mangrove forest (East et al. 1987, Williams 1979). The rise of broad, low 

levees downstream at the East Alligator River led to ponding of water on the Magela 

floodplain. The increase in levees allowed more species of mangrove to grow but 

simultaneously reduced the area of tidal inundation. Hypersaline conditions may have 

occurred at those inland areas that tidal waters could no longer reach (Clark et al. 

1992b:88). If hypersaline conditions were present, salt-sensitive Rhizophora stylosa forests 

would have been depleted. Whether or not hypersalinity was the cause, mangrove forest 

had migrated downstream by 3,500 BP (Figure 4:9). 

Environmental change of the Magela has traditionally been seen as resulting from 

continuous sedimentation raising the floodplain above the reach of salt water. When a salt 

water environment was no longer sustainable, mangroves disappeared (e.g. Clark and 

Guppy 1988, East et al. 1986). Recent opinion suggests the elevation of the Magela 

floodplain has not markedly risen. Continuous sedimentation changed the floodplain's 

gradient in turn leading to reduced tidal intrusion (Clark et al. 1992b:92). A "transition" 

forest, including the ubiquitous mangrove Avicennia marina and modern floodplain 

grasses, spread across the floodplain by 2,500 BP. There may have been localised increases 

in the mangrove genera Sonneratia and Camptostemon during this period (Clark et al. 

1992b:87). Rhizophora stylosa forest had largely disappeared from the floodplain by 2,500 

BP (Figure 4:10). 
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It was a relatively short time between the disappearance of the Rhizophora slylosa 

forest and the emergence of the modem fresh water environment (Clark et al. 1992b:89). 

Salt tolerant grasses such as Sporobolis virginicus and Cynodon daclylon may have 

appeared and spread across the floodplain. The environment of the floodplain after the 

disappearance of the Rhizophora forest may have resembled that of today near the Magela 

outlet. Rainfall and water from the Magela Creek ponded in former salt water channels. By 

1,000 BP a complete transition had been made from a mangrove community to the present 

day freshwater wetland. 

Human agency does not appear to have had any major effect on the pace or nature 

of overall environmental change. Pollen evidence suggests Aborigines were managing the 

fresh water environment soon after its emergence. Charcoal appears at Djaburluku 

billabong at 800 BP and is in "significant quantities" from that time forward (Clark et al. 

1992b:86). 

4.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter reconstructed the Magela floodplain environment of the contemporary 

period and the prehistoric past. This chapter set the environmental context to arguments 

made in following chapters. Climate of the Magela floodplain was considered. Land and 

vegetation systems of the Magela floodplain were reviewed. The region's faunal 

component, in particular the distribution of species recognised as foods, was considered. It 

was suggested the study region is divided between distinct micro-environments although 

there is considerable overlap of floral and faunal regimes between them. Availability of 

water has considerable impact on the distribution of fauna and, in turn, the survival chances 

of Homo sapiens. Evolution of the Magela region from a salt water, mangrove swamp to a 

fresh water wetland, was summarised. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SOURCE DATA OF THE EAST ALLIGATOR RIVER REGION 

Previous chapters proposed principles for making an archaeological analogy more 

efficient and reliable. A critical appraisal is considered to be central to this process. This 

chapter summarises the source data of the East Alligator River region, which includes the 

Magela floodplain. This chapter considers only those aspects of each primary account or 

ethnography relevant to Aboriginal settlement and subsistence activity. An analogy 

uncritical of the source data concludes the chapter. This uncritical analogy serves as a 

contrast to the critical assessment of source data and subsequent analogy of Chapter 6. 

5.1 SOURCE DATA 

Source data listed below are extracts taken from longer works. These sources are 

reviewed in chronological order and where some sources duplicate the findings of others, 

the most detailed source is considered. 

5.1.1 Philip Parker KING 

Philip King conducted a seaborne reconnaissance of Australia's northern coastline 

in the early part of the nineteenth century. In May 1818, King sailed west along the coast 

of the park, past Field and Barron Islands. He landed on the coast, at the Cairncurry Plains, 

but made no forays into the hinterland or the interior. King did not meet with Aborigines 

although he observed native fires "burning in all directions," at the Cairncurry Plains (King 

1969: 101). 

5.1.2 Ludwig LEICHHARDT 

Details of Leichhardt's journey over the Arnhem Escarpment and through the 

region can be extracted from a longer account of his expedition (Leichhardt 1847). His 
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team travelled near parallel to the South Alligator River (November 23, 1845-December 1, 

1845) until gaining the Cairncurry Plain (December 1, 1845) at which point they changed 

course, heading east to the mouth of the East Alligator River (December 3, 1845). The 

team followed the river upstream, eventually crossing it in the vicinity of Cahill's Crossing 

(December 6, 1845). Once across, Leichhardt went north and away from the East Alligator 

River (Figure 5:1). 

Leichhardt spent six days in total traversing the perimeter of the Magela floodplain. 

On December 2, 1845, Leichhardt met a party of 70 Aborigines at the mouth of the East 

Alligator River although their numbers increased to as many as 200 by the following day 

(Leichhardt 1847:507). These people exploited coast and wetland resources including 

marine shellfish, magpie geese, snake and a number of vegetable foods (Leichhardt 

1847:504-5). Aboriginal people had dug fresh water wells, some having required a 

considerable input of labour (Leichhardt 1847:503). People appear to have been camping 

on high ground (Leichhardt 1847:506). Aborigines knew the river well including the best 

place to cross it, giving Leichhardt directions to this effect (Leichhardt 1847:507). 

Aborigines followed the Europeans for a little way but would go no further when 

Leichhardt made clear his intentions to head southeast. 

The following day Leichhardt and his party left the people of the coast and 

travelled: 

",..fully seventeen miles (27.5 kilometres) on, or along extensive plains, when we perceived 
seven natives returning on a beaten foot-path, from the salt water to the forest," (Leichhardt 
1847:508, insert mine). 

Leichhardt's description of the salt water being within walking distance of the forest would 

have placed him slightly to the north of the Magela floodplain. The Aborigines he met 

there gave Leichhardt directions to nearby fresh water wells. 
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Through the morning of December 4, 1845, Leichhardt skirted the northern 

perimeter of the Magela floodplain. Aborigines visited Leichhardt's team that morning as it 

broke camp. Presumably, these were the same people encountered the previous day. Like 

the people of the coast, these people did not follow Leichhardt's party as it travelled east. A 

day's travel took the party: 

"at first east,. .but, arriving at ridges covered with scrubby forest, we turned to the north-east, and 
continued in that direction about seven miles and a half (12 kilometres), over iron-stone ridges, 
when we again entered upon the plains of the river," (Leichhardt 1847:5 10, insert mine). 

At this point the party had put the ridges and the Magela floodplain behind them. 

Leichhardt travelled south towards the Anthem Escarpment. Besides their encounter that 

morning, the group made no contact with Aborigines for the rest of the day. Following the 

course of the East Alligator River, Leichhardt made for outliers in the vicinity of Cannon 

Hill (Figure 5:1): 

"we_ travelled in a due south direction towards some thick smoke rising between two steep and 
apparently isolated rocky hills: they were about four miles (6.5 kilometres) distant, and, when we 
arrived at their base, we enjoyed the pleasing sight of large lagoons, surrounded with mangrove 
myrtles (Stravadium), with Pandanus, and with a belt of reeds and Nelumbiums," (Leichhardt 
1847:511, italics mine). 

No Aborigines were seen at the billabong on the evening of December 4, 1845. 

Leichhardt rested his team at the billabong for the entirety of December 5, 1845, and 

during the course of that day came across "a party of natives," (Leichhardt 1847:512). This 

was Leichhardt's third encounter with Aborigines of the region. Billabong resources used 

by these Aborigines included "Silurus", "tench" and "leaf-stalks of Nelumbium" 

(Leichhardt 1847:512). Relations between the two groups were peaceful. On December 6, 

some of the Aborigines guided Leichhardt's party to the vicinity of Cahill's Crossing. A 

complex of conical fish traps was observed in the river and in some of its tributaries. 

A party of Aborigines later followed Leichhardt's party, checking on them at the 

morning of December 7, 1845. It appears these Aborigines were of the same group as those 

met at Cannon Hill. They do not seem to have been obstructed in their passage across the 

river. As of December 7, 1845, the party moved away from the river and the Magela flood- 
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Figure 5:1 Paths of Leichhardt and McKinlay-Edmunds 
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plain. 

5.1.3 John McKINLAY and Robert EDMUNDS 

McKinlay's expedition camped at the East Alligator River to the north of the 

Cannon Hill outlier from June 9-28, 1866 (Figure 5:1). While McKinlay's records of this 

period are paltry, Robert Edmunds, the expedition's navigator, maintained detailed entries 

in his expedition journal. 

Neither McKinlay nor Edmunds mentions sighting any Aborigines during the 

expeditions approach to the East Alligator River. During the period June 9-23, while the 

Europeans camped at the river, Aborigines visited almost daily. These groups were always 

"large"; when Edmunds provides numbers there were not fewer than 17 and as many as 

150 individuals. Many of these people were observed to have come from across the river. 

Despite the apparently peaceful nature of these visits, Aborigines burned off the area 

around the Europeans on June 14. The relationship between the Europeans and Aborigines 

appears to have soured as of June 24. On June 26, Edmunds found: 

"(McKinlay) surrounded by over 150 natives eight women and some half dozen youths. The 
women and youths were evidently brought up as a blind." (Edmunds 26.6.1866) 

A mêlée soon broke out between the two groups and ended with the Aborigines retreating 

to nearby woodlands. Edmunds' entry for June 27 mentioned the Aborigines "watching" 

the European camp. The Europeans quitted their camp the following day. 

5.1.4 John LEWIS 

In October 1874 John Lewis made a journey from Darwin to the Cobourg 

Peninsula ostensibly to search for two missing men, Permain and Borrodale. On the 

journey his party crossed first the South then the East Alligator River. At the South 

Alligator River Lewis met Aborigines who followed his party for a way. Lewis records 

meeting no others between the rivers. Lewis next came across Aborigines at the East 
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Alligator River as he tried to find a crossing place. Lewis estimated his point of crossing to 

be the site of McKinlay' s camp. Aborigines at the site were "numerous" (Lewis 1922:131). 

Lewis described large piles of yams left in caches about the East Alligator River country, 

and their deleterious side effects on one of his companions (Lewis 1922:13 1). From his 

point of crossing, Lewis moved north and away from the river. 

Lewis made another trip to the Cobourg Peninsula early in 1875. On this occasion 

his encounter with people of the East Alligator River was violent. As with McKinlay, nine 

years previously, Aborigines set fire to grass surrounding the Europeans as they 

approached the river. Once again, Aborigines around the river were "numerous" (Lewis 

1922:141). Lewis camped at the river's east bank for four nights. Lewis crossed to the 

river's west bank on the fourth day and set up a new camp nearby. A group of Aborigines, 

numbering 60-70 men, attacked Lewis' party at their new camp. Lewis moved the next day 

and was attacked by Aborigines in "great numbers" (Lewis 1922:142) as his party camped 

near a billabong. These Aborigines were camped on a hill near the billabong. Women were 

with the attacking group. On the sixth day "large numbers" of Aborigines followed and 

ambushed the Europeans (Lewis 1922:143). This was the last attack. On arrival at Port 

Essington, Lewis was told about the battle by local Aborigines: 

"They (Port Essington Aborigines} explained that they had been talking by smoke. I had not 
believed in smoke signals before, but they told me that they (East Alligator River Aborigines) 
had said' "White fellow coming through here, and we had a row with them," ' and I feel sure that 
no messenger had gone through that country to convey the news." (Lewis 1922:144, inserts 
mine). 

5.1.5 Paddy CAHILL 

Cahill was a buffalo shooter working in the East Alligator River region during the 

1890s. He later took up managing Oenpelli station in 1906 and worked with Spencer 

during his 1912 fieldwork (see Spencer below). 
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Cahill submitted an occasional article to the Northern Territory Times and Gazette 

detailing his various exploits. In these articles he made some references to Aborigines of 

the East Alligator River. In January 1901, Cahill rode past the Oenpelli ("Owenpelly") 

billabong and saw "about a hundred natives," (Cahill 1899). He later suggested Aborigines 

of the East Alligator River laid claim to the land on: 

"both sides {of the river) for about twenty miles up, and also along the East side of the South 
Alligator River, for a distance of fifteen miles (24 kilometres), and all the country between these 
points," (Cahill 1901, inserts mine). 

Presumably Cahill was using the escarpment country as his reference point for these 

measurements. He added that at the time of writing the local population was in decline, 

having been devastated by leprosy. 

5.1.6 Baldwin SPENCER 

Baldwin Spencer worked out of Oenpelli station during 1912 and was the first to 

record information in any systematic manner. Aboriginal people from the East Alligator 

River region and other surrounding areas congregated about Oenpelli station. It is from 

these informants that Spencer obtained his data. By Spencer's time the local population 

may already have been in decline: 

"The local tribe is known as Kakadu but,. .members of others, out east, have begun to come in 
and, at this time, there were two camps at Oenpelli," (Spencer 1928:744). 

These eastern people may have been Gunwinggu speakers (cf. Berndt and Berndt below). 

While local numbers may have been in decline, Spencer suggested a trend, across 

his study area, of people's long-term occupation of billabong areas: 

"Right through the Alligator Rivers district there are favourite camping grounds by the side of 
great billabongs. As long as they get lily seeds and roots in abundance, fish and wild fowl, there 
they stay, each family with its own Mia-mia or, in the hot months, with nothing more than a 
bough or two slanted against a tree or shrub to obtain a little shelter from the sun. All day long the 
women and children are in the water, gathering lily "tuck out," while the men spear fish and catch 
water-fowl, climb trees after flying-fox and honey-bag or hunt larger game such as kangaroos and 
emus. When they have thinned the lilies out and fish and fowl get hard to catch and honey-bags 
are scarce, then they move on to another camp, where the same round is gone through, day after 
day and month after month, all the year round." (Spencer 1928:774-75). 
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Settlement patterns seem to have coincided with subsistence regimes. People appear to 

have moved between resource foci within the territory ranges suggested by Cahill (cf. 

Cahill above): 

"When the time comes for the turtle to lay its eggs, they {Aborigines} go to the laying ground on 
some sandy beach. When the lagoons and billabongs are alive with young geese the natives are 
there, camping close by and catching them by the score. When birds are scarce they go to the lily-
pools and feed on roots, stems, and seeds. In the inland, drier parts they gather together on the 
larger and more permanent water holes where fish and shell fish, birds and vegetable food can be 
secured longer than elsewhere. The moment the rains fall, off they scatter to take advantage of 
supplies that do not exist during the dry season." (Spencer 19 14:32, insert mine). 

Rock shelters were occupied during the wet and dry seasons: 

"The most interesting things, and what we came up to see, were the rock-shelters of the natives 
where they rest in the cool of the evening during fine weather, or are protected from the 
monsoonal rains during the wet season, when the flats below are transformed into swamps." 
(Spencer 1928:823-24). 

Inter-group trade relations were observed: 

"..natives in one part of the country, who are especially skilled in the making of one implement, 
such as spears, receive others that they, perhaps, do not make themselves, owing, it may be, to 
lack of suitable material." (Spencer 19 14:248). 

Bone and shell were the raw materials mainly used for subsistence activities (Spencer 

1914:358-59; Spencer 1928:762, 797, 800). Nets of twine were occasionally used (Spencer 

1928:762). Stone may have been a minor component of the material culture of people at 

Oenpelli: 

"It is only very rarely that any stone implements are met with amongst the Kakadu and allied 
tribes. They and the Melville Islanders seem to use shell for cutting. They have no stone knives at 
the present day, and,..three axes,..were the only ones I came across." (Spencer 1928:844, italics 
mine). 

It is difficult to assess from Spencer's brief comment whether (a) stone had not been a 

major part of the material culture for as long as anybody could remember, or (b) stone was 

in the process of disappearing from the material culture. 
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5.1.7 Carl WARBURTON 

Carl Warburton was a buffalo shooter at the Magela floodplain in the 1920s and 

1930s. He records camp sites at the billabong at Cannon Hill: 

"There was a splendid lagoon on our right, beyond us was the second hill, and on the other side 
and at the end of the lagoon was Cannon Hill,. .We came across a well-used track, and, following 
it, were led to the mouth of a cave,. Apparently the cave had been used for hundreds of years,. .a 
group of aboriginal paintings along one side." (Warburton 1934:91-2). 

Waterways in general seemed to be at least familiar to Warburton's workers as camp spots, 

in particular his main hireling, "Koperaki". Billabongs were regularly nominated as camp 

spots by his Aboriginal guides. Warburton alluded to the size of a billabong being the 

factor that made one billabong preferable over another: 

"Flocks of wild ducks were flying high overhead, suggesting a large waterhole near by. By 
nightfall we had not located it and were compelled to camp alongside a small billabong." 
(Warburton 1934:184). 

In conversation with Paddy Cahill, the proprietor of Oenpelli station when 

Warburton was in the region, names of a number of camp sites to the north of the Magela 

floodplain were mentioned. These may have been Aboriginal camp sites (Figure 5:2): 

"Before taking my leave I discussed with him {Paddy Cahill} our future movements. He said that 
the buffalo herd in all probability had shifted farther up towards the coast, and that they should be 
found on the plains around Gaernin and Munganilida. We would find perfect camping grounds at 
either place. He suggested we should make our first halt at Cobabby {waterhole}, some fifteen 
miles (24 kilometres) from Cannon Hill." (Warburton 1934:147, inserts mine). 

The East Alligator River appears to have been important as a point of reference for camp 

sites and resources: 

"He {Koperaki} explained that they were due for a change of diet. At Cannon Hill they had as 
much beef as they wanted, but very little vegetable food. They would get all the vegetables their 
systems needed at Gaernin; and, farther up the river, fish, turtle, and dugong." (Warburton 
1934:151, insert mine). 

Warburton and his partner, Whittaker, ate yams that had the same physical effects as yams 

sampled by Lewis' companions (Warburton 1934:173). Warburton mentions canoes being 

used by Koperaki's people to obtain the more mobile river resources. Fibre from the 
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hanging roots of banyan tree was used by Aborigines for a variety of purposes, including 

fishing nets, fishing lines and dilly bags (Warburton 1934:170). 

Kajadja, a camp site at the East Alligator River's northern reaches, was introduced 

to the Europeans as a suitable area for setting up base camp (Figure 5:2). The Aboriginal 

material culture observed at this locality suited a riverine lifestyle: 

"Koperaki had taken a couple of packhorses to the paperbark swamps, and come back loaded,. In 
about ten days our hut stood complete,. .The hut Koperaki assured us would withstand the 
strongest blow in the Territory,. .the blacks had built their own huts about half a mile from us, but 
nearer the river,. .He {Koperaki} had built (his hut) on a platform on six-foot piles, and the front 
entrance was gained by climbing a ladder of sticks tied with jungle rope,. .1 naturally asked him 
why he had built his hut on piles, and he said that in the rainy season the crocodiles had a habit of 
wandering a couple of miles inland from the river,. .He had also another reason for his elevated 
home,. ."Jungle country full up mosquito, sand-fly, eberytink,..High up, wind blow this way, that 
way, all about blow im mosquito away." (Warburton 1934:174-5, inserts mine). 

Warburton makes several references to the number of local people. At times of 

ceremony, or at least those ceremonies Warburton witnessed, numbers could range from 

100 to upwards of 200 individuals. According to Koperaki, other bands were scattered 

throughout the country (Warburton 1934:108). Territorial boundaries were hinted at but not 

made explicit. Warburton mentions use of the Arnhem Escarpment, or the Stone Country 

as it was called, as a place of initiation for boys (Warburton 1934:108). Unfortunately, 

Warburton does not indicate whether these activities happened at specific times of the year 

or how population density changed with them. 

5.1.8 Herbert BASEDOW 

Herbert Basedow was a medical doctor with an interest in Aboriginal customs. In 

1928 he accompanied Donald Mackay's expedition to Arnhem Land taking in the country 

between Katherine and the East Alligator River. During this expedition Basedow 

maintained a diary (Basedow 1928a). 

On 11 June 1928, Basedow left Oenpelli heading southwest to Cahill's Crossing. 

His party was joined by "two more hunting natives" although Basedow does not make 
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Figure 5:2 Locales mentioned by Warburton and Cole 
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clear how many Aborigines were already with the party. Basedow spent four days 

travelling from Oenpelli to the South Alligator River and met with no other Aborigines. 

His only note of interest is of a large fish by the indigenous name of "walilli" being 

speared in a billabong by Aborigines. This event occurred at an unnamed billabong near 

the west bank of the East Alligator River. On 20 June 1928, Basedow made a return 

journey from the Mary River to Cahill's Crossing, again making no mention of 

encountering Aborigines. 

5.1.9 Tom COLE 

Tom Cole was a buffalo shooter in the 1930s working out of Kapalga, near the 

South Alligator River. Cole made one recorded journey, in December 1933, across the 

southern Magela floodplain to the East Alligator River (Figure 5:2). From Cole's journal 

the wet season had set in and made his travel slow and laborious. While travelling to the 

East Alligator River, Cole camped near an unnamed creek where he met Aborigines. They 

told him that the Magela was the next creek. He described the region of his camp site as 

having "A lot of blacks about," (Cole 1988:304). In comparison to this, Cole met with no 

sign of Aborigines at the Magela floodplain. He camped at Djaburluku billabong (referred 

to as "Chubba-luka") for two to three days and met nobody. Cole's only recorded 

encounter with Aborigines was as he arrived at the East Alligator River: 

"Not far from our camp were a group of bush blacks busily engaged in making a canoe." (Cole 
1988 :304). 

Cole returned to his camp, presumably the same camp at Djaburluku billabong, to fashion a 

canoe. A few days later he crossed the East Alligator River. The same group of Aborigines 

were at their camp spot on the river. Cole records a similar demographic situation on the 

east side of the river recording the presence of "lots of bush blacks about," (Cole 

1988:305). The proximity of these Aborigines to the river is not made clear. 
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5.1.10 Ronald BERNDT and Catherine BERNDT 

The Berndts conducted their ethnography during the 1940s and 1960s. They 

suggested Oenpelli, some 15 kilometres from the East Alligator River, to be one of the 

more densely populated centres of Gunwinggu settlement in Arnhem Land. They argued 

Gunwinggu speakers were a late arrival to the East Alligator River region, perhaps arriving 

later than Spencer's 1912 fieldwork. Gunwinggu informants suggested they had moved 

steadily westward in response to groups "pushing" them from behind (Berndt and Berndt 

1970:6). In turn, local people had been decimated by disease or had migrated west to 

Darwin or the train line at Pine Creek. 

Food types recognised and consumed by Gunwinggu speakers were, for the most 

part, not classified by the Berndts under the Linnaean system. Magpie geese seem to have 

been part of the Gunwinggu diet. Wood, bone and fibre were the dominant elements in 

material culture. Stone was traded in to the region. Like Spencer, the Berndts' suggest 

stone was not much used but more clearly imply it may once have been: 

"Stone axes, and small throwing sticks to bring down geese, have not been a feature of everyday 
life in this region for a long time." (Berndt and Berndt 1970:40). 

Aboriginal informants told of dispersing throughout the low country during the dry 

season and returning to the shelter of the Arnhem Escarpment during the wet season 

(Berndt and Berndt 1970:106). Aborigines preferred rock shelters to mosquito huts as 

shelter during the wet season (Berndt and Berndt 1970:39). Gunwinggu testimony held 

dry, non-arid locations, as distinct from swamps, plains, gullies and watercourses prone to 

flooding, were sought out as camping grounds (Berndt and Berndt 1970:50-1). Wetland 

areas were perceived as rich in resources and targeted as a result (Berndt and Berndt 

1970:5 1). Bounded territory existed but was not strictly observed; indeed, the Berndts 

observed people ranging across territories to obtain resources (Berndt and Berndt 

1970:107-9). 
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5.1.11 Robert LAYTON 

Layton (1992) undertook an ethnoarchaeological survey of rock art in western 

Arnhem Land. In pursuing his research Layton correlated art motifs with subsistence and 

settlement practices. He found that resource zones were recognised by Aborigines and that 

sites providing easy access to more than one zone were favoured as camp spots. More than 

half of the identified sites were located on the floodplain margin, principally to provide dry 

camp sites close to resources. Group movement was determined by the seasonal cycle, with 

the wet season camps located close to the Arnhem Escarpment and the dry season camps 

dispersed among the billabongs. Base camps were established during the wet season. Wet 

season foraging was restricted and returns were reduced as a consequence (Layton 

1992:69-70). Aboriginal people regularly moved among resource foci during the dry 

season. People moved for the sake of a dietary variety that was denied them by the wet 

season flooding and the limits it placed on movement. Layton's informants claimed 

territoriality was not observed and that people passed freely through the East Alligator 

River region (Layton 1992:70). 

5.2 AN UNCRITICAL ANALOGY OF MAGELA FLOODPLAIN PREHISTORY 

The data presented above can be taken literally and used to construct an analogy of 

Aboriginal behaviour in pre- and proto-history. This uncritical analogy is noticeably 

different in terms of content from the critical analogy proposed in the following chapter. 

It appears the Magela floodplain was just one area within a larger territory claimed 

by Aborigines of the East Alligator River region. Although the various sources listed above 

were not observations made at the Magela floodplain they observed Aboriginal lifeways 

that included the floodplain within their repertoire. Collating these observations gives a 

reasonably full account of settlement location and subsistence practices. Both the dry and 

the wet seasons are covered by the sources giving an insight to settlement and subsistence 
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activities during a typical year. It appears these activities do not vary by much across the 

region. 

Subsistence strategies concentrated on billabong, river and swamp resources. 

During his trip across the floodplains adjoining the East Alligator River, Leichhardt had 

three encounters with people all near or moving between water resource areas. Indeed, 

Leichhardt only met with people near water sources, whether at the river or at billabongs. 

Spencer and Warburton both suggested billabongs were favoured camp spots and were 

selected because of their large size. Population concentration was greatest around the river. 

Lewis and McKinlay were both attacked by groups of Aborigines numbering up to 200 

when close to the river. Warburton recorded groups of Aborigines, gathered for ceremonial 

purposes, numbering up to or in excess of 200 individuals. Cahill suggested similar 

numbers were found at Oenpelli billabong. 

Camp sites, when observed, occurred on elevated ground, close to water. Camps 

appear to have been placed within a certain distance to water. Considering the proliferation 

of crocodiles and mosquitoes in the region as well as the ground level humidity of the 

floodplain, it is not surprising high ground was selected as a site where- and whenever 

possible. The Berndts' informants specified a preference for dry camp grounds. Lewis 

referred to Aborigines coming out of the hills when he was ambushed and those people 

returning to the higher ground with the onset of evening. Leichhardt wrote of Aborigines 

quitting his camp with the approach of night and urging the Europeans to come with them. 

Tracks that were followed all led from higher ground to water resources. 

Aboriginal people camped at waterholes during the dry season. The Berndts argued 

Aborigines dispersed through the wetland with the onset of the dry season. People appear 

to have moved when they had exhausted a waterhole's resources. Leichhardt recorded clear 

beaten paths connecting camp sites to resource areas. Assuming it takes a certain amount of 

use over time to wear down a clearly defined path, with length of time varying according to 
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the number of people using the path, it is reasonable to assume residence of at least two or 

three weeks at any one camp spot. Spencer suggested a roster of camp sites near large 

billabongs. Layton similarly argued for a round of recognised camp sites. 

The wet season brought on a more limited cycle of movement. Cole saw people 

concentrated about the East Alligator River near the Arnhem Escarpment. Spencer hinted 

at the use of rock shelters during the wet months. Layton argued movement was confined 

to the Amhem Escarpment to the point that resources were exhausted and people had to 

spend a few lean months waiting for the ground to dry. 

The East Alligator River does not seem to have been a boundary. Leichhardt, 

MeKinlay and Layton all suggested movement through the region was free and 

uninhibited. Cahill asserted land on both sides of the river was claimed by the Kakadu. The 

concentration of people observed by Edmunds-McKinlay could possibly have been brought 

on by the Europeans' prolonged stay. Warburton mentions a battle happening over other 

groups infringing on Koperaki's territory but this need not conflict with freedom of 

movement through the East Alligator River region. Most conflicts witnessed by or 

involving Europeans happened when people stayed in the region for a prolonged period. 

Firing of the vegetation was observed. Firing is an effective means of resource 

management as well as an obvious method for harvesting animals during the dry season. 

Where firing is mentioned, it appears to have been conducted away from camps and water 

resources. It also appeared to be used as a means of either driving away intruders or 

initiating ambushes. 

5.3 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has described source data of the East Alligator River region. Extracts 

were reviewed in chronological order and represent the observations of various Europeans 
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who passed through the East Alligator River region. The Magela floodplain was just one 

area within a larger territory claimed by East Alligator River aborigines. While various 

sources listed above were not observations made at the Magela floodplain, they were of 

Aboriginal lifeways incorporating the floodplain within their repertoire. 

The chapter ended by constructing an uncritical analogy. This uncritical analogy 

found Aboriginal people camping on elevated ground near waterholes during the dry 

season. People moved camp when resources at a waterhole became exhausted. Aborigines 

managed their environment during the dry season through controlled firing. Aborigines 

moved toward the escarpment as the wet season brought flooding. Population density was 

greatest about the river, regardless of season. If bounded territories existed in the region, 

they do not appear to have greatly hindered movement. The following chapter reviews the 

above source data and creates a more sophisticated analogy. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALOGY: THE MAGELA FLOODPLAIN 

The previous chapter considered source data of the East Alligator River region. 

This chapter begins by critically assessing the source data, constructing dossiers of each 

observer and discussing the historical context of their observations. This chapter discusses 

behavioural consistency over time at the study region and contiguity of behaviour with 

Aborigines of the Mann-Liverpool River region. This discussion reconstructs pre- and 

proto-historic Aboriginal settlement regimes of the East Alligator River region. The 

chapter concludes by proposing an analogy to the study region's prehistoric past in a 

testable format. 

6.1 CRITICAL ASSESSMENT: SOURCE DATA 

Motivations and terms of reference of the observer must be considered along with 

the source's historical context. A character profile can be offered as one means of 

understanding the observer's motivations and terms of reference. By examining 

motivations in this way plausible claims are separated from dubious assertions or 

inaccurate conclusions. One strength of this procedure is that it places statements in their 

situational and historical context. Statements from different observers that contradict each 

other are of particular interest. As argued above, contradictions or ambiguity of data are as 

significant as complementary data because they suggest other conclusions and therefore 

alternative testable propositions. Each source is assessed according to three points: 

Did the observer personally witness the behaviour he/she describes? 

Did the observer repeat any observations of others? 

Did the observer's motivations predispose her/him to certain actions or 

interpretations? 
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Sources are ordered chronologically and observers are arranged into groups of 

mutual interest or motivation. These groups coincide loosely with periods of time classified 

in the following section. Wherever possible, inconsistencies will be demonstrated by 

contrasting the differing conclusions of individual authors 

6.1.1 The explorers: King, Leichhardt, McKinlay and Edmunds 

King's observation of human activity at the East Alligator River region was 

limited. As an observer, King "showed more concern for avoiding than studying the 

inhabitants of northern Australia," (Powell 1978: 11). It is therefore unremarkable that King 

restricted his landings to the coast and made no forays into the coastal hinterland or the 

interior, or that his otherwise meticulous observations were lacking with respect to 

Aborigines. His avoiding of land movement in this area meant King observed the results of 

human activity rather than the people themselves. As a result, the clouds of smoke King 

observed while mapping the coast line can be only circumstantially linked to Aborigines. 

Although the clouds were probably human in origin, it is possible what he saw was natural 

fires, or clouds of dust rising off the coastal salt pans. For instance, Leichhardt (1847:510) 

reported confusing dust clouds for smoke. 

Leichhardt's writings are limited though reliable data. His continuous movement 

across the landscape means those observations he made were entirely fortuitous. Entries to 

his diary were reflections on the day's events. With the terrain and distance being covered 

daily it is probable that fatigue and limitations of memory reduced the accuracy of 

Leichhardt's entries. Irrespective of these limitations, Leichhardt's character and training 

gave his data a better than average reliability. Apart from his abilities as a bushman or 

leader of expeditions, which are disputed (e.g. Chisolm 1973), he is generally accepted as 

having been a meticulous observer, possessed of a keen scientific curiosity (Roderick 

1988). His attitude to Aborigines was chauvinistic and parochial although not as dismissive 

as many observers of his times. 
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Leichhardt came across Aboriginal people of the East Alligator River region 

congregated in groups rather than evenly spread throughout the country. Leichhardt 

encountered Aborigines on December 2, 4 and 6, 1845. The country between these three 

groups appeared unoccupied, if not unused. Each group was separated by a distance of at 

least 10 kilometres. At each encounter Aborigines invited the Europeans to camp with 

them. Each time Leichhardt's party broke camp Aborigines would accompany them for a 

short way before turning back. If Aborigines of the region observed territorial boundaries, 

they did not block Leichhardt's movement through the area. 

Time of year is a pertinent factor when considering the observed distribution of 

Aborigines across the landscape. December is the second month of the wet season (Chapter 

2) although Leichhardt's records show surface water had not yet risen to the point of 

hindering movement. It is possible the Aborigines Leichhardt met were reluctant to leave 

their resource areas because of the impending floods. Wet conditions reduce movement and 

therefore access to resources. Aboriginal people may have wished to milk the lowlands for 

its resource variety until rising flood waters revoked such options. The demise of 

McKinlay's expedition shows how wet conditions reduce movement and access to 

resources. 

McKinlay's expedition of 1866 was one of the more ill-fated in Northern Territory 

history. The expedition initially journeyed south then east from the colony at Escape Cliffs. 

Their journey was an unqualified disaster. Departing Escape Cliffs in January 1866, the 

party travelled through the wet season and made little progress. Muddy conditions 

prevailed into June when the decision was taken to abort the mission. While trying to 

return to the colony at Escape Cliffs, the party spent three weeks building a punt at the East 

Alligator River. While McKinlay's party camped at the river they met with Aborigines of 

the surrounding region. 
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McKinlay was already a seasoned explorer in 1865 when he was appointed to lead 

the exploratory mission to assess and report on the Liverpool, Roper and Victoria Rivers as 

potential colony sites. McKinlay had rivalled Boyle Finniss as an appointee to leader to the 

Escape Cliffs expedition of 1864. McKinlay's manner was aloof and his team leadership 

took the form of an unchallengeable authority that would undermine the mission's already 

limited chances of success. When others, including Edmunds, suggested alternative plans 

or viewpoints, they were overruled. Some of these alternatives, like Edmunds' suggestion 

to set out from the colony before the onset of wet conditions, could have improved the 

efficiency of the mission. 

Both observers demonstrate typical nineteenth century European chauvinism 

towards Aborigines. Edmunds' observations are more detailed and applicable to the study 

region than McKinlay's, although the latter's report is of some use. Edmunds' diary is the 

only source that makes observations of Aboriginal lifeways in any detail. McKinlay's diary 

entries become progressively short and less descriptive as of June 1, 1866. McKinlay had a 

reputation to salvage and this situation lent itself to him returning a deliberately vague 

report. Indeed, from his wording, McKinlay derived his final entry from memory. 

A detailed image of Aboriginal activity can be gained by contrasting Edmunds' and 

McKinlay's observations. Further, such an amalgam is relatively free of bias. Three 

circumstances lead to this conclusion: 

It was not part of McKinlay's designated mission to survey the East Alligator 

River region. The expedition came to the river solely as a means to escape and had 

no designs on the lands surrounding the river. 

Limited resources gave McKinlay's party little reason to antagonise the local 

people. All members of the party were in poor health and emaciated from a 

combination of inadequate diet and tropical infection. 
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3. A number of character differences existed between Edmunds and McKinlay. 

Edmunds set a precedent by putting to paper his criticism of McKinlay. Edmunds 

either contradicted or discredited statements McKinlay later made in his report. 

Such criticism gained in pettiness and frequency as the expedition's situation 

became more desperate. This is especially obvious of the period spent at the East 

Alligator River. Such contradiction as occurred between Edmunds' and 

McKinlay's serves to reveal bias. 

McKinlay's party approached the East Alligator River from the south, crossing the 

Arnhem Escarpment in late May. Neither McKinlay's report to the South Australian 

Government nor Edmunds' journal mentions meeting with Aborigines in the journey to the 

river. On reaching the river the party camped to the north of Cannon Hill. McKinlay's 

camp was close to Cahill's Crossing, the point where many Europeans passing through the 

area had crossed the river. Aboriginal people were seen for the first time, concentrated 

about the river's banks. It appears Aborigines were using the river and floodplain from at 

least the middle dry season. Aboriginal people were seen on both sides of the river. 

Aborigines from both sides of the river combined to attack McKinlay's party on June 26, 

1866. 

Reid (1990:34) argued the mêlée between Aborigines and McKinlay's party on 

June 26 was a direct result of previous hostilities at Escape Cliffs. It is possible that fires lit 

around McKinlay's camp on June 14, 1866, were a warning for the Europeans to leave. 

Aborigines did not attack on this occasion; indeed, the fire preceded actual conflict by 

almost two weeks. Leichhardt (1847:464) reported a comparable incident: on November 1, 

1845, while crossing the Arnhem Escarpment and before reaching the East Alligator River 

region, Aborigines set fire to the grass around his camp. No struggle took place although 

Aborigines imitated a "howling chorus of native dogs", which Leichhardt believed they did 

to scare his party away. 
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6.1.2 The squatter: Lewis 

In 1874, John Lewis formed the Cobourg Cattle Company with two other men, 

Levi and Campbell. Lewis journeyed from Darwin to his lease at the Cobourg Peninsula 

twice and met Aborigines at the East Alligator River both times. Lewis' reports of both 

trips were terse and parochial. Due to the brevity of Lewis' descriptions, only the most 

general scenario of Aboriginal settlement can be gained. 

On his first journey through the region Lewis crossed the East Alligator River near 

the Arnhem Escarpment. He saw Aborigines camped at the escarpment but does not 

mention seeing any other people at the floodplain or Koolpinyah surface. Lewis noted 

several large piles of yams in the country about the river. He suggested these piles were 

stockpiles for the "winter" (Lewis 1922:131). Presumably Lewis meant the wet season 

instead of winter; the winter months are June-August whereas Lewis passed through the 

region in October. It is possible that Aboriginal people were moving toward the escarpment 

country and stockpiling yams in the process. The reason Aborigines were moving to the 

escarpment is less clear. It is possible that people abandoned lowland resource areas, like 

seasonal billabongs in the face of wet season conditions. Lewis (1922:131-2) noted grass of 

the region being "eighteen inches high" and looking "like young barley" during his first 

crossing. October is the transition month from dry to wet season when vegetation is sparse. 

He noted wet conditions having erased any tracks left by the men he had set out to find 

(Lewis 1922:133). Lewis' description of conditions means the rains had probably begun 

early. 

Lewis made a second journey through the region in 1875. Lewis did not specify the 

time of year he made his journey nor did he discuss the location of his camp site. His 

description of terrain covered by grass "over our heads when on horseback" and "too green 

to burn, except in patches" (Lewis 1922:140) as well as occasional references to "boggy 

ground" (Lewis 1922:140,142) suggests Lewis travelled sometime in the period February- 
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April. It is probable Lewis camped near the crossing point of his previous journey going by 

his reference to "the crossing-place" at the river (Lewis 1922:140). Lewis observed 

"numerous" Aborigines near his camp. If Lewis did make his journey in the late wet-early 

dry and large numbers of Aborigines were camped about the escarpment then, it is 

plausible Aboriginal people were camping there for at least that period of the wet season 

when the lowlands were in flood. 

Aborigines attacked Lewis and his party at their camp on the river's west bank. The 

skirmish between Lewis' party and Aborigines of the region contrasts the circumstances 

surrounding the attack on McKinlay's party, nine years prior. As argued above, Lewis 

camped at the river probably in the late wet-early dry season. Aborigines lit a fire to harass 

Lewis' party on its approach to the river. Lewis' party was not attacked immediately after 

the fire, unlike McKinlay's party. A force of 60-70 Aboriginal men attacked Lewis at the 

fifth day. By comparison, "large" groups of Aborigines did not approach McKinlay's party 

until their thirteenth day at the river (Edmunds 22.6.1866). Aborigines attacked 

McKinlay's party at the seventeenth day. Lewis suggested Aborigines of the region 

communicated by smoke to the people of Port Essington. If this is true, it is possible the 

Aborigines who attacked McKinlay also had this ability. If communication by smoke is 

reasonably quick then, Aborigines took longer to attack McKinlay because they were more 

spread out through the region. Even if Aborigines never had smoke communication, the 

threefold difference in time between the attacks on McKinlay and Lewis gives good reason 

to conclude a difficulty in mustering people. Such difficulty may have resulted from a wide 

distribution of people. 

6.1.3 The government officials: Cahill, Spencer and Basedow 

Paddy Cahill produced only a few accounts of Aboriginal activity in his time as a 

buffalo shooter. Such accounts were invariably asides to stories of shooting in the East 

Alligator River region. Cahill had Aborigines working for him at hunting and processing 
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buffalo hides. He established a rapport with members of his labour force (cf. Hodgson 

1991a:77). Aborigines accompanied and probably led Cahill to buffalo herds for at least 

five years. In that time Cahill's informants would have either defined the extent of their 

territory or pointed out those territories claimed by others. Therefore Cahill's estimate of 

the size of Kakadu lands was probably close to exact. It was through his association with 

Spencer that most of Cahill's observations were published. 

Baldwin Spencer was the Special Commissioner and Chief Protector of Aborigines 

of the Northern Territory in 1912. Spencer held this position for a year. He was a dedicated 

imperialist with a strong patriotism for Britain and his attitudes towards non-Europeans 

reflected as much (cf. Mulvaney and Calaby 1985:163). Spencer's ethnography of the 

Kakadu relied on the collaborative efforts of Paddy Cahill (Mulvaney and Calaby 

1985:303). Spencer adopted a noblesse oblige approach to his data collecting and rarely 

ventured far from Oenpelli station. He had enormous powers under the Aboriginals 

Ordinance of 1911. This Act "infringed upon civil liberties" and was susceptible to 

"subjective value judgements" (Mulvaney and Calaby 1985:282). Few could have stopped 

Spencer coercing or intimidating Aborigines into giving him information. Most of 

Spencer's data came from three Aboriginal informants (Hodgson 199 1a:124). Spencer also 

drew on Cahill's knowledge of the region, effectively making the latter a replacement for 

Francis Gillen. 

Spencer was a dilettante in his approach to ethnography, centring much of his 

attention on ceremony, painting, magic and other curiosities. His work is unsystematic by 

modern anthropological standards and is concerned only with the remarkable or the secret. 

His records are, for all practical purposes, entries in a diary. Very few data of 

archaeological interest are found in his work. 

The Kakadu people were in decline by the time Spencer conducted his research. 

Smallpox and leprosy had ravaged the Aboriginal population throughout northern 
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Australia; venereal disease reduced the birth rate (Hodgson 199 la:76-7). Aboriginal people 

from further afield were moving into the area (Spencer 1928:744). Spencer identified two 

groups living at Oenpelli station: the Kakadu and the rest. Spencer focused his attentions 

on the Kakadu although the mix of peoples at Oenpelli (Spencer identified members of the 

"Umoriu, Geimbo and Kulunglutchi tribes") demands this claim be scrutinised. Spencer's 

observations were almost certainly of Kakadu behaviour for four reasons: 

He was able to discriminate between the groups; 

He named the group whenever he referred to behaviour other than that of the 

Kakadu; 

He consulted with Paddy Cahill, a resident of over 10 years; 

He used local informants. 

Spencer suggested Aborigines placed their camp sites near billabongs. He argued 

the availability of resources determined how long people stayed at a billabong and that 

people recognised a circuit of camp sites. It was argued above that the Aborigines who 

attacked McKinlay took a long time to do so because they were spread out across the 

region. If Spencer's conjecture that Aboriginal people moved among billabongs is correct 

then it supports such an argument. Unfortunately Spencer's field methods relied on the 

observations of others and so many of his general statements, including those concerning 

settlement strategies, demand critical attention. 

Spencer made six claims regarding Aboriginal settlement: 

Aborigines of the inland area camped at large billabongs (Spencer 1928:774); 

People moved before billabongs failed to provide their dietary requirements 

(Spencer 1928:775); 

People stayed at these billabongs as long as their dietary requirements were met 

(Spencer 1928:774-75); 

People moved to resources as they became available (Spencer 19 14:32); 
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People took refuge from floods in rock shelters (Spencer 1928:823); 

The process described in 1-5 went on year round (Spencer 1928:775). 

Spencer drew on the testimony of Paddy Cahill and Aboriginal informants to describe local 

Aboriginal lifeways. It was argued above that Cahill's former vocation as a buffalo shooter 

had him travelling extensively through the region over a number of years. Further, Cahill 

had a rapport with many of his Aboriginal labourers, themselves familiar with the region. 

Cahill or an Aboriginal informant could have made statement 1 and 5, both of which are 

observations without interpretation. Even a conservative assessment would place 

confidence in statement 1 and 5. Concerning statement 1 Leichhardt, Lewis, Basedow and 

Warburton each saw Aboriginal people at billabongs. Unlike statements 1 and 5 the others 

are more interpretation than observation. Neither Cahill nor Spencer put in the long periods 

of observation needed to make statements 2-4 and 6. Cahill was in the region to harvest 

buffalo while Spencer was in the area for a short time and rarely left Oenpelli. Therefore 

statements 2-4 and 6 are almost certainly Aboriginal testimony. Statements 2 through 4 are 

plausible interpretations although not refutable like statements 1 and 5. Claims of other 

observers, where such claims can be shown to be independent of Spencer, are needed to 

refute statements 2 through 4. Statement 6 seems improbable in the face of seasonal 

variation. Aborigines could not have used billabongs that wet season flooding put 

underwater along with the surrounding landscape. Spencer all but said this when he made 

statement 5. Therefore, the claims that people took refuge from floods in rock shelters 

(statement 5) and camped at billabongs during the non-flood period (statement 1) are 

convincing. Statements 2 through 4 seem plausible but require independent support; 

statement 6 is inaccurate. Many of these patterns had almost disappeared some 15 years 

later when Basedow passed through the region. 

Herbert Basedow's excursion through Arnhem Land in 1928 was not his first visit 

to northern Australia. He preceded Spencer as the Chief Protector and Medical Inspector of 

Aborigines of the Northern Territory in 1911. Basedow held the position for five months 
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although he spent just five weeks in the Territory during that time. His qualifications were 

dubious and it is difficult to be certain whether he actually was a qualified medical doctor. 

He was a man who excelled at seif-aggrandisement. The origins and reliability of 

Basedow's claims concerning Aborigines of the East Alligator River region (e.g. Basedow 

I 928b) must be carefully evaluated. 

Basedow met just two Aborigines in his travels across the region. He met these 

Aborigines at the floodplain-Koolpinyah surface country between Oenpelli and the East 

Alligator River. Basedow otherwise presented the image of an underpopulated region, 

which stands in contrast to previous accounts. It is not impossible that Basedow was 

simply tardy in his observation, given his record as Chief Protector in 1911. While entries 

to his diary (Basedow 1928a) are brief and general, no evidence exists to demonstrate one 

way or other that Basedow's observations were negligent. 

Two factors lend support to Basedow's testimony. First, his account followed 

Spencer's by 16 years during which time the effects of disease (including the 1919 

influenza pandemic) on Aboriginal populations would have advanced. Spencer and Cahill 

also commented on the effect of disease on the Kakadu. Second, partial support for 

Basedow's testimony exists in the account of two missionaries, Dyer and Ferrier who 

passed through the region in 1927 on their way to Oenpelli and saw no Aborigines (Cole 

1975:30). No account associating Dyer or Ferrier's claim with Basedow's is readily 

available so they must be taken as independent observations. It is possible however that the 

distribution of Aborigines was such as to give the appearance of an unoccupied region. 

Two situations would give the appearance of an unoccupied region: 

• Dispersed population: Aboriginal people may have been dispersed across the 

region's floodplains and Koolpinyah surface. It is possible Aborigines were using 

the resources of these areas. Some perennial and seasonal billabongs still have a 

variety of resources in June, the time of year that Mackay's party travelled. Most 
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billabongs of the region are found in the floodplain and Koolpinyah surface. 

Moreover Aborigines may have followed buffalo shooters to act as labourers. The 

buffalo industry was well developed by the time Basedow passed through the 

region. Buffalo prefer the wetlands and would have been spread across the 

floodplains. 

Localised population: Aboriginal people may have congregated about the mission 

at Oenpelli. Aborigines had settled at Oenpelli since at least 1916 when Paddy 

Cahill (see above) was the station's manager. These Aborigines remained after the 

station's transition to a mission in 1924 (Hodgson 1991  a:77) 

Either of the above propositions serves to explain a perceived absence of Aboriginal 

people. The above propositions are not mutually exclusive. An observer would have little 

chance of seeing members of a population reduced by disease outside specific areas, 

regardless of whether they were dispersed or localised. It is worthwhile remembering 

Leichhardt found Aboriginal people concentrated in groups about certain features of the 

landscape and no person between those groups. Unfortunately, Basedow's notes alone do 

not give any clue whether the region as a whole was anderpopulated or parts of it merely 

unoccupied. 

6.1.4 The buffalo shooters: Warburton and Cole 

Very few details, by way of biography or historical reference, can be found on 

either of these two men. Cole worked out of Kapalga on the west side of the South 

Alligator River from the 1930s through to the 1950s; Warburton worked at the Magela 

floodplains during the 1920s.   Neither man refers to the other and they possibly never met. 

Both Cole's and Warburton's works are anecdotal, dealing with their respective 

exploits as shooters. Cole and Warburton had Aboriginal workers but observations of 

Aboriginal activity not related to hunting buffalo were circumstantial and limited. Cole 
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drew his later publications from the diaries he kept in the field; it is not entirely clear 

whether Warburton kept diaries or wrote from memory. The accuracy and authenticity of 

Cole and Warburton's work can not be verified in light of their writing style and the lack of 

reliable information as to their character and motivations. Any data they provide shall be 

used only as corroborating evidence for more confident conclusions. 

Warburton and Cole both mention Aborigines using the East Alligator River. Cole 

came to the river in December, the same time of year as Leichhardt, and found people 

living on its banks near the Arnhem Escarpment. He saw no other camps in his approach 

from the Magela Creek to the river. Warburton, who spent more time traversing the East 

Alligator River region, gave a picture of settlement more in keeping with Spencer's. As 

argued above, these two images of settlement, one as river centred and the other as 

billabong centred, are not incompatible. 

Warburton mentioned two camp sites, Gaernin and Kajadja, at the northern reaches 

of the river as well as two fresh water sites, Cobabby and Munganilida, on the floodplain. 

He suggested Aborigines had a material culture adapted to life near waterways. Buffalo 

hides were processed at a base camp and the procedure involved several key elements. 

Hides had to be cleaned, salted and dried and human needs for water had to be met; camps 

therefore needed to be located near reliable water sources to maintain the industry. 

Aborigines led Warburton to billabongs he could use as hide processing camps. Aborigines 

had probably used these billabongs as camps. Warburton corroborated or extended two 

claims made by Spencer, namely: 

Resource distribution and availability or change of diet caused Aborigines to 

move to new camp sites; 

Billabongs were selected according to their size and potential resources. 
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Warburton made his observations approximately 10-12 years after Spencer's field work. If 

Leichhardt's "native tracks" existed, it is possible they connected an established circuit of 

camp sites. 

6.1.5 The anthropologists: Berndts and Layton 

Both studies dealt with Gunwinggu speakers who were a late arrival to the region. 

The Berndts estimated the arrival of Gunwinggu speakers predated their fieldwork by 

approximately 20 years. Both studies are quite methodical although, like Spencer's works, 

data pertaining to settlement and subsistence is limited or incidental. The Berndts were 

concerned with delivering an etlmography of a widely distributed and variable people. 

Their collecting of data is generally regarded as conscientious and detailed, taking a 

historical perspective into consideration (Firth 1990:4,7; Levi-Strauss 1990:13). Layton 

adopted an ethnoarchaeological approach to a study of rock art. Layton was a research 

anthropologist, first at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AlAS) from 1974 

through 1979 then at the Northern Land Council from 1979 through 1981 (Layton et al. 

1991:255). 

Both studies relied partly on oral testimony of old people. Ronald Berndt was 

particularly interested by the "old" cultures west of the East Alligator River region, that is 

the Magela floodplain (Tonkinson and Howard 1990:27). Layton's reconstruction of 

seasonal foraging is based on informant testimony. It appears Layton did not accompany 

Aboriginal people on their foraging rounds (Layton 1992:69-70). Such a recent arrival of 

Gunwinggu speakers must be considered when relying on these researchers' data for 

reconstructions of the past. Both studies consider the subsistence and settlement practices 

of Gunwinggu speakers although only Layton did so with a specific view to prehistoric 

practices. When combined, the results of these studies provide a detailed reconstruction of 

the settlement year that agrees with other observations of Kakadu lifeways. 
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6.1.6 Summary 

Chapter 5 organised the above sources into a composite image of the past. When 

individual sources are organised into a composite image, they tend to concur with each 

other. Such aggregations blur the differences among and within their components. 

Therefore it is essential to grade each observer on their reliability before progressing to a 

composite image of the past. 

None of the above sources is entirely accurate but some inspire more confidence 

than others. Without pre-empting discussion the following section divides the region's 

history among three periods: Early European (1818-1890), Ancillary (1891-1952) and 

Reorganisation (1953-present). The above sources fit into these time periods. The Early 

European period includes the writings of King, Leichhardt, McKinlay-Edmunds and 

Lewis. Leichhardt is the only observer who stands out from this period. His notes give a 

good indication of the distribution of people and their organisation about resource areas. 

McKinlay-Edmunds' and Lewis' observations are useful for comparative purposes and 

serve as detailed though specific asides to Leichhardt's account. King's observations were 

so minimal as to be all but redundant. The Ancillary period includes the works of Cahill-

Spencer, Basedow, Warburton and Cole. The Cahill-Spencer partnership deserves attention 

for the sheer abundance of its data although their interpretations of these data must be used 

with caution. This is a consequence of Spencer's field methods and the almost haphazard 

format of his written work. Warburton's observations are valuable although his lack of 

detail hampers the extent of their usefulness. Basedow and Cole are effective as a 

supplement to Cahill-Spencer. The Reorganisation period includes observations by the 

Berndts and Layton. Layton's work is more applicable to this study than the Bemdts' 

because it gives more attention to settlement-subsistence. 
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6.2 ANALOGY PRINCIPLES 

This section applies the principles of behavioural consistency and contiguity, 

discussed in Chapter 3. Many of the above source data were recorded in adjoining 

landscapes and not the study region itself. Therefore behaviour over time and space at the 

Magela floodplain is argued below to be compatible with that of the greater East Alligator 

River region. Applying the principle of behavioural consistency creates an ethnohistory of 

sorts for the study region. The principle of behavioural contiguity creates an image of 

settlement and subsistence practices. These combined principles lead into an analogy of 

prehistoric settlement patterns of the study region and a predictive statement refutable 

through fieldwork. 

6.2.1 Behavioural consistency 

The above source data can be arranged into a temporal sequence. The data can be 

grouped into three arbitrary time periods: Early European (1818-1890), Ancillary (1891-

1952) and Reorganisation (1953-present). Such groupings are arbitrary and are not named 

or constructed to create a history of the park or of the Northern Territory. The only purpose 

of these groupings is to consider the effect historical trends or events had on local 

settlement patterns. Therefore, this is an ethnohistory concerned only with settlement 

patterns. 

There is every likelihood Aborigines of the East Alligator River region knew of the 

presence of Europeans at Port Essington before Leichhardt arrived. Contact• between 

Aborigines and Macassans predated the arrival of Europeans by at least 80 years and 

demographic changes surrounding points of contact were substantial (Mitchell 1994). 

Leichhardt (1847:502,518) twice met Aborigines near the East Alligator River who clearly 

spoke English, which he attributed to contact with the European settlement. European 

impact upon Aboriginal lifeways should be assessed on the basis of this earlier contact. 

Pre-European contact may have altered Aboriginal lifeways; all the more reason why an 
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analogy derived from European source data needs to be tested against the archaeological 

record. Without testing, glimpses of the prehistoric past derived from source data could 

indeed be indicative of only a brief time span. 

The Early European period was marked by little direct European influence or 

activity in the East Alligator River region. During this period the major colonies of 

Victoria (Port Essington, 1838-1849) and Escape Cliffs (Cape Hotham, 1864-1867) had 

come and gone to be replaced by Darwin (settled as Palmerston, 1869). Each European 

settlement was known to the Aborigines of the East Alligator River region and sporadic, 

limited contact existed between them. Aboriginal people moved throughout the park, 

taking in coastal, floodplain, river and escarpment areas. Land and resources were managed 

by firing. Diet included fresh water and salt water resources. Settlement combined with 

subsistence patterns to centre on billabongs and the East Alligator River. Territoriality was 

not observed among mobile groups but was observed when Europeans, like McKinlay and 

Lewis, stayed in one place for more than a few days. 

The Ancillary period saw an increased presence of Europeans in the East Alligator 

River region. During this period the buffalo shooting industry appeared and disappeared, 

Europeans settled at Oenpelli, the Kakadu people went into decline and Gunwinggu 

speakers were arriving from the north and east. Poor grazing land meant pastoralists never 

became established in the park; instead shooters arrived to harvest hides of the growing 

water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) population. Buffalo leases subdivided the park and an 

industry was well established by 1898. By the end of the period significant changes had 

been brought to the lifeways of local Aborigines. 

Mobility patterns of Aboriginal groups altered greatly in the Ancillary period. 

People either became less mobile and congregated in satellite camps around the settlement 

of Oenpelli (Cole 1975:32) or, became more mobile as labourers for buffalo shooters 

(McKenzie 1985). Both male and female Aborigines worked for buffalo shooters. Local 
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populations were in decline as mortality rates from introduced disease irreversibly reduced 

their numbers and as emigration, mostly to Darwin, increased (Berndt and Berndt 

1987:268-9). If the Berndts' contention that Gunwinggu speakers were not present at 

Oenpelli when Spencer conducted his fieldwork is correct then, it is possible the territorial 

disputes witnessed by Warburton were the beginnings of Gunwinggu inroads into the area. 

Aboriginal labour was paid in goods not in cash, in turn creating a dependency on 

European goods to the detriment of foraging regimes (e.g. Altman 1987:188; also, Jochim 

1976:19-21). Flour, tobacco and clothing made significant changes to Aboriginal lifeways. 

European tools, particularly iron tools, entered into Aboriginal material culture and 

replaced elements of it (cf. Hodgson 1991a:75,111,128). Territoriality was observed only 

when rival groups made challenges or claims on an area. Disease may have left too few 

people to adequately defend the region. 

In 1931 the country from the East Alligator River to the Gulf of Carpentaria and 

south to the Roper River was declared an Aboriginal Reserve and named Arnhem Land. 

The Second World War brought Amhem Land under military authority with camps set up 

at Oenpelli and increased patrolling of the region. From 1942 until the end of the war 

Aboriginal people were forcibly displaced from their land and confined to camps away 

from the region. Aboriginal settlement and subsistence had significantly changed due to 

European intrusion in the park, kinship integrity was disintegrating under Assimilation 

policies and resistance and disease had wasted the population. 

The Reorganisation period saw the end of the buffalo industry. In 1953 the 

Northern Territory Legislative Council passed the Welfare Ordinance that recognised 

Aborigines as citizens but also facilitated assimilation by requiring them to "act like 

citizens." Gunwinggu speaking immigrants had replaced the Kakadu people. Settlement 

was all but permanent with foragers ranging out from their camps. Settlement no longer 

responded to seasonal shifts although foraging practices continued to rely on availability 

of, and access to, resources. Access to the cash economy came through paid labour and 
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unemployment benefits. Automated transport and firearms facilitated greater sedentariness 

and selective foraging. Diet incorporated "Bush" and European foods. Foraging parties 

camped near wetland resources. With the rise of tourism and particularly after the inception 

of the park, a kind of territoriality emerged in response to political currents within the 

Traditional Owner management organisation. 

It was argued above that certain observers were the most reliable for each time 

period. These observers are: 

Leichhardt during the Early European period; McKinlay-Edmunds and Lewis for 

comparative purposes; 

Cahill-Spencer during the Ancillary period; Warburton for comparative purposes; 

Layton during the Reorganisation period. 

These respective observers describe settlement-subsistence of each period as follows: 

A routine of concentration/dispersal based on season during the Early European 

period. In the wet season, people would camp and forage around the escarpment 

country adjoining the river. During the dry season, people dispersed across the 

landscape to use riverine, billabong and coastal resources. 

Dichotomous mobility during the Ancillary period: people moved across the 

landscape as labourers for buffalo shooters or they congregated around Oenpelli. 

It is unclear whether Aborigines practised a combination of these 

mobile/sedentary lifeways. Socio-economic changes saw the river used to 

transport local products to their markets. Aborigines based their staple diet on 

bush resources, supplementing it with European foods. 

Even greater sedentariness during the Reorganisation period. Established 

settlements at Cannon Hill outlier and Oenpelli station house the majority of the 

East Alligator River region's Aboriginal population. Both communities use the 

resources of the East Alligator River as well as those of large billabongs: Cannon 
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Hill community uses Djaburluku, Nankeen and Cannon Hill billabongs while 

Oenpelli uses Red Lily and Oenpelli billabongs. 

There is a consistency in the way Aboriginal occupants have used the East 

Alligator River region over time. This is almost entirely due to the region's marginal 

economic worth until the advent of uranium mining in the early 1970's. Pastoralists never 

became established in the region so competition for land and resources was limited. 

Foraging behaviour and camp site selection criteria have undergone little change because 

of minimal European interest. Subsistence activity continues to concentrate on water 

resources, whether fresh or salt water. Movement across the landscape continues to depend 

on seasonal conditions. 

The settlement-subsistence regime of the East Alligator River region also shows an 

inconsistency over time. A review of this inconsistency in behaviour over time must 

precede any comment on settlement-subsistence. 

6.2.1.1 Behavioural inconsistency 

The two great changes to Aboriginal behaviour over time have been demographic 

and economic. Aboriginal peoples from further afield arrived in the region and stayed to 

fill a vacuum left by declining Kakadu numbers. Economic changes include the shift from 

unwaged labour of the buffalo industry to unemployment benefits and the waged labour of 

park management. These factors combined have changed settlement behaviour in the 

region. 

A sedentary lifeway has emerged during the Reorganisation period to replace the 

mobile settlement regime of previous periods. Members of the East Alligator River 

population established long term camps at Oenpelli in the Ancillary period. The highly 
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mobile lifeway, which was also a feature of the Ancillary period, disappeared with the 

buffalo industry. Permanent settlements now exist at Cannon Hill and Oenpelli. Water 

storage facilities allow people to remain in one place longer and packaged European foods 

have slowly replaced elements of the bush diet. Aborigines use motor vehicles to reach 

hunting, fishing or gathering areas away from these settlements. Hunting remains an 

important contributor to the daily diet although gathering of vegetable foods has waned (cf. 

Layton 1992:66-7). 

The above factors have a direct impact on archaeological deposits laid during the 

Ancillary and Reorganisation periods. Those Aborigines organised into the buffalo 

industry during the Ancillary period were highly mobile. The premium placed on mobility 

meant that little was carried and even less left behind at camps. Such activity left scant 

archaeological deposits. Archaeological deposits of the Reorganisation period are more 

concentrated than those of the Ancillary period. Material residue abounds at Cannon Hill 

and Oenpelli but beyond these areas it becomes more ephemeral. Aborigines of the present 

day make short visits to resource areas away from the main settlements. An industrial 

material culture began replacing the Aboriginal material culture during the Ancillary 

period. This process is now practically complete and recent archaeological deposits are 

homogeneous as a consequence. Such homogeneity makes it hard to identify sites as 

Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal in origin. Further, perishables like metal and plastic 

dominate the industrial material culture. These perishables erode quicker than stone 

implements. Sites away from Cannon Hill or Oenpelli rapidly disappear when they consist 

of such perishables. The archaeological implications of these changes are explored in 

Chapter 7. 

The contemporary fresh water wetlands appeared approximately 1,000 years ago; 

before that time the region was a vast mangrove swamp (cf. Chapter 4). The two 

environments are significantly different in available resources and terrain types. Aboriginal 

settlement-subsistence practices of the wetland period would be different from those 
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practised during the mangrove swamp period. It is improbable that the two settlement-

subsistence regimes are even compatible. The immediate effect of this difference of 

environments is the limit it places on inferences from source data. While it is possible that 

settlement-subsistence practices be compatible before and after the environmental change, 

there is insufficient evidence to argue the point. Change over time to settlement-

subsistence practices in the region is a subject of keen archaeological debate (cf. Chapter 

8). Realism suggests the above source data are relevant primarily to behaviour of the 

wetland period and less so to the mangrove period. 

6.2.1.2 Synthesis 

Four main points came of the discussion on consistency of behaviour: 

Aborigines continue to use fresh and salt water resources; 

Movement across the landscape continues to depend on seasonal conditions; 

Settlement-subsistence patterns changed during the Ancillary and Reorganisation 

periods; 

Settlement-subsistence practices of the wetland period might be incompatible with 

those of the mangrove period. 

These points might not be as irreconcilable as they at first seem. It is only points 1 and 3 

that conflict; the effects of wet season flooding make point 2 an honest statement and point 

4 is a point still in debate (cf. Chapter 8). The real issue is whether Aboriginal people have 

used resource areas consistently since the Early European period. There can be little doubt 

that settlement behaviour has changed since the Early European period. Aborigines of that 

period camped at billabongs or the river and moved presumably when resources became 

exhausted; by comparison, people of the Reorganisation period have permanent camps 

from whence they foray to hunt resources. Despite changes to settlement strategies over 

time, Aboriginal people continue to use the same resource areas. Hunting and, to a lesser 

extent, gathering are the consistent features of behaviour across all three ethnohistorical 
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periods. Resources associated with water bodies have remained a consistent dietary input 

throughout and it is to these that any predictive statement must be addressed (see critical 

analogy below). 

6.2.2 Behavioural contiguity 

A comprehensive study of the human ecology of the East Alligator River region 

has yet to take place. Works by Hodgson (1991b) and Layton (1992) give general details of 

regional subsistence behaviour. Subsistence behaviour of Aborigines of the Magela region, 

past or present, must largely be posited from the behaviour of Aborigines occupying a 

similar environment. Subsistence behaviour of Aborigines of the Mann-Liverpool River 

region is potentially comparable to that of Aborigines of the Magela region. Criteria for 

assessing an inference of Aboriginal subsistence behaviour include similarity of 

environment and similarity of settlement regimes. Similar or matching environments 

indicate the two peoples had compatible, if not the same, dietary options. Similar or 

matching settlement regimes suggest the peoples had comparable dietary priorities. 

Gaining a positive result from such comparisons only gives a picture of how 

resources may have been used in the East Alligator River region. No definite arguments 

can be made as to richness of diet, or the "how's" or "when's" of resource harvesting. 

Speculation is all that comes of comparative arguments. 

The Alligator River and Mann-Liverpool River regions are congruous in 

environment and climate (Braithwaite and Werner 1987:297). Land systems and the 

seasonal availability of water at the two environments are compatible. Human use of any 

environment depends ultimately on water. Access to fresh water is particularly important in 

wet-dry tropics where constant high temperatures cause an equally high loss by 

evaporation from the surface of the soil and of free water (Ridpath et al. 1991:212). 

Distribution of water affects the distribution and population density of game. Thomson 
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Figure 6:2 Foraging movement at the Magela floodplain (after Layton 1992:71-2) 
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observed Aborigines of Arnhem Land congregated about fresh water resources in the 

1930s (Peterson 1983:96-100). Mann-Liverpool River aborigines generally live in areas 

with abundant, year round water supplies (Altman 1987:16). 

Altman (1984, 1987:22-6) argues for a "concentrationldispersal" model of 

Aboriginal settlement centring on Momega station near the Mann River (Figure 6:1). 

During the wet months of November through March, the Momega band co-resides at 

Momega station. Wet conditions reduce access to available resources. By late March or 

early April the band moves out to dry season camps at the tidal reaches of the Liverpool 

River, where fish are ready to harvest. By late April or early May, people move east to 

harvest bird life then north to obtain fish. By July fresh water supplies have dwindled and 

groups split into smaller units, becoming more dispersed. The late dry season (September-

October) sees people regather for ceremonial purposes before they move back to Momega. 

Layton's (1992:65-72) coarser reconstructions of settlement patterns at the Magela 

are similar to those of the Mann-Liverpool region (Figure 6:2). Aborigines of the East 

Alligator River region camped at the base of the escarpment and its outliers during the wet 

season. They would range across the higher country to harvest resources. Like the Momega 

band, local people assembled in large camps through the wet. During the dry season, 

groups moved out to the Koolpinyah surface and harvested floodplain resources. Foraging 

groups became more dispersed as the dry season progressed, again like the Momega band. 

Groups camped at places that gave access to a number of different, well-stocked resource 

areas. Hodgson (1991 b: 134) suggests Aborigines pursued opportunistic subsistence-

settlement regimes, exploiting whatever resources were in abundance at any particular time 

of the year. 

The environments of the Mann-Liverpool River region and the Magela region 

exhibit a close match as do the settlement regimes of their resident peoples. Settlement 

shifts during seasonal changes are contiguous between the two regions. The Berndts and 
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Layton reported Gunwinggu behaviour, similar to that observed by Altman, making its 

way into the East Alligator River region. Unlike the larger Mann-Liverpool River region, 

the Magela region has limited sources of permanent water at the low-lying country. Despite 

its limited fresh water, the Magela floodplain and its Koolpinyah margin have a number of 

identified dry season camps (Figure 6:2). Aborigines come to these camps to harvest local 

resources as they become available. Hunting occurs on a greater scale than gathering as a 

result of dependency on introduced foods. There are good grounds for suggesting 

behaviour showing a degree of contiguity over space, at least among Gunwinggu speakers. 

6.3 A CRITICAL ANALOGY OF MAGELA FLOODPLAIN PREHISTORY 

From the above considerations it is possible to generate an analogical model of 

settlement patterns of the prehistoric past that can be tested by the archaeological record. 

This analogy was tested by fieldwork in 1992-1993, the details and results of which are 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

Prehistoric settlement seems to correspond with the distribution of salt and fresh 

water resources across the landscape. Depending on the time of year, Aborigines could be 

found at the East Alligator River or at billabong resources. People camped among the rock 

shelters of the Arnhem Escarpment during the wet and early dry season and used the river 

and its associated resources. At that point in the year when the floodplains were 

sufficiently dried, people moved out to the billabongs and associated resources. Despite its 

apparent regularity this is not a routine that has gone without significant change over time. 

The number of people using the landscape and its resources varied during the 

ethnohistorical period; so too did the way Aborigines use the land and resources. For 

example, Aborigines of the Early European period appear to have camped for long 

intervals at resource areas whereas Aborigines of the Reorganisation period have a 

permanent settlement at Cannon Hill and travel among resource areas. 
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Settlement behaviour has changed over time; however, elements of subsistence 

behaviour, like hunting, have gone relatively unchanged. Aborigines of the region continue 

to visit resource areas albeit for shorter periods of time and to harvest a narrower range of 

resources. The criteria that Aborigines use to select camp sites are consistent throughout 

the ethnohistorical period. These criteria can be termed resource availability, resource 

abundance and comfort. Resource availability includes actual presence of resources and the 

ease with which they can be accessed. While many food resources are available for most of 

the year, they can be accessed with ease for only part of the year. An example is magpie 

geese (Anseranas semipalmata), which abound at the Magela floodplain between the 

months of November to February but are otherwise scarce. Moreover, camp sites located 

close to various resource areas are preferable to sites with limited or difficult access. 

Resource abundance is an arbitrary term that nevertheless responds to two factors: size of 

the resource area and time of year. As a general rule, the size of a resource area is 

proportional to its stock and variety of resources. For example, large billabongs will have 

more resources in larger quantities than small billabongs. With respect to time of year, 

many water resources are exhausted as the dry season progresses. Therefore resources can 

be comparatively abundant in one place because other such areas are depleted. Comfort of 

a site can be assessed on its safeness, dryness, ventilation and its location relative to 

resources. 

These factors are equally important and occasionally exclusive. For example, 

Warburton (1934:174-5) observed Aborigines making elevated huts that reduced the 

chance of crocodile attack and infestation by parasites. While such huts increased the 

comfort of a camp it was redundant if the labour involved in making the huts exceeded the 

camp's estimated subsistence returns or its longevity. 

The Koolpinyah surface is well stocked with resources and it satisfies the selection 

criteria for a camp site discussed above. Floral and faunal resources are found in greater 

diversity and numbers at the Koolpinyah surface than at either the escarpment or 
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floodplain. The Koolpinyah surface provides a dry base for more of the year than the 

floodplain. Organisms, including Homo sapiens, can range from the Koolpinyah surface 

over the better watered floodplain or the catchments of the escarpment. It is shaded from 

the tropical sun. The Koolpinyah's dry, raised surface is well ventilated and relatively free 

of parasites that infest the floodplain like mosquitoes and sandflies. Its margin (the Mixed 

Scrub ecotone) has little foliage and allows easy north-south movement through the region. 

Taking the critically assessed source data and ecological patterns of the East 

Alligator River region into consideration it is proposed that: 

• Aboriginal people have used billabong and river resources in their subsistence 

regimes at least since the Early European period; 

• Aboriginal people organised their settlement behaviour around these resource 

areas during the Early European period. Settlement routines have changed since 

the Early European period although people have continued to select camp sites 

according to criteria of resource availability, resource abundance and comfort 

throughout the ethnohistorical period; 

• Subsistence behaviour and camp selection criteria observed in the ethnohistorical 

period were probably the same in prehistory. 

Therefore, assuming Aborigines were using the Magela floodplain, a critical analogy of 

prehistoric settlement behaviour argues: 

Numbers and density of archaeological materials should increase above 

background scatter levels within 0.5 kilometres of fresh water resources. 

Notwithstanding point (A), archaeological materials should be in greater numbers 

and average density at the Koolpinyah surface than the floodplain given the 

comparative variety of resources and levels of comfort between the two land 

systems; 
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C. Notwithstanding points (A) and (B), loci of settlement activity should be close to 

evenly spread across the landscape. 

This critical analogy requires brief discussion. Background scatter refers to the dispersed 

archaeological material that results from the occasional use of an area (Hiscock 1988:74). 

The radius of 0.5 kilometres surrounding fresh water resource areas is an arbitrary distance. 

Whenever Aborigines and billabongs are associated in the source data they are always 

observed as camped "at" the billabong rather than some distance away. Moreover, a one 

kilometre round trip is a comfortable walking distance when taking into account the lowest 

common denominator of young children and the aged or infirm. Fresh water resources 

refers to water sources including billabongs and swamps that stay viable throughout the dry 

season. These serve as habitat refugia in the late dry season and are more likely to see 

sustained use over time than perennial water sources. 

6.4 TESTING THE ANALOGY 

Source data of the East Alligator River region have been critically assessed. This 

process of critical assessment in turn created the above analogy. The final steps are to (1) 

consider any factor mentioned in the source data that could bear on the archaeological 

record and (2) compare the critical analogy to the uncritical analogy. The factor mentioned 

in the first step is an ambiguity (Chapter 3). An ambiguity is a circumstance that if 

substantiated, could undermine tests of the critical analogy. A potential ambiguity to the 

critical analogy is the supposed under-representation of stone artefacts in the regional 

material culture. If stone is under-represented, it will detract from any archaeological 

survey of the study region. 
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6.4.1 Stone as ambiguity 

Certain observers contend stone artefacts made up only a small part of the East 

Alligator River region's material culture. If this is true, archaeological investigation of the 

study region faces the problem of being potentially fruitless. Considering the dynamic 

nature of water in the study region it is conceivable pre- or proto-historic sites have been 

either partly or completely eradicated. Stone artefacts are one of the most durable parts of 

any archaeological deposit. A deposit composed mostly of perishable implements will 

almost certainly erode over time, perhaps in the space of a generation. If this trend was 

replicated across the entire area, the regional prehistory would be all but "invisible". 

Critical analysis of the sources in question allows a more optimistic conclusion. 

Spencer and the Berndts' were the only observers to specifically state that stone was poorly 

represented. Contrasting these two sources raises issues that temper their implications. 

Spencer stated stone knives were not found at the present day and that only three stone 

axes, poor ones at that, were seen; the Berndts' stated stone axes had not been a feature of 

everyday life in the East Alligator River region for a long time. Reading these as isolated 

quotations rightly causes concern but, as argued above, source data need to be considered 

according to their motivation and context. This rule includes specific statements within the 

overall picture. Two things need to be considered about Spencer's and the Berndts' 

statements: what were their motivations for making those statements and in what social 

contexts were the statements made. 

Most Cultural Heritage Management schemes recognise those artefacts at greatest 

risk of being scavenged are the "interesting" ones, like stone axes, points, grindstones and 

so forth. The humble stone flake is often ignored or bypassed by the scavenger for these 

"interesting" items. Museum collections are frequently overstocked with "active" items 

like hunting implements and weapons of war but understocked with "passive" items like 

foraging implements and camp goods. With this in mind the archaeologist can reconsider 
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the observations of Spencer and the Berndts. It is possible Spencer and the Berndts as 

untrained observers did not recognise any other implements other than the obvious ones. 

Specifically the stone knife and axe are identified by Spencer and the Berndts as 

uncommon among the East Alligator River region material culture. Allen and Barton 

(1989:58) suggest certain stone implements, particularly chert points, were imports to the 

region. The stone knife and axe are recognisable even to the untrained observer because 

they look like items of the observer 's social milieu. 

One can not definitely say how well versed Spencer and the Berndts' were in 

identifying stone implements but there are clues enough to suggest neither party was 

particularly interested by stone implements. Spencer's unfamiliarity with or perhaps, 

indifference to, stone technology is suggested by the comparatively limited attention it 

receives in his works. As observed above, Spencer's records of the Kakadu have a 

decidedly dilettante tone to them. Use of stone hardly compares to the curiosities of 

initiation rites, Dreaming stories, magic invocations and the like. Spencer stated 

Aborigines seemed to use shell implements for cutting (1928:844) but this raises more 

questions than it answers: did Aborigines only use shell implements or whatever was on 

hand at the time? What was cut with shell? Was shell used in sacred activities, like dances 

or initiations? Observing parsimony and remembering the generally dilettante orientation 

of his work, it is likely that mundane stone technology did not excite much interest in 

Spencer. 

Stone implements receive a brief review in the Berndts' material. While the 

Berndts were more systematic than Spencer in their rendering of daily Gunwinggu life, like 

him they were concerned mostly with social processes. Assuming their skills of identifying 

stone artefacts were more sophisticated than Spencer's, the Berndts point out that stone had 

not been used for a long time thus, bringing in historical or "contextual" considerations. 
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Trusting both parties' to have a sound knowledge of stone artefacts, one must 

remember the context within which both accounts were written. Spencer wrote during the 

Ancillary period when Aboriginal lifeways and their material cultures were in a state of 

flux. Metal items were coming into the East Alligator River region and replacing stone 

implements. If stone had been traded into the East Alligator River region before the arrival 

of metal, as both Spencer and the Berndts contend, then it is plausible that metal 

implements were replacing stone artefacts in value (cf. Schrire 1982:22). The indisputable 

rule of any trade relationship is supply and demand. A trade relationship quickly changes 

or collapses if the demand for a commodity (e.g. metal implements) can not be met. The 

Berndts wrote their account in the late Ancillary/early Reorganisation periods when metal 

was readily available and had all but replaced stone implements. 

It is difficult to demonstrate that Spencer and the Berndts' observations on stone 

were simply incorrect. By critically assessing the claims, one can illustrate their context 

and at least demonstrate them to be dubious. It is plausible stone artefacts were better 

represented in the material culture of the East Alligator River region than either Spencer or 

the Berndts' recognised; how much better represented is unknown. 

6.4.2 Comparison of the uncritical with the critical analogy 

From the above discussion it simply remains to compare the critical analogy of this 

chapter to the uncritical analogy of the previous chapter. The two analogies have a number 

of differences in content. While both associate settlement-subsistence regimes with fresh 

and salt water resources, the critical analogy argues that Aboriginal people have not settled 

at water resources per se in several decades. The uncritical analogy argues both subsistence 

and settlement routines remain unchanged over time; the critical analogy argues instead 

that subsistence behaviour and camp selection criteria remain consistent. The uncritical 

analogy did not consider the inconsistencies of behaviour brought on by demographic 

change and shifts to the economic context. 
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The two analogies differ in format. The uncritical analogy is not formatted for 

critical testing through archaeological observation. While the uncritical analogy could be 

formatted for critical testing by archaeological observation, such observation would have to 

test the analogy and the source data. This would require a complex and potentially 

unmanageable battery of tests that would add to the already numerous pressures of 

fieldwork. Critically assessing the source data before testing through archaeological 

observation is efficient because it simplifies field procedures. Moreover, such tests would 

consider the merits of the analogy alone. 

6.5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter critically assessed the source data, constructed dossiers of each 

observer and discussed the historical context of their observations. This chapter also 

discussed behavioural consistency over time at the study region and contiguity of 

behaviour with Aborigines of the Mann-Liverpool River region. Discussion of these factors 

led to an ethnohistory of sorts pertaining to the East Alligator River region. Three arbitrary 

time periods were used to interpret source information: Early European (1818-1890), 

Ancillary (1891-1952) and Reorganisation (1953-present). 

The chapter concluded by proposing an analogical model of the study region's 

prehistoric past. Possible anomalies to this analogy were discussed. The difference of 

content and format makes the critical analogy more reliable than the uncritical analogy of 

Chapter 5. 

The following chapter discusses the survey methodology, tests of the critical 

analogy applied in the field and the results of those tests. It builds on the findings of this 

chapter and those of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SURVEY AND TESTING AT THE MAGELA FLOODPLAIN 

This chapter discusses tests of the critical analogy proposed in Chapter 6. As 

outlined in Chapter 3, testing should seek to refute an analogy; thus tests detailed below are 

designed to refute the critical analogy. Tests address all data gained from the survey. 

The rationale of the survey of the study region and the methods used are discussed. 

The survey fitted into a larger, ongoing project considering the park's entire archaeological 

record. Survey methods were organised before actual survey began. The distribution and 

density of archaeological material are compared to the critical analogy. Such comparisons 

evaluate the compatibility of the critical analogy and the archaeological record. 

7.1 SURVEY 

The 1992-1993 survey of the Magela region was a stratified sample. It had a 

random and a non-random component. 

7.1.1 Random Sample Areas 

The random component of the survey was part of the "Kakadu Wetlands 

Archaeology Project" (henceforth referred to as KWAP), a park-wide survey 

commissioned by the Australian Natural Conservation Agency (ANCA, formerly ANPWS) 

during 1991-1994 (Hiscock 1991a). The KWAP survey aimed to produce a systematic and 

detailed record of site location, size and shape. Surveying focused on open sites and stone 

artefact assemblages in particular (Hiscock 1991b:7). The sampling procedure (Hiscock 

1991c:161-65) was as follows: 
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Rectangular transects (5 kilometres X 0.5 kilometres; 2.5 square kilometres), 

aligned east-west; 

A small sample fraction of 2.4 per cent; 

A sample size of at least 40-50; 

Samples randomly selected and interval spaced. 

Large survey units (2.5 square kilometres) were chosen to best observe spatial 

arrangements of archaeological materials. Transects lay east-west at right angles to the 

generally north-south landscape features. Sample fraction is the percentage of the 

archaeological population used for inferences (Hiscock 1991 C: 163). The KWAP sample 

fraction came from the estimated distribution of sites across the landscape and the time 

constraints of a three year survey (taking into consideration the weather limitations of 

fieldwork in northern Australia). Sample size is the number of separate rectangular units 

surveyed (Hiscock 1991c: 163). The more sample units surveyed, the greater the probability 

of a representative estimate. Limited information on the wetlands at the time of initiating 

the survey led to sample areas being selected randomly. Random Sample Areas (henceforth 

termed RSA's) were spaced at intervals of five kilometres at the north or south to avoid the 

potential overlap of randomly placed sample areas. Figure 7:1 shows the boundary of the 

Magela study area demarcated by the survey. Transects placed at the Magela region 

represented a total sample fraction of 2.5 per cent. 

Survey of RSA's was in two steps. The first step was to survey 100 by 100 metres 

quadrats placed at the long edge of a transect at 0.5 kilometre intervals; both "sides" of the 

transect were thus, surveyed (Figure 7:2). In this way 20 quadrats were surveyed, 10 along 

each side, at each transect. Field personnel paced out each quadrat and recorded any 

details. Personnel walked 10 metres apart for maximum coverage of a survey area. Once 

quadrats were surveyed, transects were surveyed on a "gross" level. Teams would traverse 

the transect and survey its different micro-environments. Such surveying would entail a 
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Figure 7:1 The study region 
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Figure 7:2 Hypothetical Random Sample Area transect showing 100 by 100 metre quadrats 
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north-south crossing of the transect thus, sampling 0.5 kilometre areas. Records were kept 

of the micro-environment features and of the density and composition of the background 

scatter. Dimensions of artefacts were recorded only if those artefacts were part of a "site" 

(see below); dimensions of individual artefacts found as parts of the background scatter 

were not recorded. 

7.1.2 Non-Random Sample Areas 

A non-random sample component was selected and surveyed in the Magela region 

to match the random transect sample. Non-random sampling represented a sample fraction 

of one per cent, per year for three years. As a consequence the non-random sample was 

approximately the same total sample fraction as the random sample. Non-Random Sample 

Areas (henceforth termed NRA's) were a variety of sizes and shapes. The Aboriginal 

residents could veto NRA's and although the Traditional Owners exercised this veto 

occasionally they allowed most NRA's to be inspected. Twenty NRA's were proposed for 

the region through the 1992-1993 period and 16 were approved by park and Traditional 

Owner authorities. Testing of the critical analogy was granted an optimum chance of 

success, given this level of cooperation. 

NRA's of the region were placed according to the critical analogy, which predicts 

where prehistoric activity took place (see below). Surveying took in 65 square kilometres, 

which is approximately 30 per cent of the study region's total surface area. 

Survey of NRA's was conducted with the same attention to detail as shown to RSA 

quadrats. Survey teams paced out each NRA and results were recorded. Details were 

recorded of the NRA micro-environment as well as the density and composition of the 

background scatter. 
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7.1.3 Site definition and recording 

Anthropology is progressively moving away from "site archaeology"; indeed, the 

concept of "the site" has been subjected to increasingly critical scrutiny (e.g. Foley 

1981:13, Thomas 1975:62). Drawing a difference between a site and the background 

scatter is arbitrary and rarely applicable to every case. For the purposes of this study a site 

is thought of as a concentration of archaeological material (and therefore activities) relative 

to those in surrounding areas (Hiscock 1988:74). The KWAP survey defined a site as 

being: 

• More than five (5) artefacts in an area of two (2) square metres; 

• An artefact density greater than five (5) times the average density of the 

background scatter. 

The KWAP survey examined the total regional distribution of archaeological materials and 

did not purposely seek out sites of any size or state of preservation. Every site found in an 

RSA or NRA was mapped and recorded in detail. Artefacts were weighed, measured and 

categorised according to their raw material, form and condition. Artefacts were classified 

according to the system identified by Hiscock (1984:128-9). Every site found was reported 

to ANCA officials. Artefacts were not taken from sites. 

One of the key elements of this survey was dealing with the dense grass cover that 

obscures the ground surface for much of the year. Optimum ground visibility occurs 

through the months of May to November when the grass naturally dies off. Vegetation has 

all but stopped growing by May-June. Controlled "bum-offs" by park personnel begin in 

April and continue through to August-September. Surveying took place in May through 

November and areas to be surveyed were indicated to park personnel for burning. These 

fires cleared survey areas of much of their vegetation cover. Burned off areas were easy to 

locate and easy to access. Ground visibility rose to levels of more than 80 per cent. 
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7.2 TESTING 

Chapter 3 argued testing of an analogy is necessary to make it stronger. Tests look 

for instances that refute the claims of a critically assessed analogy. The preparation and 

testing of the critical analogy was a multi-staged task with each stage intended to eliminate 

mitigating factors. The preparatory stage involved a thorough assessment of all source data 

that contribute to the critical analogy. The 1992-93 archaeological survey and the analysis 

of data related to stone artefacts recovered from it was the test of the critical analogy. 

Results of the test appear below. 

Each stage of testing was set up to be as close to an experimental observation as 

possible. In that sense, every effort was made to limit any variables bearing on the result of 

a particular stage of testing. Fieldwork variables can not be controlled as they can in a 

laboratory environment but their effects can be understood. Fieldwork variables include 

organisation, execution and conditions of the survey. Organisation refers to the resources 

at hand, such as field crew, materiel, sample size and time available. Execution refers to 

deployment of resources, such as team sizes, distribution of equipment and work 

schedules. Conditions refer to external factors that impinge on the survey's efficiency, such 

as climate, surface visibility and travel time. A failure to optimise these variables leads to 

inconclusive results at best and unrepresentative or misleading results at worst. 

Attention was paid to limiting those variables that might adversely affect survey of 

the study region. Fieldwork took place during the dry months when daytime working 

conditions are at their most comfortable. Access to survey areas was unhindered. As noted 

above, park staff burned off survey areas. Resources and materiel were accessible; money 

spent obtaining unavailable requirements was reimbursed. Camping facilities were close to 

the study region. Travelling time to survey areas, and between them, was relatively short. 

Field crews were usually available and a number of "veterans" accompanied successive 

crews to train new members. 
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Like any other experiment, testing assumed a constant; in this case, the 

archaeological record. Elements of the archaeological record affect a test of source data but 

are not in turn affected by a positive or negative result of that test. According to these 

criteria, the archaeological record is suitable as an experimental constant. The 

archaeological record exists a priori to any interpretive paradigm. It differentially erodes, 

transmutes and moves irrespective of human interpretation. The archaeological record is a 

contemporary, testable phenomenon. It is a better constant than either environment or 

disposition (Chapter 2) because it has fewer variables than the environment and is more 

inclusive of the vagaries of behaviour than disposition. 

NRA's were placed to refute the critical analogy. If archaeological materials were 

found at a survey area in quantities and locations approximating those indicated by the 

critical analogy, then a positive match was made. If these finds were not made and it was 

judged more detailed investigation, like excavation, would find nothing to contradict the 

initial conclusions, a negative match was made. A comparison was made between positive 

and negative matches at the end of the survey: 

- If there were no positive matches, the analogy was refuted. 

- If there were no negative matches, the analogy was not refuted. 

- If there was a mix of positive and negative matches, the survey was inconclusive 

and another stage of testing was needed. 

Testing of the critical analogy did not end with an "inconclusive" result, as it would with a 

negative result. If testing of an analogy stopped at every inconclusive instance, the most 

probable outcome of field testing, the method would be redundant. Two tests were applied 

to the critical analogy: the first was the survey, which tested spatial predictions, and the 

second was the analysis of archaeological materials (see Discussion below), which tested 

predictions of activity. An inconclusive result from both rounds of tests means the analogy 
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is unable to adequately explain human use of the study region and thus, serves as a 

refutation. 

7.3 RANDOM SAMPLE AREAS (RSA) 

Results of surveying the RSA's are presented below. Each transect is identified by 

the RSA number used by this study. The grid reference on the Australia 1:100,000 

Topographic Survey East Alligator Map (Sheet 5473) is provided for each transect's 

southeast corner. Each transect extends five kilometres west of the referenced point and 0.5 

kilometres north of it. All RSA's are marked on Figure 7:3. 

7.3.1 RSA 1 grid reference 580 340 

Random Sample Area 1 stretches across the middle reach of Didygeegee Swamp, 

three kilometres southwest of Cobabby Waterhole. The eastern edge of the transect lies 

approximately 1.8 kilometres west of the Four Gates Track (grid reference 632 180, East 

Alligator 1:100,000 topographic map). RSA 1 encompasses a number of ecotones. The 

eastern and western edges of the transect take in woodlands of the Koolpinyah surface. The 

centre slopes down into black soil floodplain and dense Melaleuca leucadendron forests 

that fringe the swamp. Thick laterite gravel is present on the high ground but absent on the 

floodplain. The western edge of this RSA overlaps with NRA "T" (see below). 

Surface visibility varied across the transect. Leaf litter at the summit of the 

Koolpinyah surface reduced visibility after burning to 25 per cent. Visibility at the 

floodplain ranged among 50 and 85 per cent, with a mean of 76 per cent, after burning. 

Access was not gained to parts of the transect, which therefore prevented survey. Dense 

stands of Melaleuca leucadendron at the edge of the floodplain were impenetrable. Broad 

depressions in the floodplain remained wet in late September and were inaccessible. These 

unsurveyed quadrats account for 15 per cent of the transect's total area. Gross survey of 
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areas around these inaccessible parts took place, where possible. Pig and buffalo wallows 

were found at the edge of the floodplain. No archaeological materials were found in this 

transect (Table 7:1). 

7.3.2 RSA 2 grid reference 650 340 

Random Sample Area 2 lies two kilometres east of RSA 1. RSA 2 stretches across 

the northern reach of the Magela floodplain. The eastern edge of this transect lies within 

one kilometre of NRA "D" (see below). Channels and billabongs criss-cross the transect. 

Almost all the transect is a lush grass land. The southwest corner of the transect is set on 

the floodplain margin (Table 7:2 - quadrat K). Laterite gravel and low shrubs are found on 

the floodplain margin. 

A survey of this transect was attempted in late September. A great deal of the 

transect could not be surveyed. The frequent water courses and generally saturated state of 

the floodplain made access, at best, difficult. Abundance of water meant an abundance of 

vegetation that was still green. Burning had been entirely ineffectual; surface visibility 

across the entire transect was below five per cent. Pig and buffalo wallows were common. 

No archaeological materials were found in this transect (Table 7:2). 

7.3.3 RSA 3 grid reference 710 220 

Random Sample Area 3 traverses a number of micro-environments including the 

Koolpinyah surface, floodplain and billabong. Its eastern extremity begins near the swamp 

between Paribari and Mayemarndedj-Madjili (Figure 7:3). It cuts across three edges of the 

Koolpinyah surface and bisects the mouth of the floodplain north of Djaburluku billabong 

(see below). 
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Figure 7:3 Random Sample Areas 
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Survey Landscape Visibility Vegetation Artefact Artefact Percentage 

Unit Position Percentage Type Density Types Retouched 

Northern 

Margin 

A Floodplain edge 75 Mixed Scrub - - - 

B Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - 

C Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

D Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

E Floodplain 25 Floodplain - - - 

F Floodplain 25 Floodplain - - - 

G Swamp 10 - - - - 

H Swamp 10 - - - - 

I Floodplain edge * Mixed Scrub * * * 

J Floodplain edge * Mixed Scrub * * * 

Southern 

Margin 

K Koolpinyah surface 45 Woodland - - - 

L Koolpinyah surface 75 Woodland - - - 

M Floodplain 75 Melaleuca - - - 

N Swamp 10 - - - - 

0 Floodplain edge 10 Mixed Scrub - - - 

P Floodplain 25 Floodplain - - - 

Q Floodplain 25 Floodplain - - - 

R Floodplain 50 Floodplain - - - 

S Floodplain edge 75 Mixed Scrub - - - 

T Koolpinyah surface 75 Woodland - - - 

Survey units denoted (*) were impassable and were not surveyed. 

Table 7:1 Results of survey of RSA 1 
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Survey Landscape Visibility Vegetation Artefact Artefact Percentage 

Unit Position Percentage Type Density Types Retouched 

Northern 

Margin 

A Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

B Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

C Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

D Channel  

E Channel  

F Swamp  

G Swamp * * * * 

H Channel  

I Floodplain * Floodplain * * * 

J Swamp  

Southern 

Margin 

K Floodplain edge 98 Mixed Scrub - - - 

L * * * * * * 

M * * * * * * 

N * * * * * * 

0 * * * * * * 

P * * * * * * 

Q * * * * * * 

R * * * * * * 

S Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

T Floodplain 50 Floodplain - - - 

Survey units denoted (*) were impassable and were not surveyed. 

Table 7:2 Results of survey of RSA 2 
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Survey 

Unit 

Landscape 

Position 

Visibility 

Percentage 

Vegetation Artefact Artefact Percentage 

Type Density Types Retouched 

Northern 

Margin 

A Floodplain edge 5 Mixed Scrub - - - 

B Koolpinyah surface 5 Woodland - - - 

C Koolpinyah surface 60 Floodplain - - - 

D Floodplain 60 Floodplain - - - 

E Floodplain 75 Floodplain - - - 

F Floodplain 90 Floodplain - - - 

G Floodplain 30 Floodplain - - - 

H Channel  

I Floodplain edge 20 Mixed Scrub - - - 

J Koolpinyah surface 75 Woodland - - - 

Southern 

Margin 

K Koolpinyah surface 75 Tall Open Forest - - - 

L Koolpinyah surface 75 Woodland - - - 

M Floodplain edge 45 Mixed Scrub - - - 

N Channel  

0 Channel  

P Channel  

Q Floodplain edge 20 Mixed Scrub - - - 

R Floodplain edge 40 Mixed Scrub - - - 

S Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

T Floodplain 40 Floodplain - - - 

Survey units denoted (*) were impassable and were not surveyed. 

Table 7:3 Results of survey of RSA 3 
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Surface visibility changed considerably along the transect given the diversity of the 

terrain types it traversed. Dense stands of Melaleuca leucadendron, Pandanus spiralis and 

eucalypts line the edge of the Koolpinyah surface. The ground is covered by laterite gravel 

and shrubs. Visibility at the margins varied from 25 to 95 per cent, with a mean of 64 per 

cent, after burning. A very small part of the floodplain surface was visible despite burning. 

A low cover of green grass that grew in clumps virtually impervious to fire had spread 

across the floodplain. Visibility at the floodplain varied from 10 to 70 per cent, with a 

mean of 45 per cent, after burning. Like the other two RSA's, portions of the transect 

bisected perennial water channels. Waterlogged areas could not be surveyed. Three 

quadrats, 15 per cent, of the transect's total area went unsurveyed. Gross survey of areas 

around these inaccessible parts took place, where possible. No archaeological materials 

were found in this transect (Table 7:3). 

7.4 NON-RANDOM SAMPLE AREAS (NRA) 

Grid references of each NRA come from the Australia 1:100,000 Topographic 

Survey East Alligator Map (Sheet 5473). A grid reference denotes the approximate centre 

of an NRA; this is because of the inconsistency in shape or dimensions of NRA's. NRA's 

are marked on Figure 7:4. NRA's go by an alphabetic label; however if an NRA has an 

Aboriginal name it is used in preference to an alphabetic label. If the place also goes by 

another name it will be indicated after the grid reference. The names used below were 

obtained from the Australia 1:100,000 Topographic Survey East Alligator Map (Sheet 

5473), ANCA maps, Hart and McGregor (1980) and Layton (1992). 

7.4.1 NRA: "C" 
grid reference 595 304 

This area is hedged between two stream beds. Its steady slope is covered by laterite 

gravel, wild grasses and leaf litter. Mixed Scrub vegetation is found in this area. Pig and 

buffalo wallows were found along the floodplain margin. Ground vegetation was dense 
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Figure 7:4 Non-Random Sample Areas 
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although burning brought visibility up to 80 per cent. A 25 metre wide transect was walked 

along the floodplain margin; a 25 metre wide transect, oriented north-south, bisecting the 

first one was also walked. No archaeological materials were found in this area. 

7.4.2 NRA: "D" 
grid reference 659 337 

This is a stony, oval-shaped hillock oriented northwest-southeast and 

approximately 1.5 kilometres long by 0.4 kilometres wide. It rises out of the floodplain. 

The hillock has a long sharp spine for its summit, that is approximately 0.5 kilometres long 

by five metres wide. This feature has Mixed Scrub vegetation along the floodplain margin 

and Woodland higher up the slopes and along the spine. The shallower ground surfaces are 

overlain by laterite gravel. Perennial swamps are found to the immediate south and 

northeast of this feature. 

Visibility was high along the floodplain margin and the broad or shallow slopes of 

the hillock, averaging 85 per cent. Visibility dropped to 50 per cent along the feature's 

spine and on its steeper slopes. 

The base of the hillock and four transects: one along the spine and three across it, 

were surveyed. Each transect covering the high ground was 25 metres wide; the three 

transects cutting across the spine were spaced 0.4 kilometres apart. 

Occasional isolated quartz or quartzite flakes are scattered along the southwest 

margin of the floodplain, within 40 metres of the swamp. No other artefact type was found; 

the average density is 1/30 m2. Few artefacts were found further upsiope or along the spine 

of the hillock; average artefact density is 1/100 m2. No artefacts were found along the 

northeast margin of the hillock. A dolerite edge-ground axe was found on a narrow plateau 

at the south-southeast extremity of the hillock; no other associated artefacts were found 
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within a 20 metre radius. Industrial goods, including weathered firearms, were found at the 

southwest floodplain margin. 

7.4.3 NRA: "H" 
grid reference 667 393 

This sample area is a gentle slope covered by laterite gravel and numerous quartz 

cobbles on the margin of the floodplain. Mixed Scrub vegetation is found in this area. The 

East Alligator River is 4.5 kilometres north of this area. A vehicle track runs along the 

floodplain margin. 

Ground visibility was high along the track and in its immediate vicinity, 

approximately 80 per cent; away from the track, visibility was poor, averaging 10 per cent. 

A 20 metre wide transect was walked along the floodplain margin, taking in the vehicle 

track. No archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.4 NRA: "I" 
grid reference 670 320 

This low, gentle slope gradually rises from the floodplain. Its topography and 

vegetation are very similar to NRA "H". The slope eventually levels out to a ridge of 

laterite boulders. Vegetation is mainly Mixed Scrub although Tall Open Forest is found at 

the ridge. Laterite gravel covers the ground surface. A vehicle track runs along the 

floodplain margin. Channels of the Magela Creek lay 0.6 kilometres west of this area. 

Visibility along the margin averaged 75 per cent but dropped to 55 per cent at the 

slope's wooded areas. Four 25 metres wide transects were surveyed: one along the vehicle 

track, one along the ridge and two bisecting the track, east-west, some 0.25 kilometres 

apart. Two 25 by 25 metres quadrats were placed on the floodplain margin and surveyed. 
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Occasional artefacts are found at the floodplain margin but no further than 15 

metres upsiope of the margin. Artefact density along the floodplain margin is 1/30 m2. 

Mainly flakes were found in the area; no cores, retouched flakes or formal implement types 

were found. All flakes found in the area were made of quartz. A piece of sandstone marked 

with striations, possibly caused by implement sharpening, was found in this area. The 

sandstone piece was 23 centimetres long by 18.5 centimetres wide. 

7.4.5 NRA: "K" 
grid reference 683 305 

This sample area has a topography and vegetation regime almost identical to NRA 

"I" although the gradient from the floodplain is steeper and better defined. Like NRA "I", 

the slope levels out at a ridge of laterite boulders. The surface from the floodplain margin 

to the ridge is covered by laterite gravel. A vehicle track runs along the floodplain margin. 

Visibility at the margin was good at 65 per cent. 

A survey method identical to that used at NRA "I", namely four transects and two 

quadrats, was used in this area. Six artefacts (four flakes, two cores), each made of quartz, 

were found along the ridge line. The artefacts were found across an area of 100 square 

metres making an artefact density of 1/17 m2; no other archaeological materials were 

found. 

7.4.6 NRA: "0" 
grid reference 683 197 

This sample area is similar in topography and flora to the Djaburluku billabong 

sample area (see below). The floodplain margin is a gradual incline with a thin veneer of 

laterite gravel. A vehicle track runs along the margin, parallel to the floodplain. Mixed 

Scrub is found along the floodplain margin but this gives out to Tall Open Forest at the 

western edge of the sample area. 
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Visibility at the margin was high at 75 per cent but low, at 20 per cent, in the 

woodland areas. Two transects were surveyed: the first took in the vehicle track and ten 

metres to either side while the second was 25 metres wide and was placed in the forest 

running parallel with the track. Two 25 by 25 metres quadrats were placed on the 

floodplain margin. A low density artefact scatter was found along the margin; no artefacts 

were found in the vegetation areas. 

Artefacts were found spread across the floodplain margin in a continuous, low 

density scatter. The scatter extends 20 metres inland from the floodplain edge and 

approximately one kilometre along the margin. Quartz was the most common raw material 

found in the assemblage although quartzite, sandstone, dolerite and chert formed a minor 

component. The scatter has an average density of 1/10 m2. 

At the point of the floodplain margin directly opposite Djaburluku billabong is a 

high density "cluster" of artefacts. This cluster is eight metres north-south by 12 metres 

east-west. Density of artefacts within this area rises to 1/3 m2. NRA "0" borders on being a 

site so a limited sample of artefact dimensions was taken for comparative purposes. 

The scatter was sampled for raw materials and breakage. A 25 per cent sample 

(n—iS) was taken of the scatter. Data from the sample were compared to sample results 

from Djaburluku billabong. Details of that comparison appear below. 

7.4.7 NRA: "P" 
grid reference 645 295 

This low, gentle slope rises gradually from the floodplain. Mixed Scrub is found 

throughout most of this sample area with Tall Open Forest making up the rest. Laterite 

gravel covers the slope. Channels of the Magela Creek lay 100 metres east of this area. 
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Burning had been largely ineffective at this area and visibility was poor as a 

consequence. Visibility was highest, at 20 per cent, at the floodplain margin and at its 

lowest, at five per cent, some 20 metres from the floodplain. Two transects were walked: 

the first was the corridor between channels at the east and forest of the Koolpinyah surface 

at the west while the second ran a 25 metres width along the western edge of the sample 

area. No archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.8 NRA: "Q" 
grid reference 621327 

This gentle slope is similar to NRA "P" except that it is more dissected with water 

channels. Mixed Scrub is the area's dominant vegetation. At the floodplain margin is an 

extensive, packed laterite gravel surface. Channels of the Magela Creek lay less than a 

kilometre east of the area. 

Burning had not occurred by July and visibility was poor, less than five per cent, as 

a consequence. A single 30 metre wide north-south transect was walked, given the 

"thinness" of the sample area along that axis. Quadrats of 25 by 25 metres were placed at 

each drainage channel. No archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.9 NRA: "R" 
grid reference 526 258 

This sample area was placed at the extreme south of Didygeegee Swamp at the 

outflow of Coolobborie Brook. It took in the floodplain and surrounding Koolpinyah 

surface. Mixed Scrub is the main vegetation regime of the Koolpinyah surface; vegetation 

on the floodplain is typical for the region. Laterite gravel was spread across the Koolpinyah 

surface. 
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Like NRA "Q", this sample area had not be burned off as of July. Visibility was 

poor across each of the vegetation areas, making survey ineffectual. Visibility was less than 

five per cent at the floodplain and was 10 per cent at the Koolpinyah surface. 

Three transects were surveyed in this area. The first was a 10 metres circumference 

of the drainage "swamp" of the Coolobborie Brook. The second was a 25 metre wide 

traversal of the margin between the Koolpinyah surface and Didygeegee Swamp. The third 

transect surveyed the middle bank between two smaller channels that empty into 

Didygeegee Swamp. No archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.10 NRA: "T" 
grid reference 540 342 

This sample area encompassed the edge of Didygeegee Swamp, a black soil 

floodplain, and the edge of the Koolpinyah surface. It overlapped with RSA 1. The sample 

area took in floodplain vegetation plus Mixed Scrub along the floodplain margin and Tall 

Open Forest at the extremities. The margin is a gentle incline. Laterite gravel is thick on 

the ground at the Koolpinyah surface. 

Visibility at the floodplain was 60 per cent and 45 per cent at the Koolpinyah 

surface. Much of this area had been surveyed under RSA 1; east-west oriented transects of 

25 metres width were walked at the far north and far south extremities of the area. No 

archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.11 Bindjil-Bindjil 

grid reference 684 407 other name? Unknown 

This area sits on the extremity of the Cannon Hill Koolpinyah surface, one 

kilometre north of the study region's boundary. Bindjil-Bindjil overlooks the floodplain of 

the East Alligator River. A gentle slope characterises the margin between the Koolpinyah 

surface and the floodplain. Vegetation at the Koolpinyah surface grows in clumps, close to 
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the ground; few trees are found here. Vegetation at the floodplain is typical of the region 

although ground cover is slightly thinner, perhaps because of the higher salt content of the 

tidal river. A very thick cover of laterite gravel is found at Bindjil-Bindjil. 

Visibility across the entire area was 60 per cent. A 20 metre wide transect was 

surveyed, aligned north-south between Bindjil-Bindjil and the river. Two 25 by 25 metres 

quadrats were placed on the higher ground. No archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.12 Karrangkirr 
grid reference 707 268 other name? Unknown 

This area is a "finger" of Koolpinyah surface that juts into a perennial swamp. The 

area is directly accessible from the Cannon Hill track (grid reference 738 264, East 

Alligator 1:100,000 topographic map). The vegetation is Mixed Scrub; the ground is 

covered by laterite gravel. Numerous well-defined vehicle tracks traverse the floodplain 

margin. 

Surface visibility was 90 per cent across the floodplain margin; more than 30 metres 

from the floodplain's edge, visibility dropped to 60 per cent after burning. A transect 

stretching 100 metres inland from the swamp's edge was walked around the perimeter of 

the "finger". Three transects, 50 metres wide and spaced 0.3 kilometres apart, were walked 

across the "finger". Three isolated quartz flakes were found, randomly scattered across the 

peninsula. The area appears otherwise devoid of archaeological materials. A number of 

shotgun shell cases were scattered about the floodplain margin. 

7.4.13 Djaburluku Billabong 
grid reference 691 213 other name? Jabiluka 

A gradual incline leads to Djaburluku billabong. The area immediately east of the 

billabong was once a park campsite and picnic area. A well defined vehicle track runs 

along the floodplain margin. A river level recording station (GS821017) stands on the bank 
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of the billabong. Mixed Scrub vegetation is found along the Koolpinyah surface. Use of the 

area as a campsite has resulted in the site surface having a thin laterite gravel and cleared 

vegetation. Tall Open Forest is prevalent at higher elevation areas away from the former 

campground. Floodplain vegetation is typical of the rest of the region. Djaburluku 

billabong is approximately 1.5 kilometres long and 40 metres across at its widest point. 

The billabong has levee banks at its northern and western edges. 

Visibility around the billabong was high at 90 per cent. A site, henceforth referred 

to as Djaburluku 1, was found (Figure 7:5). Djaburluku 1 was surveyed by transect and 

quadrat. Two transects were walked across the old campground: the first along the track, 

the second bisecting it. A 10 by 10 metre quadrat was placed on either side of the track. 

Transects were walked from the campground to the northmost extremity of the levee banks 

and along the spine of the western most levee. A small scatter, named Djaburluku 2, was 

found at the northern levee. It was subjected to an overall artefact count, given its small 

area. The background scatter at Djaburluku Billabong is 1/250 m2. 

Djaburluku 1 is located at the campground. The vehicle track to the former 

campground traverses the site. Artefacts are eroding out of the track and are found in the 

water gully on its western side. Artefacts are spread across an area of 2,790 square metres; 

62 metres north-south by 45 metres east-west. A gully 55 metres east of the road contained 

no visible artefacts. The scatter consists mainly of quartz and quartzite flakes with a few 

silcrete flakes; sandstone fragments showing at least one surface smoothed by grinding are 

well represented. The average density of artefacts is 2/rn2. Small quantities of shell 

(Anadara granosa, Telescopium telescopium) were found on the track surface, although 

their generally good condition and small numbers suggest their arrival to be recent. 

Djaburluku 2 lies 0.25 kilometres west-northwest of Djaburluku 1. The scatter sits 

on a levee bank, approximately three metres above the surrounding floodplain. Djaburluku 
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Plate 7:1 View of Djaburluku 1 facing northwest 

Plate 7:2 View of Djaburluku 2 facing south to Djaburluku billabong 
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2 is a smaller scatter than Djaburluku 1. Artefacts are spread across an area of 660 square 

metres, 33 metres north-south by 20 metres east-west. Like Djaburluku 1, the assemblage 

consists mostly of quartz, quartzite and mudstone flakes with an occasional core. 

Djaburluku 2 had 23 artefacts making an average density of 1/28 m2; 16 artefacts were 

sampled and their data recorded. Djaburluku 2 is smaller than Djaburluku 1 and its average 

density of artefacts clearly fails those criteria for a site defined above. Djaburluku 2 was 

sampled as an entity independent of Djaburluku 1 for several reasons: 

• To contrast data from Djaburluku 1; 

• Its density of artefacts is more than five times greater than the surrounding 

background scatter; 

• It is physically removed from Djaburluku 1; 

• It is topographically discrete. 

• No archaeological materials were detected in the space between the two sites; 

The name Djaburluku will henceforth refer to both scatters; specific numbers will 

only appear when contrasting the sites. Many artefacts at Djaburluku are damaged. A 

degree of disturbance must be assumed, given this area is a former campground. Details of 

the Djaburluku assemblages are discussed below (see Discussion). 

7.4.14 Poalmiddy Waterhole 
grid reference 518 283 other name? Unknown 

This is a broad, shallow billabong, more like a swamp than a waterhole. The 

waterhole is approximately 200 metres long by 50 metres wide. Water levels were 

contracting in July. The vegetation around this feature is Woodland. 

Visibility was low, about 10 per cent, as burning had not been effective. At various 

places around the billabong are open laterite gravel patches where vegetation is very thin 

and visibility is high (95%). Two transects were surveyed: the first a 10 metre wide 
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transect along the northern bank of the billabong and the second a 25 metre wide transect 

between the billabong and Didygeegee Swamp. In total two quartz flakes were found, 13 

metres apart, approximately 0.25 kilometres west of the Swamp; no other archaeological 

materials were found. The average artefact density at the waterhole is 1/500 m2. 

7.4.15 Nankeen Billabong 
grid reference 675 270 other name? Unknown 

"Nankeen" billabong is a channel of the Magela Creek, which is deep enough to 

hold fresh water through the dry season. The channel extends approximately three 

kilometres north-south. The grid reference provided above is for its northern-most point; its 

southern-most point is grid reference 674 235. Vegetation around the billabong is typical of 

the floodplain as a whole. The surface of standing water is approximately 20 metres across 

at its widest. 

Visibility around the billabong was high at 85 per cent. Transects taking in a 50 

metres corridor along the billabong's west and east banks were surveyed. Two 25 by 25 

metres quadrats were placed at the west bank. No archaeological materials were found. 

7.4.16 Cobabby Waterhole 
grid reference 590 373 other name? Unknown 

Cobabby Waterhole is a complex of waterholes. It adjoins a small marsh, about 35 

metres south on the lower ground. Both were dry at time of survey in July 1992. Tall Open 

Forest surrounded the waterholes. Laterite gravel covered the ground. The area is well 

shaded. 

Visibility was low (10%) as burning had not been effective. Five transects were 

surveyed. The first took in a 40 metres circumference of both the waterhole and the swamp. 

The other four transects were 25 metres wide by 100 metres long and moved away from 

the waterhole to the four points of the compass. No archaeological materials were found. 
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7.5 DISCUSSION 

Survey results suggest an uneven use of the study region. Archaeological materials 

in any abundance were found only at the southernmost survey areas of Djaburluku 

billabong and NRA "0". Other survey areas at the south, like RSA 3, Karrangkirr, NRA 

"G" and "R" show extremely low densities of archaeological materials. Archaeological 

materials do not appear to taper off over space, in the sense that numbers are greatest at the 

south and dwindle further north; few artefacts were found in surveys of northern areas. If 

artefact numbers are interpreted as a measure of human activity at any location, it seems 

settlement routines included the study region's southern margin but the central and 

northern reaches went largely unused. 

It is hard to say from the survey results alone whether a seemingly uneven spread 

of archaeological materials accurately reflects settlement behaviour at the study region. In 

other words, it is not clear whether conditions (see Testing above) have skewed the test 

results. The extent to which biasing factors like human agency or taphonomic processes 

have created this pattern is examined in detail below. 

Djaburluku billabong and NRA "0" are exceptions to an otherwise 

archaeologically impoverished study region. These areas give the best indication of having 

been formerly occupied. They act as standards to which the rest of the study region are 

compared. They are as prone to taphonomic processes and Djaburluku, at least, as prone to 

human agency as the rest of the study region. 

Systematic removal of artefacts is implausible as an explanation of the uneven 

spread of archaeological materials across the study region. It is improbable that isolated 

areas randomly and non-randomly designated for survey would be the same areas 

earmarked for systematic removal of artefacts. It is difficult to get to survey areas at the 
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central and northern reaches of the study region. Locked or signposted gates protect all 

access to the study region. These areas had seen few visits by non-indigenous people even 

before the park was declared. Assuming a determined effort to obtain archaeological 

materials, movement among the survey areas is laborious because of the floodplain's 

north-south channels and marshy depressions. Getting to the survey areas means navigating 

a path along the Koolpinyah surface, which often entails journeys of 20 kilometres or 

more. In contrast it is comparatively easy to get to the archaeological materials at 

Djaburluku billabong. The site is gained by a clearly defined track that runs three 

kilometres from the sealed Arnhem Road. Artefacts at Djaburluku billabong have been 

disturbed or damaged and almost certainly removed yet it remains the largest and most 

convincing aggregation of artefacts in the study region. 

Taphonomic factors need to be examined as an alternative explanation for this 

pattern. A dynamic environment like the East Alligator River region can quickly move or 

obscure a stone artefact. The regularity and extent of water movement at the study region, 

as flooding or run-off, are sufficient to move or bury stone artefacts. Djaburluku and NRA 

"0" show that not all artefacts across the study region are moved or buried. Therefore 

arguing that stone artefacts are missing from the region's northern reaches because of 

scouring or burying by flood waters also requires an argument for why flooding scours the 

study region at a differential rate. Rain waters that scour or flood affect the whole study 

region, including Djaburluku and NRA "0" (cf. Chaloupka 1973:16). Water damage, in the 

form of sheet erosion and gullies, similarly affects the whole study region. These features 

were checked for eroding artefacts at each NRA and RSA. Stone artefacts were simply 

absent at the northern areas of the study region; they were neither buried nor moved. It is 

improbable that erosion affects Djaburluku and NRA "0" to any greater extent than it does 

other parts of the study region; therefore, it is a reasonable conclusion that these sites are 

exceptions to an archaeologically impoverished study region. Djaburluku and NRA "0" 

are evidence that discarding of stone artefacts was uneven across the study region. These 

points alone make a compelling case against the critical analogy. 
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Parsimony disputes removal of archaeological materials, either through human 

agency or water movement, as an explanation of the apparent limited distribution across 

the study region. Archaeological materials across the study region probably were not "once 

there, now mostly gone". One can not rely on the possibility that a site at point X has since 

disappeared. To argue a site has now eroded includes the onus of demonstrating that a site 

was there to begin. This finding does not contradict the suggestion that ground vegetation 

is preventing the discovery of archaeological materials. Many survey areas had low surface 

visibility. Hence one claim might be that artefacts are common across the study region but 

are fortuitously obscured by vegetation. This argument can be dealt with by consideration 

of survey data. 

Surface visibility is the key to any survey. RSA's and NRA's can be divided 

between those with at least 100 square metres of above average (~! 61%) or better visibility 

and those without at least this area of visibility. Six of the nine NRA's with 100 square 

metres or more of above average or better visibility revealed artefacts. The remaining seven 

NRA's had average or worse visibility (!~ 60%) and no area of at least 100 square metres of 

higher visibility; one had artefacts. It is possible that artefacts are located only in more 

obscured parts of a sample area. Analysis of artefacts addresses the question of visibility. 

Artefacts from Djaburluku 1 and 2 and NRA "0" demonstrate artefacts are few in the 

study region and are not fortuitously hidden by vegetation. 

Not one NRA or RSA had 100 per cent ground cover, which is necessary to 

obscure a site like Djaburluku. Of the nine NRA's that showed no trace of archaeological 

materials, three had high visibility (NRA "C" and "H" and Nankeen billabong) while two 

had above average visibility (NRA "T" and Bindjil-Bindjil, both 60%). A site of 

Djaburluku's proportion has an excellent chance of being noted with such visibility. Four 

NRA's ("P", "Q", "R" and Cobabby Waterhole) showed no sign of archaeological 

materials and had visibility of 20 per cent or less. NRA "P" had 20 per cent visibility along 
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the floodplain margin. If sites occurred according to the critical analogy, artefacts would lie 

along the floodplain margin in proportions or distribution compatible to Djaburluku. 

Vegetation at NRA "P" does not obscure a settlement site. This leaves NRA "Q", "R" and 

Cobabby Waterhole, each of which has visibility of 10 per cent or less. Such poor visibility 

could obscure a site; however balanced reflection makes it improbable that poor visibility 

applies to these NRA's. One site and a large scatter were found from surveying 13 NRA's 

of visibility adequate to reveal sites. By simple comparison, the odds of the remaining 

three obscured NRA's following the precedent of "no-sites" are higher than them 

contradicting it. Only completely clearing these NRA's of vegetation could verify this 

conclusion but the above is suitable to render it very probable. 

Settlement of the study region centred on the upper reaches of the Magela Creek, 

near Djaburluku billabong. It is improbable that archaeological materials are represented in 

any great density anywhere else in the study region. Poor visibility is inadequate as an 

explanation for the limited representation of stone artefacts. 

7.5.1 Assemblage composition at the Magela floodplain 

Djaburluku and NRA "0" have stone artefacts in densities considerably higher than 

any other part of the study region. These assemblages serve to answer two questions: do 

stone artefacts differ over space, and can its composition indicate the nature of activity at a 

site? 

Stone artefact data provide the means of comparison between Djaburluku and other 

settlement sites of the park. A total of 58 stone artefacts was sampled at Djaburluku. This 

sample includes artefacts from a 25 by 25 metres area at Djaburluku 1 (n=42) and all the 

artefacts recorded at Djaburluku 2 (n=16). The sample from Djaburluku 1 comprises 

approximately 0.75 per cent of the overall site while Djaburluku 2 comprises 

approximately 75 per cent; these samples combined represent approximately one per cent 
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of the assemblage at Djaburluku billabong. Artefacts were categorised, measured and 

weighed. Sample categories included type, raw material, breakage, heat shattering, amount 

of cortex, location of cortex, platform features (including overhang removal) and 

termination features. Measurements were made of an artefact' s length, width and thickness 

as well as the width and thickness of its platform. Raw data of the artefacts from 

Djaburluku I appear in Appendix I; those of the artefacts from Djaburluku 2 appear in 

Appendix II. 

Table 7:4 compares raw material to artefact types at Djaburluku 1 and 2. Most 

stone artefacts at Djaburluku are made of quartz, a lesser number of quartzite and an 

occasional chert. Cores, flakes and flaked pieces show an emphasis of quartz over quartzite 

by a minimum factor of 1.9 (flakes) and over chert by a minimum factor of three 

(retouched flakes only). The only bi-polar cores found at Djaburluku were quartz. Quartzite 

prevails among retouched flakes by a factor of two over quartz and three over chert. It 

would appear that Aboriginal people preferred quartz for cores and flakes but were 

retouching quartzite implements; chert was a minor part of the assemblage (see below). 

Table 7:5 compares raw material types to breakage and Table 7:6 compares artefact 

types to breakage. More quartz artefacts (31.43%) remain complete than quartzite artefacts 

(19.05%); the few instances of chert artefacts make that raw material's high intact 

percentage (50%) misleading. The sample of retouched artefacts is too small (n=10) to 

determine whether breakage is a function of artefact type. 

Table 7:7 shows size ranges of flakes and retouched flakes at Djaburluku. 

Comparing the mean of flakes and retouched flakes shows the latter is greater in all 

dimensions than the former, despite breakage. Difference in sample size between the two 

categories offsets any generalisation although comparing their medians corroborates a 

conclusion of greater size of retouched artefacts. A clearer picture of the interplay between 
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Quartz Quartzite Chert TOTAL 
Artefact Type 

Core 5 1 - 6 

Flake 23 12 - 35 

Retouched Flake 3 6 1 10 

Flaked Piece 4 2 1 7 

TOTAL 35 21 2 58 

Table 7:4 Comparison of artefact type with raw material at Djaburluku 1 and 2 

Corn % Dis % LCS % Med % Pro % Total 
Raw 

Material 

Quartz 10 38.46 8 30.76 0 .00 1 3.84 7 26.92 26 

Quartzite 4 22.22 5 27.77 2 11.11 3 16.66 4 22.22 18 

Chert 
- 

1 100.00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 1 

TOTAL 15 33.33 13 28.88 2 4.44 4 8.88 11 24.44 45 

Corn - complete Dis - distal LCS - longitudinal cone split Med - medial Pro 

proximal 

Table 7:5 Comparison of raw material with breakage of flakes and retouched flakes at 

Djaburluku 1 and 2 
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Corn % Dis % LCS % Med % Pro % Total 
Artefact 

Type 

Flake 13 37.14 9 25.71 2 5.71 4 11.43 7 20.00 35 
Retouched 3 30.00 4 40.00 0 .00 0 .00 3 30.00 10 

Flake 

TOTAL 16 35.55 13 28.88 2 4.44 4 8.88 10 22.22 45 

Corn - complete Dis - distal LCS - longitudinal cone split Med - medial Pro - 

proximal 

% - percentage of total artefact sample 

Table 7:6 Comparison of artefact type with breakage at Djaburluku 1 and 2 

Weight (g) Length Width (mm) Thick (mm) 
(mm) 

FLAKES 
Minimum 
Maximum 

Range 
Mean 

Variance 
Median 

RETOUCHED FLAKES 
Minimum 
Maximum 

Range 
Mean 

Variance 
Median 

1.000 7.200 10.800 2.400 
83.000 56.100 72.200 29.800 
82.000 48.900 61.400 27.400 
10.971 25.190 27.327 9.071 
308.323 164.200 198.477 32.357 

3.000 21.500 23.300 6.900 

1.000 18.300 17.400 4.700 
38.000 98.600 59.100 16.700 
37.000 80.300 41.700 12.000 
18.300 45.920 33.560 12.310 
241.344 501.024 269.165 15.312 

16.500 47.000 27.250 13.150 

Table 7:7 Comparison of statistics pertaining to flakes and retouched flakes at Djaburluku 

1 and 2 
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raw material, artefact type and breakage comes from examining spatial variation. 

Contrasting the two scatters indicates such variation. 

A difference in artefact size separates the Djaburluku 1 and 2 scatters. Figure 7:6 

compares the length and width of flakes of each scatter. This indicates whether the sites 

differ in representation of flake size. Figure 7:7 compares the length and weight of 

artefacts. Both figures show a greater size range among artefacts of Djaburluku 1 than at 

Djaburluku 2. Djaburluku 1 has a size class of large artefacts absent at Djaburluku 2. 

Quartz flakes dominate the assemblage of Djaburluku 2 thus, corroborating a connection 

between artefact size and raw material. 

A summary of the composition data suggests a number of conclusions. People at 

Djaburluku had access to at least four raw materials namely quartz, quartzite, chert and 

sandstone. Quartz dominates the assemblage at Djaburluku numerically although quartzite 

is a sizeable component; chert and sandstone are minor components. Chert is not found in 

the region with the same abundance as quartz and quartzite and may have been imported to 

the region (Allen and Barton 1989:33). Fragments of sandstone with ground surfaces are 

probably the remnants of grinding implements. Generally, quartz was made into flakes and 

quartzite into retouched flakes. Breakage is a function of raw material; quartzite artefacts 

break more often than quartz artefacts. Flakes are generally smaller than retouched flakes. 

Size difference between artefact categories supports the inference that people were 

reworking implements rather than discarding them (cf. Hiscock 1993:145). The possibility 

that a preference for certain raw materials can be inferred from the regional assemblage is 

explored below. These conclusions compare with other sites in the study region. 

7.5.2 Comparison: Djaburluku and NRA 110" 

Raw material and breakage among artefacts at NRA "0" were sampled to contrast 

findings at the Djaburluku scatters. The sample of artefacts (n=15) taken from the main 
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cluster of artefacts at NRA "0" represents approximately 25 per cent of the cluster. Raw 

data of type, raw material and breakage of artefacts from NRA "0" appear in Appendix III. 

Table 7:8 compares raw material to breakage and Table 7:9 compares artefact types to 

breakage. The assemblage at NRA "0" is a virtual replica of the assemblage at Djaburluku. 

Quartz is the dominant raw material at NRA "0" and the majority of quartz implements are 

broken. NRA "0" differs from Djaburluku in its dearth of quartzite and its high proportion 

of broken flakes. Quartzite was under-represented at NRA "0": one quartzite flake 

compared to 12 flakes and 2 cores of quartz. Flakes at NRA "0" showed more breakages 

than at Djaburluku. This is only a partial reverse of the pattern at Djaburluku when one 

considers that quartz flakes make the majority of artefacts at NRA "0". The only retouched 

flake sampled was made of chert; as with Djaburluku, chert was a minor component of the 

NRA "0" scatter. 

Tables 7:10 and 7:11 combine the data of Djaburluku and NRA "0". Table 7:10 

characterises the combined assemblages according to raw material types and breakage 

while Table 7:11 considers artefact types and breakage. Statements can be made from these 

combined data about the assemblage of the study region's south. Breakage among quartz 

and quartzite artefacts is close to even except in the case of medial breaks, which quartzite 

dominates. Flakes are common but are prone to breakage; retouched flakes are uncommon 

but break less often than flakes, perhaps because of their larger size. Table 7:12 

characterises the combined assemblages at Djaburluku and NRA "0" according to artefact 

type and raw material. Quartz outnumbers quartzite as the raw material of flakes and cores 

by a factor of three. Quartzite outnumbers quartz as the raw material of retouched flakes by 

a factor of two. 

Proportions of raw materials from stratified deposits of the East Alligator River 

region concur with those found at Djaburluku and NRA "0". Quartzite is the most 

prevalent raw material among retouched artefacts at Schrire's sites (1982:243) and the 

most prevalent raw material at Ngarradj Warde Djobkeng (Allen and Barton 1989:34). 
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Corn % Dis % LCS % Med % Pro % Total 
Raw 

Material 

Quartz 0 .00 4 36.36 5 45.45 1 9.09 1 9.09 11 

Quartzite 1 100.00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 1 

Chert 1 100.00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 1 

TOTAL 2 15.38 4 30.76 5 38.46 1 7.69 1 7.69 13 

Corn - complete Dis - distal LCS - longitudinal cone split Med - medial Pro - 

proximal 

% - percentage of total artefact sample 

Table 7:8 Comparison of raw material with breakage of flakes and retouched flakes at 

NRA "0" 

Corn % Dis % LCS % Med % Pro % Total 
Artefact 

Type 

Flake 1 8.33 4 33.33 5 41.66 1 8.33 1 8.33 12 
Retouched 1 100.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 

Flake  

TOTAL 2 15.38 4 30.76 5 38.46 1 7.69 1 7.69 13 

Corn - complete Dis - distal LCS - longitudinal cone split Med - medial Pro - 

proximal 

% - percentage of total artefact sample 

Table 7:9 Comparison of artefact type with breakage at NRA "0" 
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Corn % Dis % LCS % Med % Pro % Total 

Raw 
Material 

Quartz 10 27.02 12 32.43 5 13.51 2 5.40 8 21.62 37 

Quartzite 5 26.31 5 26.31 2 10.52 3 15.78 4 21.05 19 

Chert 1 50.00 0 .00 0 .00 1 50.00 0 .00 2 

TOTAL 16 27.58 17 29.31 7 12.06 6 10.34 12 20.68 58 

Corn - complete Dis - distal LCS - longitudinal cone split Med - medial 

Pro - proximal Tot - total % - percentage of total artefact sample 

Table 7:10 Characterisation of raw material and breakage among flakes and retouched 

flakes of Djaburluku and NRA "0" 

Corn % Dis % LCS % Med % Pro % Tot 
Artefact 

Type 

Flake 14 29.79 13 27.66 7 14.89 5 10.64 8 17.02 47 
Retouched 4 36.36 4 36.36 0 .00 0 .00 3 27.27 11 

Flake 

TOTAL 18 31.03 17 29.31 7 12.06 5 8.62 11 18.96 58 

Corn - complete Dis - distal LCS - longitudinal cone split Med - medial 

Pro - proximal Tot - total % - percentage of total artefact sample 

Table 7:11 Characterisation of artefact type and breakage at Djaburluku and NRA "0" 
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Quartz % Quartzite % Chert % TOTAL 

Artefact Type 
Core 7 87.50 1 12.50 0 .00 8 
Flake 34 72.34 13 27.66 0 .00 47 

RetouchedFlake 3 27.27 6 54.54 2 18.18 11 
Flaked Piece 4 57.14 2 28.57 1 14.28 7 

TOTAL 48 65.75 22 30.13 3 4.10 73 

Table 7:12 Characterisation of artefact type and raw material at Dj aburluku and NRA 
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Ngarradj Warde Djobkeng reveals the same imbalance of quartzite cores to flakes as found 

at Djaburluku and NRA "0" (Allen and Barton 1989:50). 

Aboriginal people were reducing quartzite artefacts in preference to quartz. Quartz 

and quartzite cobbles are abundant at the Arnhem Escarpment, which lies approximately 

three kilometres south of Djaburluku. This ready availability of quartz and quartzite 

eliminates any suggestion that quartzite implements were reduced out of a need to ration a 

rare stone. Table 7:10 shows the incidence of breakage among quartz and quartzite 

artefacts is nearly even. This precludes the argument that quartzite is more resilient than 

quartz. Aboriginal people retouched quartzite because its properties are more predictable 

than quartz. The mechanics of quartz make it an unpredictable commodity to work. 

Weathering, thermal shock and "great pressures" make quartz prone to unforeseen 

breakage and less practical to reduce (Allen and Barton 1989:33; also, Bamforth 1986:39-

40). Quartz has an above average chance of breaking during retouching and it is locally 

abundant; therefore it is simpler to discard a quartz artefact and make another than to 

retouch. Table 7:12 shows chert retouched flakes (n=2) nearly equal quartz (n=3). If chert 

was an import to the region or rare compared to quartz, it is a valuable commodity. The 

closeness in numbers between chert and quartz retouched flakes adds weight to the 

argument that quartz was under-valued as a raw material for retouching. 

7.5.3 Comparison: southern Magela and South Alligator River floodplain assemblages 

Stone artefact data from open sites at the South Alligator River floodplains show 

similar patterns to those found at Djaburluku and NRA "0" (Meehan et al. 1985:137). 

Quartz "unretouched artefacts" outnumber quartzite by a factor of two at Kun-kundurnku, 

three at Kumunkuwi and 4.5 at Ki'na. Quartzite "retouched artefacts" outnumber quartz by 

a factor of 4.8 at Kun-kundumku and nine at Ki'na. Kumunkuwi shows a near even 

number of quartz (n=15) and quartzite (n=13) retouched implements. More chert was found 

at the South Alligator River sites than at any artefact scatter observed at the Magela 
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floodplain. Chert retouched artefacts at Kun-kundurnku (n=52) and Kumunkuwi (n=14) 

slightly outnumber those made of quartzite (n=48 at Kun-kundurnku). At Ki'na chert 

retouched artefacts outnumber those made of quartzite by a factor of three. The ratio of 

quartzite to chert retouched implements at South Alligator River floodplain sites differs 

from that of Djaburluku and NRA "0". Chert is rarely found at the East Alligator River 

region even in stratified deposits. Chert was the least frequent raw material at Nawamoyn 

(Schrire 1982:130), was second to quartz at Paribari (Schrire 1982:67) and to quartzite at 

Malangangerr (Schrire 1982:97). Chert arrived at the South Alligator River region from 

sources more than 50 kilometres to the south (Meehan et al. 1985:138) and was probably 

traded into the East Alligator River region (cf. Allen and Barton 1989:41-2, 58). The 

difference in proximity to the source might explain why chert implements are more often 

found at sites of the South Alligator River than the East Alligator River. 

Comparison suggests Djaburluku and NRA "0" are similar in content to sites of the 

South Alligator River floodplain, despite scavenging and taphonomic factors. It is 

reasonable to assert settlement sites across the park will show similar proportion of raw 

materials and, therefore, distribution of stone artefacts. Occupants of the study region had 

access to the same raw materials discovered at Djaburluku and NRA "0". Quartz artefacts 

only were found at the five NRA's other than Djaburluku and "0". None of these NRA's 

showed proportions of raw materials or distribution of artefacts approximating that of 

Djaburluku or "0". The similarity between sites of the southern Magela and the South 

Alligator River shows a comparable level of human activity. A virtual absence of 

archaeological material suggests a limited use of the northern and middle reaches of the 

Magela floodplain. 

7.6 APPRAISING THE CRITICAL ANALOGY 

The archaeological evidence presented above can now be used to test the critical 

analogy. The critical analogy proposed: 
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Numbers and density of archaeological materials should increase above 

background scatter levels within 0.5 kilometres of fresh water resources. 

Notwithstanding point (A), archaeological materials should be in greater numbers 

and density at the Koolpinyah surface than the floodplain given the comparative 

variety of resources and levels of comfort between the two land systems; 

Notwithstanding points (A) and (B), loci of settlement activity should be close to 

evenly spread across the landscape. 

These three points are connected therefore refuting just one is a negation of the entire 

analogy. Archaeological materials increased in numbers and density near billabong 

resources to the south, specifically Djaburluku billabong. Archaeological materials were 

better represented on the Koolpinyah surface but, again, artefacts were best represented to 

the south of the Koolpinyah surface. Differences between the Koolpinyah surface and 

floodplain in numbers and density of archaeological materials were so slight as to be 

negligible to the north of the study region. Survey of the study region took in eight sources 

of fresh water and three had associated stone artefacts; but only one (Djaburluku) satisfied 

the site criteria defined above. Settlement loci were unevenly spread across the study 

region. The Magela went mostly unused. Few billabongs were used continuously. The 

central and northern reaches of the study region were infrequently used. 

The above conclusions refute the critical analogy as an explanation for the entire 

study region; however, the critical analogy does apply to the southern Magela floodplain. 

The test results similarly refute the uncritical analogy proposed in Chapter 5. Refuting the 

critical and uncritical analogy shows that source data are incompatible with the 

archaeological record of the Magela floodplain. Source data were inadequate as a basis for 

inference of ethnohistoric/prehistoric settlement-subsistence behaviour at the Magela 

floodplain. Testing shows the need to represent the study region through analogy based on 

other data. 
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7.6.1 Analogy from archaeological-environmental data 

An analogy based on archaeological and environmental data is quite different from 

one based exclusively on source data. This archaeological-environmental analogy argues 

for a more limited use of the floodplain country. Aboriginal people moved to the high 

ground of the foothills and escarpment proper as wet season floods submerged the plains. 

Foraging ranges would accordingly contract to the high ground. As the waters began to 

recede, foraging ranges expanded to take in exposed resources. In the late wet - early dry 

season Aboriginal people moved along the high ground corridor running from Cannon Hill 

and the East Alligator River to Mudginberri billabong in the southwest. This corridor took 

in open sites like Djaburluku and rock shelters including Nawamoyn, Paribari and Ngarradj 

Warde Djobkeng. Foragers moved between the parts of the East and South Alligator 

floodplains emerging from the flood waters (cf. Chaloupka 1981:170). As the dry season 

progressed Aboriginal people gradually congregated about areas well stocked in resources, 

for example the coast, rivers or larger billabongs. Areas like the study region's northern 

reaches saw use only late in the dry season, when groups spread out and became 

fragmented. These were reserve areas used by small groups of people for short periods of 

time. 

Like its progenitor, this analogy from archaeological-environmental data must also 

undergo testing. The concluding chapter considers this new analogy as a basis for any 

further research in the East Alligator River region. 

7.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter discussed the survey of the study region and the methods used. The 

distribution and density of archaeological material were compared to the critical analogy. 

Surveying represented the study region as archaeologically impoverished. The study region 

was not broadly settled. Testing refuted the critical analogy. Refuting the critical analogy 
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shows that source data are incompatible with the archaeological record of the Magela 

floodplain. A new analogy, based on archaeological-environmental data, suggests 

Aborigines were exploiting the floodplain between Cannon Hill and the East Alligator 

River. This new analogy must also face testing. 
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

"Settlement sites preserve an embarrassing wealth of information, an abundance potentially 
multiplied by the many purposes and many new methods of analysis and classification that may 
now be applied to a site, its deposits, artefacts, features and context,.. {This} rich information 
content is, alas, artificially simplified and thus easily overcome by the archaeologist's tendency to 
fit the observations within a single preconceived interpretative model, derived without further 
discussion from some historical or ethnographic analogue. Whereas the least that these complex 
observations demand is the erection of a set of alternative models, explicitly justified and derived 
from many sources, embodying alternative reasonable assumptions and then the explicit testing 
between the alternatives or their consequences for predictive accuracy and goodness of fit, by 
using skilfully devised experiments in the field or upon the recorded observations. It may not 
always be possible for the archaeologist to substantiate various alternatives directly but it is 
usually the case that he can test between the differing consequences." (Clarke 1972b:801-2, insert 
mine). 

Analogy is the Frankenstein's Monster of anthropology. By abusing the method, a 

schism appeared between anthropologists; by rejecting the method, anthropology casts 

doubt on its own fundamental tenets. The preceding chapters have selected worthy points 

from the critique and defence of analogy to suggest a compromise deal: retaining analogy 

with a critical bias. Many an eloquent and sober defender of analogy, like Clarke above, 

has called for the same thing. The chapters of this thesis laid out the case for critical 

assessment and refutation testing as the only feasible criteria for making plausible analogy 

to the past. 

The discussion of analogy began with examples of archaeological analogy used to 

reconstruct the Australian past. These examples illustrated the more criticised aspects of 

analogy namely, assessment of source data and uniformitarian assertions. Josephine 

Flood's work in the Australian Alps served as an example of the "environment" argument. 

Isabel McBryde's work in New England served as an example of the "disposition" 

argument. Both works made suppositions and propositions not sustained by the source 

data, a typical misconception in analogy. These include an inappropriate view of testing, 

undue confidence in the veracity of source data and abuse of the principle of 

uniformitarianism. 
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A way of making reasonable and plausible archaeological analogy was proposed in 

contrast to ad hoc methods. A three-part scheme was proposed: critically assess source 

data, propose explicit principles for relating those assessed data to the past and testing of 

the proposition through fieldwork. Two general misrepresentations underlying the 

archaeological analogy were discussed and criticised. Alternative principles were 

suggested: 

Behavioural traits observed repeatedly through frontier life are common with 

extinct or disrupted prehistoric communities; 

People of comparable socio-economic organisation who occupy the same 

environmental zone but are removed by space will use that environment in similar 

ways. 

Having considered the theoretical background the argument moved on to the 

specifics of the study region. First came a review of the study region environment and how 

Aborigines may have used it in the past. Climate, land systems, faunal component, in 

particular the distribution of food species, and evolution of the Magela floodplain were 

considered. The distribution of fresh water determines the distribution of fauna and, in turn, 

the survival chances of Aboriginal people. This in turn affects prehistoric settlement 

patterns or at least those in effect since the late Holocene transition to a fresh water 

wetland. 

A review of source data of the East Alligator River region followed. The Magela 

floodplain was a component of a larger territory claimed by East Alligator River 

aborigines. An "uncritical" analogy was constructed from these source data to serve as a 

contrast to a more critical analogy. 
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A stronger analogy was then created by critically assessing the source data, 

constructing dossiers of each observer and discussing the historical context of their 

observations. This process applied the principles of behavioural consistency and contiguity 

to source data of the East Alligator River region. An ethnohistory of sorts was compiled 

from source data of the East Alligator River region. Three arbitrary time periods were used 

to interpret source information: Early European (1818-1890), Ancillary (1891-1952) and 

Reorganisation (1953-present). Settlement-subsistence practices at the East Alligator River 

region were argued to be contiguous with those of the Mann-Liverpool River peoples. 

Certain subsistence and settlement routines were found to be consistent across time and 

space. A critical analogy to the study region's prehistoric past was proposed from these 

data. Its refutable format made the critical analogy more reliable than its uncritical 

predecessor. 

A survey methodology based on knowledge of the Magela environment was 

developed and the refutation tests applied in the field to the critical analogy. Discussion 

centred on the results of those tests. The 1992-1993 survey of the region found it to be 

archaeologically impoverished. The distribution and density of archaeological material 

refuted the critical analogy. The study region was not broadly settled. 

A third analogy based on archaeological and environmental data was then 

developed. This analogy argued Aborigines were exploiting the floodplain between 

Cannon Hill and the East Alligator River but that the Magela Creek valley was not 

regularly or heavily used in the late Holocene. This third analogy remains to be tested by 

fieldwork in the Cannon Hill-East Alligator River corridor. This analogy is considered 

below as one of the broader conclusions of this study. 

Essentially analogy is not the major obstacle to archaeology's progress that it is 

often made out to be. This thesis reviewed (Chapter 2), recast (Chapter 3), proposed 

(Chapters 5 and 6) and tested (Chapter 7) an archaeological analogy. This has not been an 
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exercise in erecting and demolishing a strawman. The analogy that came from this process 

is stronger for having at least two fewer alternatives, namely the uncritical and critical 

analogies. 

8.1 THE MAGELA STUDY AND OTHER ANALOGIES 

This thesis addressed the issue of making archaeological analogy a more reliable 

method for explicating the past. The previous chapters' suggested a method to attain the 

goal of reliability. It remains to discuss the analogy that came of such testing as a measure 

of the method's success. 

The South Alligator River floodplain and the Magela floodplain differ in the 

apparent density of prehistoric settlement. Only sites at the south of the Magela floodplain 

have a density and distribution of archaeological materials compatible to the South 

Alligator River floodplains. Many of the micro-environments surveyed at the Magela 

floodplains were comparable to those of the South Alligator River floodplain. Many of the 

raw materials found at the South Alligator floodplain are also found in similar abundance 

at the Magela floodplain. Therefore, argument based on difference of environment or 

absence of raw materials does not explain the incompatibility of settlement between the 

South Alligator River floodplain and the Magela floodplain. 

The Magela floodplain has few perennial water sources with a radius of five or 

more metres. Most of the water sources in the region are small springs or soaks. Those 

perennial fresh water sources with a radius of at least five metres found in the study region 

include Djaburluku Billabong, Nankeen Billabong, Poalmiddy Waterhole and 

Mayemarndedj-Madjili, which is a swamp. Going by the source data the larger the 

billabong, the more persons went there and the longer they stayed. It does not follow that 

small billabongs went unused. The archaeological survey took in all significant water 

sources and found only Djaburluku billabong had any signs of significant occupation. 
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The few sites at the Magela floodplain lie at the southern margin, near the 

escarpment. The central and northern stretches of the study region saw marginal use at 

best. Chapter 6 argued against a range of implements made wholly of perishable materials. 

Therefore, sites have not weathered away. Chapter 7 argued against sites being concealed 

by vegetation. The random survey areas covered parts of the region not designated by the 

survey design thus, precluding a complete inadequacy of survey design. Layton (Figure 

3.1, 1992:66) argues contemporary Aboriginal residents use parts of the floodplain that 

surveying for this thesis found barren of evidence for prehistoric settlement. These sites are 

probably recent phenomena perhaps made feasible by improvements to transport and 

hunting technology and the general availability of preserved foods (cf. Altman 1984:37). 

This can be interpreted as a contemporary change in the use of the landscape and does not 

represent settlement patterns of earlier ethnohistorical periods. 

Prehistoric Aboriginal people moved between the East and South Alligator River 

floodplains in the early dry months of the year. Aborigines moved along the high ground 

corridor of the escarpment and foothills. A variety of open, and rock shelter sites all fall 

within this corridor (Allen and Barton 1989, Kamminga and Allen 1973: Appendix II, 

Schrire 1982). Figure 8:1 indicates the relatively short distances between the various 

occupation sites along this route. Resource areas like the northern Magela were probably 

used during the middle dry season as access routes between the coast and escarpment. If 

the northern and central Magela floodplain were used for resources at all it would have 

been late in the dry season, when Aboriginal groups were small and dispersed. Most people 

congregated about areas like the coast, rivers or larger billabongs through most of the year. 

This analogy is in obvious need of testing. Chapter 3 argued against the dangers of 

negative evidence and the above analogy is no exception to this rule. Conclusions reached 

here might simply be derivative of an artificial study region. In other words, people may 

not have ranged between the eastern and southern floodplains just because they did not use 
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the Magela floodplain. Any future research in the East Alligator river region should set out 

to refute the above analogy. The failure of the Magela floodplain analogy sets the 

precedent to review other analogies applied to the East Alligator River region. Below are 

reviews of the three main analogies proposed for the study region. Each serves to contrast 

the above analogy. 

8.1.1 Plain - plateau 

Carmel Schrire (1982) proposed seasonal movement between the plains and plateau 

(i.e. Arnhem Escarpment) country. Her plains sites included Paribari, Nawamoyn and 

Malangangerr; her plateau sites included Jimeri I and II. Source data for her analogy 

include Leichhardt (1847) and Spencer (1914,1928). She verified her analogy by 

excavating six rock shelters near the East Alligator River. 

From her source data Schrire made an implicit argument for traditional prehistoric 

lifeways. She endorsed interpretations of resource use and seasonal settlement patterns 

made in her source data. Schrire (1982:24) rejected the idea that regional language groups 

reflected bounded territories as was suggested by contemporary ethnographies (e.g. Keen 

1980). She briefly addressed the irreconcilability between the image of lifeways provided 

by Leichhardt and Spencer and her own hypothesis for prehistoric lifeways (Schrire 

1982:27) before considering the archaeological evidence. 

Schrire saw a dichotomy between plains and escarpment sites. Source data, where 

relevant, were used to interpret the significance of material recovered from respective 

deposits. Faunal elements were well represented in the plains sites but poorly represented 

at the escarpment sites. An assemblage of bone, shell, wood and stone artefacts was 

represented among the plains sites. Stone artefacts were in low density and seem to have 

been neither made nor refurbished at the plains sites. Implement manufacture was mostly 

restricted to shell and bone artefacts. Shell (salt- and fresh water), mammal, fish, reptile, 
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bird and crab remains were found in plains sites. Schrire saw a relationship between the 

proportion of recovered shell species and their importance in the prehistoric diet. Plant 

remains were discovered at Paribari. Schrire argued for a transition from estuarine to fresh 

water resources based on the deposits of Paribari and Malangangerr; such a transition was 

not as pronounced at Nawamoyn. A relative abundance of human remains was found in 

plains sites. Twenty-nine skeletons in all were found including 23 adults, 2 juveniles, and 4 

children. Both year round and seasonal occupation could be inferred from the dietary 

component of the plains sites and Schrire (1982 :235-6) had to conclude these shelters were 

sporadically occupied. 

Components of escarpment sites were represented in inverse proportion to plains 

sites. Formal implement types were higher in number and frequency at Jimeri I and II 

compared to the plains sites. Plains sites showed a low incidence of points, small scrapers, 

use-polished flakes and axes as well as a low incidence of "waste flakes" whereas the 

escarpment sites contained the same implements and "waste flakes" but in greater numbers. 

Organic materials were poorly preserved at the escarpment sites. No bone, wood or shell 

artefacts were found at the escarpment sites. Faunal remains were represented too 

inadequately to posit any dietary model. Through comparison with Ngarradj Warde 

Djobkeng (see below), Schrire inferred a subsistence economy for escarpment sites based 

on terrestrial fauna. 

Difference in formal stone implement numbers and frequencies between plains and 

escarpment sites led Schrire to restate her earlier contention of seasonal movement between 

the two regions (1982:249-52). Aborigines would come to the escarpment sites to either 

escape wet season conditions or to fabricate new tools, or both. Schrire argued this 

movement was most likely small scale rather than an emigration en masse (1982:250). 

Schrire's analysis of the source data is typical of those arguments reviewed in 

Chapter 2. Schrire made no effort to verify or test the proposals suggested by her source 
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data; indeed, she was forced to admit both the source data (1982:27) and the plains sites 

(1982:236-7) presented scenarios contrary to her hypothesis. 

Schrire was selective in the sources she used to verify her archaeological scenario. 

She almost exclusively used the ethnography of Spencer and the observations of 

Leichhardt to create a picture of "traditional" Aboriginal lifeways (thus making her's an 

"authoritarian" argument; see Chapter 1). Schrire's (1982:250) hypothesis of plains-

escarpment movement drew on Spencer's view of Aboriginal lifeways although her 

argument for why people moved, to renew stone tool kits, conflicts with statements 

Spencer made concerning stone implements (see Chapter 5 and 6). Similarly, Schrire used 

Leichhardt's records to strengthen her argument for plains-escarpment movement: 

"A striking feature of {Leichhardt's} record is the low numbers of people on the plateau as 
opposed to the coastal plam. Between the time that Leichhardt and his party skirted the plateau on 
5 November 1845 and mounted the tablelands on 11 November, they saw no Aborigines at all. 
Nor did they record any signs of camps or fires, though edible foods were repeatedly noted. One 
might argue that Leichhardt missed valley dwellers by hacking his way over particularly rough 
terrain, but if negative evidence is any guide, the plateau was virtually uninhabited compared to 
the plain." (Schrire 1982:25 insert, and emphasis mine). 

Schrire is mistaken in this assertion. On November 5, 1845, Leichhardt mentioned native 

camps, two occasions of huts, rock art and native fires in "every direction," (Leichhardt 

1847:470). Leichhardt happened on a small pool, on November 6, and saw where 

Aborigines had "very recently encamped," (Leichhardt 1847:471). "Deep pools of spring 

water," bearing the marks of "being much visited by the natives," were found on 

November 10 (Leichhardt 1847:475) and wells "dug in the bed of the creek," were 

discovered on November 11 (Leichhardt 1847:476). This oversight suggests Schrire's use 

of source data was both uncritical and imprecise. 

Schrire's analogy is ambiguous at critical points and this, ultimately, is its greatest 

weakness. Schrire argued water buffaloes wrought enough environmental damage in 130 

years for changes to appear archaeologically (Schrire 1982:234) and they have so affected 

the distribution of resources that regular settlement shifts between floodplain and 
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escarpment became necessary (Schrire 1982:250-1). Implicit in the argument for recent 

environmental change is the conclusion that Spencer's data might not be appropriate for 

reconstructions of prehistory. On the other hand, Schrire's assertion of small scale 

movement to the escarpment comes as a means of reconciling her hypothesis with the 

source data, a quandary she points out early. Finally the very essence of her argument, that 

stone is the main incentive for regular movement to the escarpment, is undercut by her later 

statement that stone manufacturing sites might equally occur on the plains (Schrire 

1982:250). 

Schrire's analogy and the above analogy have some basic similarities although they 

diverge in more crucial ways. Schrire's analogy applies to human behaviour of the last 

20,000 years thus including behaviour before the environmental shift to fresh water 

wetlands. Schrire's argument that Aboriginal behaviour of the mangrove period is similar 

to that observed in the ethnohistorical period is tenuous at best. This thesis showed that 

behaviour represented by source data is not necessarily compatible with that embodied by 

the archaeological record. Indeed, source data did not adequately predict the archaeological 

manifestations of settlement-subsistence behaviour during the wetland period. The above 

analogy can only compare to that part of Schrire's sequence that follows the emergence of 

wetlands. 

Aboriginal people almost certainly got their stone for artefacts from the 

escarpment. The density of sites containing stone implements near the escarpment is 

incompatible with the dearth of such sites at the floodplains. Such a pattern casts doubt on 

Schrire's argument that people moved north-south between the floodplains and 

escarpment. Schrire explained the difference in stone artefact density by arguing the 

escarpment was a centre for implement production. A more parsimonious explanation is 

that the density of stone implements found in sites near the escarpment indicates movement 

of people east-west along the Cannon Hill-East Alligator River corridor. 
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Aboriginal people did move between the floodplain and the escarpment but not on 

the scale Schrire envisaged and not between rock shelters. Open sites like the one at 

Djaburluku billabong suggest that Aborigines were not exclusively settling in rock shelters. 

Stone implements being spread over the area of the floodplain would partiy explain their 

under-representation at Schrire's plain sites. A survey of the lowlands surrounding the 

Arnhem Escarpment will give a clear indication of the degree to which Aborigines camped 

in the open. Such a survey will better indicate if Aboriginal people followed the 

regimented plain-escarpment routine suggested by Schrire or the more circumscribed 

movement that the above analogy suggests. The work of Allen and Barton presents a 

conclusion more compatible with the above analogy. 

8.1.2 Rock shelters to open sites 

Allen and Barton (1989) analysed the deposit of Ngarradj Warde Djobkeng, which 

was excavated by Kamminga and Allen in the 1970s. They criticised previous analogies for 

associating sites on the basis of grossly defined artefact assemblages or industries. They 

censured Schrire' s analogy for making a few sites out to represent a relatively complete 

and continuous record of the region (Allen and Barton 1989:100). Allen and Barton gave 

attention to the stone component of their site, the same as Schrire. Chronology and 

stratigraphy were correlated with artefact assemblages to gain a wider impression of 

change over time than the tool industry approach taken by Schrire. While the majority of 

the monograph is devoted to the analysis of stone, it was concluded raw materials, rather 

than tool types, are a more accurate gauge of technological change in western Arnhem 

Land (Allen and Barton 1989:78) 

Ngarradj Warde Djobkeng was excavated over two field seasons in 1972 and 1977. 

Ngarradj showed a complex stratigraphy consisting of a midden/charcoal layer overlaying 

a compact iron oxide layer that, in turn, overlaid a sandlgravel matrix. Excavation gave out 
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to water at a depth of 2.6 metres. Ngarradj was first occupied during the early Holocene 

although a definite basal date could not be obtained. 

The stone sequence at Ngarradj replicates sequences posited by Schrire for her 

sites. This is a sequence of multi-functional, non-specialised implements giving away to 

specialised implements over time. An argument was made for certain raw material types, in 

particular chert, being imported to the area. The site contained a mangrove-mudflat faunal 

component in the midden layer although these data were not elaborated. Shell tools, 

particularly Geloina coaxans, were well represented in the uppermost levels of the deposit. 

An association was made between mid-Holocene changes in the regional environment and 

changes in both the tool types and nature of occupation at Ngarradj (Allen and Barton 

1989: 100-7). 

Rock shelters of the East Alligator River region were abandoned by 3,000 BP. A 

mid-Holocene sea level rise and the far-reaching estuarine community that resulted from it 

meant Aboriginal people were settled along the base of the Arnhem Escarpment. By 3,000 

BP the estuarine communities had retreated and modern fresh water ecosystems were in 

their ascendancy. Estuarine shellfish deposits had dropped off at Ngarradj and 

Malakunanja II by 3,000 BP and probably at Malangangerr and Nawamoyn around the 

same time. Allen and Barton (1989:105) suggested the abandoning of rock shelters resulted 

from the retreat of estuarine ecosystems. Outlier shelters like Paribari and Arguluk 

(McCarthy and Setzler 1960) evidence a transition from estuarine to fresh water resources 

due to their position in the landscape. 

Allen and Barton offered a surprisingly mild critique of Schrire's analogy. Ngarradj 

provides many counter examples to Schrire's plains-escarpment regime. Points were 

manufactured at Ngarradj despite it having been, in Schrire's reckoning, a plains site; 

further, the appearance of points at Ngarradj and Malakunanja II does not seem to coincide 

with sea level changes. The presence of points at several plains sites including Ngarradj, 
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Nawamoyn, Malakunanja II and Malangangerr as well as the plateau sites of Jimeri I and II 

represents "chronological rather than functional or locational differences" (Allen and 

Barton 1989:118). Allen and Barton (1989:116) observed almost any argument taking in a 

dual form of seasonal movement would suit the data so long as the archaeological 

differences between the escarpment and plains sites were maintained. Schrire' s argument 

for plains-escarpment movement might apply only to behaviour since the environmental 

shifts of the late Holocene. Such temporal limitations are almost certainly applicable to the 

above analogy. 

Allen and Barton's argument for a move to open sites within the last 3,000 years 

articulates well with the above analogy; however their emphasis on stone comes at the 

expense of discussion on Ngarradj Warde Djobkeng's faunal component. Omitting a faunal 

study detracts from any inference of positive relationship between geomorphological and 

behavioural factors in the East Alligator River region. Unpublished faunal evidence 

corroborates speculative statements made in the monograph (e.g. Allen and Barton 

1989:90,105-7,118) so full publication of the faunal analysis is needed. 

8.1.3 "Paradise found" 

The conclusions reached from research at the Magela floodplain have some 

relevance to Jones' (1985) work among the open sites and rock shelters of the South 

Alligator River region. Jones addressed his discussion and conclusions to the wetlands of 

the park as a whole. He argued "richness" of the fresh water wetlands created almost 

overnight exponential growth in the resident population (1985:293; also, Jones and Bowler 

1980:12). This sudden growth is in contrast to the stable but small populations of the 

previous mangrove swamp period when Aborigines lived in shelters along the escarpment, 

Nourlangie and Mt. Brockman massifs. 
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Jones estimated a minimum population density at the wetlands based on Keen's 

(1980) calculations. The estimated Aboriginal population of the park during the historical 

period is approximately 2,000 people. Estimates of the park's prehistoric population 

density are one person per eight square kilometres although density along the coastal strip 

may have been as high as one person per square kilometre (Keen 1980:171-2). Jones 

suggested population density at the wetlands may have been as high as two individuals per 

square kilometre (1985:29 1). He based his estimations on population density of the Blyth 

River in Arnhem Land and used Birdsell's population formula to support the argument 

(Jones 1985:293-4). 

Jones lent tacit support to Schrire' s argument for seasonal movement between the 

floodplains and escarpment (1985:293) although he argued Aboriginal people moved to 

open sites during the dry season (1985:294-5). Jones' argument thus complements the 

above analogy. Seasonal movement, like population density, was taken to be a function of 

the late Holocene environmental shift. Indeed, Jones saw change in lifeways and 

technology as an adaptation to new economic circumstances (1985:306). 

Jones (1985:293-4) explained the diversity of the South Alligator River 

archaeological record by proposing that environmental richness had led to growth in 

population density. This "abundant resources:high population" equation therefore demands 

further attention. Resource "richness" is a vague term that is often an arbitrary assessment 

of the anthropologist rather than a judgement of the biologist or even an ecosystem's 

aboriginal residents (Allen and Barton 1989:107). Moreover, there is no evidence to 

suggest that resources became better or more abundant as a result of the environmental 

change. Keen (1980:172) and Jones (1985:293-4) both used Birdsell's formula for 

calculating the park's prehistoric population density. Birdsell's formula relies on "tribal 

territory" as one of its prime factors along with rainfall. Edwards and O'Connell (in press: 

23-4n) criticise the terms "tribe", "average population size" and "territory" as arbitrary and 

misleading. They ran statistical tests and found no significant relationship between rainfall 
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and territory size, either for the and zone as a whole or for its several topographic 

subdivisions. If the formula is inappropriate to the ecosystem for which it was designed, it 

is reasonable that it should be equally so for entirely different ecosystems. 

If Jones' equation is spurious then, it might misrepresent the archaeological record 

at the South Alligator River floodplain. The resources of the Magela floodplain are the 

same as those of the South Alligator River floodplain. The archaeological record of the 

Magela floodplain is contrary to Jones' equation. The Magela floodplain shows a 

disjunction between a prolific availability of resources (resource "richness") and 

population density. The Magela floodplain has a homogeneous spread of resources (see 

Chapter 4) yet only its southern margin saw any sustained use by humans. The example of 

the Magela floodplain suggests that environmental bounty was not the only factor 

influencing the spatial organisation of Aboriginal people. The archaeological record of the 

Magela floodplain implies location of resources is a factor equal in importance to their 

availability. It could be argued that the South Alligator River population of the wetland 

period was merely organised in response to a distribution of resources different to that of 

the mangrove period. Jones' correlation of resource richness and population density 

appears to have little significance for the wider wetland environment of northern Australia. 

8.2 Is CRITICAL ASSESSMENT-REFUTATION TESTING RELIABLE? 

Anthropologists attack analogy because it is a methodology of non-scientists yet it 

survives as a method because scientists use it as well! To its critics, analogy represents 

archaeology's continuing connection with an unscientific past (Gould 1980, Murray and 

Walker 1988). To its apologists, analogy remains the only way to explicate the prehistoric 

past (Schiffer 1978, Wylie 1985). To Yellen (1977:3) it is almost impossible to make a 

statement about the past without making an analogy of some description. 
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This study differs from others undertaken in the East Alligator River region 

because it endorses an approach rather than a clear cut result. The core argument of this 

study has been a refutation of convenient reading of data. It has been repeatedly argued that 

refuting an argument through critical assessment is the only scientfIc way of advancing the 

discipline. 

The analogy from archaeological-environmental data proposed above is strong in 

two ways: it is plausible and it is refutable. Critical assessment of source data brings a 

holistic and systematic approach to anthropological research. It produces a refutable image 

of prehistory and ethnohistory alike. Nevertheless critical assessment is not enough alone; 

refutation testing must follow. Without refutation testing, source data, no matter how 

scrutinised or screened, become an unchallengeable authority; archaeological analogy 

becomes a 'lust  so" story. Refutation is the decisive test and, unlike verification testing, it 

is an ongoing thing. Refutation testing brings any logical discourse closer to attaining the 

"truth". The above analogy will be assessed on how it survives future efforts to refute it 

and how it compares to competing explanations of the past. This surely lends any such 

archaeological analogy a degree of respectability that the method has previously lacked. 

Refuting the critical analogy also has implications for the principles of consistency 

over time and contiguity over space discussed in Chapter 3. Aborigines did not occupy the 

Magela floodplain in the way predicted by the critical analogy of Chapter 6. The critical 

analogy was based on source data and the principles mentioned above; therefore the 

principles can be said to be refuted along with the analogy. The principles as they were laid 

out in Chapter 3 are termed in formal logic, universally-quantfIed conditional; that is, they 

are propositions applicable to human action across time and space (universal) when viewed 

on a group scale (condition). The counter-example of the Magela floodplain clearly refutes 

the principles when they are expressed as universally-quantified conditionals. This 

refutation highlights the difficulty of making "law-like" propositions applicable to human 

action; yet if anthropology is to advance as a science, it must address its current deficit of 
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law-like propositions. The principles in Chapter 3 can be restated as existentially-quantfled 

conditionals without losing their generic application. An existentially-quantified 

conditional is an "at least one" argument, for example "at least one apple is green". These 

propositions could be therefore restated as: 

I. In some cases behavioural traits observed repeatedly through frontier life are 

common with extinct or disrupted prehistoric communities; 

2. In some cases people of comparable socio-economic organisation who occupy the 

same environmental zone but are removed by space will use that environment in 

similar ways. 

These principles are relevant to current anthropological practices. "Occasionally" or even 

"often" could replace the prefix "in some cases" offered above, depending on the number 

of instances in which these principles show themselves to be applicable to human action. 

Moreover such a change does not weaken the critical assessment-refutation method: the 

critical analogy and amended principles would still be inapplicable to the Magela 

floodplain. 

The other issue to emerge from discussion of critical assessment and refutation 

testing in anthropology is the discipline's need for a universal and definite language. 

Cowgill (1988:244-55) has argued that anthropology is diffuse because of its lack of a 

precise, universal language. The discipline relies on a mixture of vernacular terms (e.g. 

"culture", "tribe", "tool") and non-anthropological imports (e.g. "adaptation", 

"uniformitarian", "synergy"). This combination often creates unnecessary, even counter-

productive, confusion as anthropologists split hairs over the meaning of terms. Resolving 

this problem will not be easy; the enormity of the task and potential disagreement along the 

way is challenging enough. One minor debate, that of "culture versus behaviour", has taken 

the best part of this thesis to discuss. Despite its daunting prospect it is not a problem best 
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left ignored and, as this thesis has shown, debate over a seemingly trivial affair, the 

reliability of analogy, can lead anthropology down blind alleys. 

8.2.1 Analogy refuted? Gould 

The final issue to discuss is Gould's (1978, 1980) case for ethnoarchaeology as a 

non-analogical alternative to archaeological analogy. The central tenet of ethnoarchaeology 

is conducting ethnography that addresses archaeological questions. An ethnography from a 

descendent group, when one can be found (cf. Peterson 1971:242), allows a more direct 

argument for prehistoric behaviour than inference from source data. This process 

minimises the differences involved in comparing human behaviour when it is separated by 

time or space. 

"Etimographic analogies may be plausible and potentially testable, but they are often unscientific 
and are sometimes hard to distinguish from wishful thinking,..The answer to the question Is 
analogy necessary? is thus no - or only sometimes, as long as we do not mistake it for cultural 
uniformitarianism,.. "(Gould and Watson 1982:375-6). 

Thus Gould dismissed the use of analogy. Gould favours the participant observation of 

the archaeologist and the argument from observed anomalies in traditional or continuous 

behaviour. In other words, archaeologists should conduct their own ethnography. This 

"ethnoarchaeology" grants greater control over specific information sought or gained; it is 

"a theoretically self-conscious set of methods to the discovery and testing of general 

principles about human behaviour" (Gould 1980:4). As argued in Chapter 1, ethnography 

is perceived as less biased, more systematic, more "scientific" than primary accounts, and 

consequently of greater value. Gould associated ethnoarchaeology with ecological 

anthropology, aligning it with the Steward's Direct Historical Approach. Relationships 

with the past can be inferred from living ancestral populations and the material residue they 

leave. He argued against being an Environmental Determinist although his defence rested 

more on questioning what the term Environmental Determinism means than on refuting it 

in association with himself (Gould 1980:48-53). Continuity with the past can be 

reconstructed through anomaly, which Gould argued is more effective than analogy 
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(1980:138-41). People using their material culture in a way that seems anomalous to 

material residue of the past acts as a test of inferences to the past. Gould used this approach 

to explicate the prehistoric sequences at Puntutjarpa (Gould 1977) and James Range East 

(Gould 1980). 

Gould interpreted the material found at Puntutjarpa and James Range East in the light 

of his ethnography conducted among the Western Desert aborigines from 1966-1967. 

Puntutjarpa, he argued, demonstrated an unchanging faunal and lithic sequence established 

and maintained over the last 10,000 years (Gould 1977:171). James Range East 

corroborated these findings albeit from a younger sequence. Three factors led to Gould's 

argument for continuity through the archaeological past to the ethnographic present: (1) 

recognisable implement types, in particular adzes, found both archaeologically and 

ethnographically, that (2) belong to the Small Tool tradition, with its established ubiquity 

over time and space set within, (3) a stable environment, unchanging over time. Gould 

argued Western Desert aborigines pursued risk-minimising subsistence and settlement 

strategies. These risk-minimising strategies were adaptive and, as such, were effective in 

maintaining resident populations. Slight variation in the implements found at Puntutjarpa 

and James Range East was explained as the emergence of sub-traditions, presumably 

regionally based, in an otherwise functional tool kit. Simply put, the environment went 

unchanged and so did people's "material residue"; therefore the ethnographic present is a 

"traditional" image of the archaeological past. This scheme simultaneously dismisses the 

analogy and demonstrates the validity of ethnoarchaeology as a reconstructive method in 

itself. 

Gould's ethnoarchaeology is naive and problematic. Gould's concept of hunter-

gatherer societies being traditional in the sense of resistant "time-capsules" is an example 

of the fallacy of behavioural immutability outlined in Chapter 3. No community ever 

remains static in its social, political and economic manifestations. Human communities, 

without exception, do not exist in isolation. On evolutionary grounds alone, communities 
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so isolated would be selected against (Steward 1968:321). Arguments for the Desert 

Culture being an adaptation are entirely compromised by arguments for traditional society. 

It is ironic that Gould urged the need for archaeology to break away from social 

anthropological theory (1980:250) when his concepts are so fundamental to both streams of 

anthropology. 

The reconstruction of Puntutjarpa, particularly the adze sequence, makes some 

substantial assumptions that are not borne out by scrutiny of the archaeological data. 

Gould's adze sequence has been questioned as an indicator of risk-minimising 

conservatism in artefact production and design (Hiscock and Veth 1991). The micro-adze 

is fictitious, being little more than an adze slug. The discontinuity of artefact traditions 

leads to a dismissal of the continuity model. Gould's reconstruction of Puntutjarpa and 

James Range East relies on behavioural immutability, which is also instrumental in his 

case for ethnoarchaeology and, more so, the argument for anomaly. Continuity in 

behaviour over time has been questioned (Cane 1984, Veth 1993) as has the extent of 

change undergone by the and zone environment (Smith 1988). 

More significant than any pejorative critique of Gould's method is assessing his 

dismissal of analogy. Gould did not escape the trap of analogy for all his insisting that his 

method involves tests by anomaly (Binford 1985, Davidson 1988:24-6, Wylie 1982; also, 

Schiffer 1978:233-4). His argument for archaeological continuity in the Western Desert is 

an analogy, albeit cleverly disguised, and one that begs the conclusion (cf. Ascher 

1961:319). Gould relies on the argument that the desert environment and, what is more 

important, people's adaptations to it did not change over time. He observed the sort of 

implements that appear in the archaeological record being produced and used; thus, he 

argued a behavioural continuity. Gould inferred the function of adzes and micro-adzes 

through edge wear analysis to demonstrate the relatedness of these implements. With great 

subtlety he simultaneously created a tool kit, the Small Tool Tradition, which further 

implied the unchanging conservatism of risk-minimising strategies. All that remained, the 
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begged conclusion, was to demonstrate an unchanging environment ipso facto unchanging 

behaviour. It is curious that Gould argued for analogy being a fallacy of affirming the 

consequent when his argument for the Desert Culture did the same (Gould and Watson 

1982:372). Gould's analogy can therefore be summarised: 

The Western Desert environment is a constant, high-risk environment; 

Human material reflects behavioural patterns; 

Extant human material mirrors human material residue; 

Extant behavioural patterns reflect prehistoric behavioural patterns and an 

unchanging environment. 

Despite Gould's best attempts to deflect the allegation, the above is Environmental 

Determinism and not ecological anthropology. Gould's "risk-minimising strategies" as a 

euphemism for adaptation must be seen as innately conservative and a spurious 

interpretation of the evolutionary concept. Adaptation can not and should not be perceived 

in such a fashion. Adaptation is an ongoing process and not static or unchanging. 

Adaptation is usually inferred and something recognised in hindsight (O'Brien and Holland 

1992:43-5). Murray (1988:6-8) alludes to this argument when discussing the concept of 

"humanness". 

Anthropology is stuck with analogy as a means of understanding the past, at least 

for the time being; therefore, anthropologists need to devise ways of making a reliable 

analogy, as this study has undertaken. The alternatives to such an endeavour are the 

imprecision of the "lumpen-analogy" or an inaction born of effete disputation. 
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